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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I. BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM
Contemporary view of the date of Jonah. A survey of
seven contemporary ( 1 940-present ) general introductions to the
Old Testament shows that those scholars who are descendents of
the Literary Analysis tradition consider the Book of Jonah as
post-exilic.'' Some give this as an established fact with no
supporting evidence while others mention the internal linguis
tic features as showing several "Aramaisms." These "Aramiaisms , "
it is said, are proof of a later date. None of these seven
contemporary introductions surveyed list these "Aramaisms."
The basis for the contemporary view. The basis for
this contemporary opinion is found in three works from the last
'Robert H. Pfeiffer (Harvard University), Introduction
to the Old Testament (New York: .Harper and Brother's'^ Tg^^^YT"
p. 589; Aage Bentzen (University of Copenhagen), Introduction
to the Old Testament, vol. II (Copenhagen: G. E. C- Gads
Porlag, 1949), p. 1^5; H.H. Rowley (University of Manchester),
The_ Growth of the Old Testament (London: Hutchinson's Univer
sity Library, 1 950y7~pTTTTi Bernhard >r. Anderson (The
Theological School, Drevr University), Understanding, the Old
Testament (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1957y7"p.
503; George If, Anderson (University of Durham), A Critical
Introduction to the Old Testament (London: Gerald Duckworth
and Co., 195977 P- ^53; Norman K. Gottwald (Andover Newton
Theological School) , A Light to the Nations, An Introduction
to the Old Testament (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1959) ,
pp. 520-524; and Samuel Sandmel (Hebrew Union College) , The
Hebrew Scriptures (New York: Alfred A. Knoph, I963), pp. 495-6.
2half of the nineteenth century and two from the first two
decades of the twentieth.. In 1 858 Theodore Parker published
an enlarged English translation of If. M. L. Deilette ' s
2
In t r 0 du c t .1 ^n to the .Canonical Scriptures. This work gives
ten words which, it is said, indicate that the book of Jonah
is one of the latest of the Old Testament. They are not
called "AramaisffiS ,
" however.
The next scholar to mention this was 0. S. Stearns, who
in 1888 published his Introduction to th_e Books of the Old
Testament . ^ He does not list these "Aramaisms" but merely
calls them "peculiarities of style (Aramaisms) . . . which are
deemed of later date. "^
In I897 S. P. Driver published An Introduction t� the
Literature of the Old Testament. ^ He mentions nine "Aramaisms
T
. . . marks of a later age." Pive of these nine are not
mentioned by De�ette.
Then in 1907 Carl H. Cornill published his Introduction
M. L. De�ette, Introduction^ to the Canonical
Scriptures, Vol. II (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1*858).
-^Ibid. , pp. 455-6.
"^0. S. Stearns, Introduction to the Books of the Old
Testament (Boston: Silver, Burdett and Co., 1 8M) .
5 lb id. , p. 71 .
^S. E. Driver, An Introduction to the^ Literature of
the Old Testament (New York: Charles Scribnep"s"~Soni7 TE97) -
^Ibid. , p. 322.
3to the Canonical Books of the Old Testament. ^ He lists eight
expressions in Jonah which "all point to the latest period of
9
the linguistic development of Hebrew." Pie does not call them
"Aramaisms." Only one of these eight is not mentioned by
either Delfette or Driver.
In 1913 G. B. Gray published A Critical Introduction
1 0
to the Old Testament. He states that in the Book of Jonah
1 1
"Aramaisms and late words or forms occur with frequency."
He then lists eleven verses in which these words or forms
appear, but he does not give the words or forms.
In the main, then, the credit for establishing the
late date theory of the Book of Jonah, based on the presence
of "Aramaisms," falls upon �. M. L. DeWette, S. R. Driver
and C. H. Cornill.
�Carl H. Cornill, Introduction to the Canonical Books
of the Old Testament (London: Williams and Norgate, 1 907TT~
9
Ibid. , p. 337.
'''^G. B. Gray, A Critical Introduction to the Old
Testament (New YorkT Charles "^cribner's Sons, 19T3y.
^ ^
Ibid. , p. 215.
II. THE PROBLEM
4
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this study
will be to examine, linguistically, the Book of Jonah to
determine whether or not a late (post-exilic) date is
necessitated by its linguistic features. This objective will
be reached (1) by establishing a Hebrew Text for the Book of
Jonah through the translation and comparisons of the origina,l
texts of the Masoretic Hebrew, the Aramaic Jonathan Targum,
the Greek Septuagint and the Coptic (Sahidic) and, (2) by a
linguistic study of ten words or expressions given by De�ette,
Driver and Cornill as ma,rks of late date. These words fall
into four categories: (1) verbs, QR^ "to proclaim" (1:2),
HS3 "to think, to be minded" (1:4), fST "to think" (1:6), ST^.
"to be silent" (1:11,12), mj "to appoint" (2:1; 4:6,7,8) and
^:-IL "to labour" (4:10); (2) nouns, s^pina^. "a ship" (1:5) and
ta^am "a decree" (3:7); (3) a particle, se "of" (1:7,12; 4:10);
(4) an expression, �^^loh'^ has^amayim "the God of Heaven" (1:9).
This part of the study will also include the noun mallahim
"mariners" (1:5), which will appear just before the expression
"God of Hea.ven. " 7J. 0. E. Oesterley and T. H. Robinson add
this word to the list of Aramaisms. ^
Justification of the problem. The writer has been able
'^2^. 0. E. Oesterley and Theodore H. Robinson, An
Introduction to the Books of the Old Testament (London: S.P.
O.K. , 1953~D-st published in 193fJ7~P. 372.
5to find only two scholars who have dealt, linguistically with
these words in Jonah. In 1918 Robert Dick Ivilson wrote an
article in The Princeton Theological Review entitled "The
1 "5
Authenticity of Jonah. " In this he dealt linguistically
with the words, but not as thoroughly as he could have. Since
his writing new material has been discovered to shed additional
light on the problem.
Gleason L. Archer in his Survey of Old Testament
1 4
Introduction, published in 1964, has dealt with only three
of the words in any way approaching adequacy. Therefore the
writer feels a justifiable need to examine this problem as
thoroughly as his linguistic training will allow.
Limitations of the^ problem. This study will not seek
to establish the authorship of the Book of Jonah nor the
actual date of its writing. It will not deal with the Prayer
in chapter trfo of the Book of Jonah, nor with the miracles of
the story.
I^Robert Dick �iison, "The Authenticity of Jonah," The
Princeton Theological Review, XVI (April 1918), 280-298.
^'^Gleason L, Archer, Survey of Old Testament Introduc
tion (Chicago: Moody Press, T9'64) .
7TABLE I
TRANSLITERATION SYl^EBOLS FOR
THE HEBRE� AND ARAM10
0 on sonant s.
d/i
ii/n
ll
t/p
1/r
rn
n/J
s/B
s/w'
t/
Vowels.
ma/ 1
m^"
A
mu
mf/-^
me
mi/-' 10
ma/ lO
-r
ma/O
mo/' JO
mo/O
T
mu/O
me/ to
me/ 10
mi/o
ma/ 1
mo/ jO
T
me/ D
�
mVO
laa /X n
meh./ 71 n
me:
8I: ptos.
1 . pa tah furt im ium : ruala/n �!1 �
2. "^f accent when not on the ultima.
3. IJhere there is implicit or implied doubling, the
second letter is in parenthesis.
4. "i-Jhere pure long vowels are found defectively
written in the text they are transliterated as pure long but
placed in parenthesis.
5. T'Jhere short vowels are written fully in the text
they are transliterated as short but placed in parenthesis.
TABLE II
9
TRAKSLITEPjlTION STrlBOLS
FOR THE GREEK
a/oc n/V
b/p
s/f 0/0
d// p/tr
e/� r/p
dz/^
u/ 1/
pll/4*
k/ ^
1/X ps/ ^
m/ p. 0/ w
TABLE III
TRAITSLITERATION SYMBOLS
EOR THE COPTIC
A / ^ L/X Ph/^
3/B m/M ,ju. �K]i/;(
G-/r N/fa Ps/y
Ks/f 0/ u;
o/o Sh/y
z/? p/ir P/ q
E/H R/p -h/ ^
Th/� s/C J/X
I/I T/T G/<^
K/ H u/F Ti/4-
1 1
TABLE IV
SIGLIA IE THE APPARATUS AWL
POOTNOTES IN THE TEXT
Slglla in the, Apparatus.
Jon / Sper"ber's Aramaic Jonathan Targum.
Jud / liebrew text from Judean �adi Murabba^at.
LXX / Rahlfs' Greek Septuagint.
OL / Old Latin.
Sa / Sahidic Coptic.
TM / Kittel's Masoretic Text.
� / Sanders' Greek Washington Manuscript.
Poo tnote numbers in the text.
A number appearing immediately after a word refers to
that preceding word only.
A. number appearing immediately before a word refers
to that following word and to a phrase follow__ing. The end of
the phrase is indicated by that same number in brackets,
immediately after the last word of the phrase.
A number appearing between two words with a double
space before and after ity refers to that space only, not to
either wordo
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OEAPTER 1
1:1. way (y) ^ht ^ d^ljar-yhwht^
^el-yona �o'^n -'"^^mltta.j le'^mor
1:2. Qurn lek *el-nin�weh
hs: ir hs.gg^g,ola uq^ra
^aleha^^ ici-^al^t^ ra^atam^
i^panay
1.:3. wayyaqon y^na iibroah
tarsisa -^ailiipney yiiwh
wayyered ya no wayyimsa^ ^on'iyS
D-u --i J. vOVba-^a iarsis wayyitten
s^karah vrayyered bah la'^o'
^iamSheni ^tarsisa laillipn'&y
ynwh
1:1. And the word of the Lord
came unto Jonah the son of
Amittai saying,
1:2. Arise, go unto Nineveh
that great city a.nd proclaim
against it, for their wicked
ness has come up before me.
1:3. But Jonah arose to flee
to Tarshish from the presence
of the Lord, and he went do"5-ra
[toi Joppa, and he found a ship
going to Tarshish. And he gave
his fare and went doT'm into it
to go with them to Tarshish
1-U3
2
2a
Jon :
Jon :
LX}L:
pitgam n�bu"'a min qodam- ywy.
itnabe ,
ev.
c
3 LXX: e krauge tes kaklos autes.
5
Jon: l^yamma^ min qodam d^^itnabe bisma'^dywy.
-!5 -T omits ek . . . eis tharsis,
o u^j J on: d Szla l^yamma .
Jon: b^yamma'' min qodam d^^'^itnabe blsm^ day>jy.
13
1:4. wayhwh lietil ruah-g^d'&la
^ e1 -iiayyam way ( y ) �h i sa^ ar -
gad'ol bayyam w^ha'^oniya
hirs^liaS lei-iil^Sber.
1:5. waji^yir^^u hammallahim
wayyiz aqu is el-' elohayw^
10 wayystilu �^ei-hakkelim
"^aser ba oniya el-hayyam
l�hs:qel me ^alehem wSyona ySrad
^el-yark�t'& hass^^ina wayyisicab
wayySradam.
1:6. wa,yyiqraQ elayw ra|i
~ 11
hah(h)obel wayyo^mer 16* mah-
(l)l�lxa nirdam q-um q^ra el
from the presence of the Lord.
1:4. And the Lord hurled a
great wind into the sea and
there was a great tempest in
�the sea, and the ship thought
to be broken.
1:5. A.nd the mariners feared
and cried out , a, man unto
his god, and they cast the
vessels which were in the
ship into the sea to lighten
it from upon them. Now
Jonah had gone down into the
innermost parts of the ship,
�and he vras lying down and was
in heavy sleep.
1:6. And the chief sailor
came to him and said to him,
Y'Jhat is this to you, sleep in
� Jon
9 Jon
10
1 1
ba^�-ya ; Pr. b*^ ^ , to wish, ask.
d^halteh. Ft. dhl, "to fear."
inserts wah^zo ^ar'e l^i b^hon s^rok.
Jon: omits.
Jon:
14
^elJJlieka lay yit^^asset
hc^'elShim ISnu vi^lo^ nobbed.
1:7. irayyo m^ru is el-
re eliu l*^iai w^uappila goralo t
w�nsd^^ genome hSrS ^ a
hazzo �'t linu wayyappilu goralo;
wayyippol haggoral *"al-yona.
1:8. wayyoE^ru "^elayw" iiaggida-
(n)nS lanu ba aser I'^mi � -
hara^a hazzo^t lanu ^ 3 mah-
(n)n�la Ict^ka ume ay in tabS'
ma ^arsel^a w^"*6'-mizzeh ^am
1:9. T-rayyo mer alehem el^ed
^g.^^^-^ .j^j.e:>g^_yj^-j^ ^eloh'^
Arise, call unto your god;
perhaps the God will think
unto us th8.t we shall not
perish.
1:7. And they said , a man
unto his companion. Come, let
us ca,st lots that we may know
on whose account [is] this
evil to us; and they cast lots
and the lot fell upon Jonah.
1:8. A.nd they said unto him.
Pray, tell us for whose cause
O-s] this evil to us? What
is your occupation, and from
where do you come? Wnat is
your country, and of what
people are you?
1:9. A.nd he said unto them,
A. serv3-nt of the Lord [am^ I,
12 -r-Jon: ma ,
13
omits.
l4-^[j/^ rpj.r. t^vopi . Jon: y^huda'ah ; LZZ-, W: doulos
kuriou ego; (C. Rabin, ed. , Teztus, Vol. 1, p. 119, "The
commonest abbreviation for the t e tragramm.at oii seems to have
been a single yodh. " I base my textual change here on the
LXX) .
nassanayia "^ani yare aser-
^ SLsa. -'et-hayyarn w� ^ et-
hayyabbasa
1 : 10. wayyir^u ha anSsiic
yir^a: sSdolt wayyo^m^ru 'sisyvr
mah'5-(z)zo^t Wta Icj^-
ySd ^u'' nsr-'anasim ki -
millipne yhwh^''^hi!t boreah
ki hiffsid lahem.
1:11. wayyo "^iQ^ru "^elayw mah-
(n)na*^^-seh (l)lak w^ylstoq
hayyarn me alenu ki^ hayyam
holek w�s(o)^er.
1:12. wayyo mer alehem sa uni
waiiax ll ( u ) n 1 el -nayyam
Tv^yistoq hayyam me'^al'^kem ki
yodea am ki b selli hassa'^ar
hagsiSdol'' ^ hazzeh '^al'^em.
15
and the Lord God of the
Heavens I fear, who made the
sea and the dry land.
1:10. And the men feared a
great fear, a.nd they said unto
him, I'Jhat is this you have
done? Por the men knew that
from the presence of the Lord
he wa,s fleeing for he had
told them..
1:11. And they said unto
him, >rnat shall we do unto you
that the sea shall be silent
from us, for the sea walked
and was raging.
1:12. And he said unto them.
Take me up 8.nd cast me into
the sea, and the sea shall be
silent from you for I know
that on account of me [jLs]
this great raging upon you.
15
16
17
Sa: ETBS.
Sa: inserts NAH.
LXX: egnosan; �: epegnosan ,
''^^^Jon: m.in qodam d^^tnab"^ "^isma^dywy,
19 �f: omits article o.
16
1:13. wayyaht^ru hS^anSsia 1:13. Nevertheless the men
l""hssim ^el-hayyabbasa \t^15^ rowed to cause to return unto
ySlcolu lei ha.yjS.:2 holel^ the dry land, "but they were
w�s('o)^er *^alehem. not able for the sea was
walking and raging upon them.
1:14. wayyiqr^-^u ^1-yhwh 1:14. And they called unto
wayyo'^m^ru^^ 'snna yhwh^~^ the Lord and said. Ah now, 0
�^al-na^ no^'a^da b^ne^es ha^is Lord, do not, we pray, let us
hazzeh w�-^al-titten alenu da:m perish for the life of this
nsqi ki-'^attahyhwh ka"' aser man, and do not put upon us
hapasta asita. innocent blood, for you, 0
Lord, that which you have
pleased you have done.
1:15. waj'yis-'u -^et-yona 1:15. And they took Jonah and
way�til(u)hu 'el-hayyam they cast him into the sea,,
wayya*^amod mizza*^po. and the sea. stood from its
raging.
1:16. wayy'ir�-^ ha ^anasim yir'a! 1:16. And the men feared a
g�dol'� ^et-yh?jh wayyizb'^hu - great fear [pfj the Lord, and
zebah layh:i;'rh wa^yyldd ru they slaughtered a sacrifice
n^darim. unto the Lord, and they vowed
vows .
9 jj: omits article o.
'�
Sa: IMGONT ERON "do not be wroth with us."
Sa: omits.
'2 Jud: nSqi ; OL: iustum.
17
II. CHAPTER 2
2:1. way ( y ) man yhwh d ag
gad^l libloa^ ^et-yOn^
wa,y(y)�h'i yon a bin!*^'^ had dag
2:2. wayj^itpailel yon'a ^el-
yhwh elohayw ^ mimrQ e
hadds:.G;^ ^
2:1. And the Lord appointed
a great fish to swallow Jonah.
And Jonah was in the belly of
the fish three days and three
nights.
2:2. And Jonah prayed unto
the Lord his God from the
belly of the fish,
2:3. wa.yyo'^mer qara'^ti missara 2:3. And he said, i cried from
li^-^ '^el-yhwh26 wayya an em
m^iboeuen s^ -ol ' siwa ti '
sama ta
2:4. wattaslikeni m�sula
my distress unto the Lord and
he answered me; from the womb
of Sheol I cried; you heard
my voice.
2:4. Por you had cast me
23-f3j Sa, OL: omits.
2^-�25 Sa:
25
26
T-J.
omiiis.
omits .
LXX: inserts ton theon mou; Sa: inserts
PANOUTE; OL: inserts dm. meum.
27
27a
28
Jon; t^h'Sm.a; R,W: adou; OL: inferni.
LXX: krauges mou; OL: clamor is mei.
�: inserts kai.
n . -, . , '^ 29 e - - 30Diloc.3 yannira ir nahar-^
y^sobceni Icol-Eisbareka ^-l
w^'galleka^^ alay abaru.-32
2:5. wa am a-marti nigrasti
minneged *^neka -'ak �'^sip
l^habbit ^el-lielcal qodseka.
�::6. apapuni mayim ad-nepes
t^K&n y^sobbeni" -^-^stip ha:bus
2:7. l^qlsb^ harim yaradtn!
�. -u� -1 ^1 - -u c�^^'>33alia, ares b rilaeha ba adi"^-^
juissanatl�*^lani trntta'^al^'^ 35 mn^Sn
liayyay36 yhwh ^elohay.
18
(intqi the deep, into the
heart of the seas; and a stream
encircled me; all you breakers
and your waves over me passed.
2:5. And I said, I was cast
out away from your sight, yet
I will do again to look unto
your holy temple.
2:6. The waters encom.passed
me unto [my| soul, the depth
enclosed me, the reeds bound
3,bout my head.
2:7. To the extremities of
the mountains I went do"vm; the
earth, its bars a,bout me
forever; yet you have brought
up my life from corruption.
m.eum.
29
30
J on, LXX, W, Sa, OL: singular.
LXX, !T, Sa: plural.
'
J on: nansolohi d^yamma.
32
don: w�gallohi.
55 "�I! LXX, �: "edu I kephale mou; OJj: demeavit caput
33a
34
35
36
OL: omits "me. "
Sa: EKIUEINE.
_ A. vJf _
J on: inserts qarib qodamak.
Sa: inserts EHEAI Sh^ASOK.
19
0 Lord, my God.
2:8. b^hit^attes ^alay 2:8. mien my soul fainted
nagsi 57>et-y]nfh3'^a zakSrti'-''-'^ within me, I remembered the
38^^attSbo'* ^elelxa t�;^illati^^ Lord, and my prayer came in
''el-hekal qodselca.'^^ unto you, into your holy
temple.
2:9. m^samm'^ri'm habl^-saw� 2:9. They who guard vanities
hasdam"^^ ya5azobu. of emptiness, their mercy they
forsake.
2:10. >ra ani b qol toda]i 2:10. And I with a voice of
'*ezb�h't-(l)lak ^aser nadarti thanksgiving, I will sacrifice
:>w.v 42 e^Ac:^^.x43 _ , .C4ei . , . , ^ ,asallsma y'^su ata layhjfh unto you; that which I have
vowed I will pay. Salva.tion
[is^ of the Lord .
43a ^33
2:11. wayyo"^mer yhwh 2:11. And the Lord spoke unto
37 -{3'^ Jon: pul�ha;na:*dayi'ry "'iddakret.
OL: dmi mei.
38 {38^ g^. .^^^ PASHLEL EI.
3Q
'
/ \
�: alien "fruitless" (clearly a mis-copy).
Sa: MPSiOJA.
^1 Jon: inserts btus�b�hat; LXX: inserts aineseos
"praise"; �: inserts deseos""prayer " ; Sa: inserts NTOBH
"prayer"; OL: inserts laudis "praise".
42-^2i jQp_. pur^qan napsi bisl'S qodam j\rj .
"^3 Sa: SPAOUJAI; �: eis sotSrian mou.
43a-{r3a| Q-j^. -grp praeceptum est ceto.
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laddag Tfayyaqe'' ''et-yon^ the fish, and it vomited up
^el-hayyab"basa Jonah unto the dry land.
III. CHAPTER 3
21
3:1. -ray ( y )
�
hi �liar -yhwhM
el-yona senit le mor
3:2. qurn lek "'el -n in�weh
hS(^fir haggScVSlt ^^^q^ra^
�'eleha: et-haqq^ria � aaer
�^s:no:�i d(o)"ber �'eleka.
^
-A A
3:3. wayySqom yona wayyelek
�^el-nin�weh '^^ kidbar yhwh
w^n'in^weh hayeta ^r-g�d^l^
le"^lohiin mahalak s�li7set
A
yamim.
3:4. wayyahel yon^ labo
ba*'ir mahalak yom ^ehSd
wayyiqra^ wayy ( o mar *"or
"^arba ^'im'^''' yom w�nin�weh
nehpaket .
46
3:1. And the word of the Lord
came unto Jonah a second [^time]
saying,
3:2. Arise, go unto Nineveh
that great city, and proclaim
against it the proclamation
which I spoke unto you.
3:3. And Jonah arose and went
unto Nineveh according to the
word of the Lord. Now Nineveh
was a great city unto God, a
walking journey of three days.
3:4- And Jonah began to enter
the city a walking journey of
one day. And He proclaimed
and said. Yet forty days and
Nineveh shall be overthrown.
44- L4'^ Jon: pitgam n^b^-^a min qodam jX'TJ.
45-\5-3 Jon: u^itnabbe ... n�bVata'.
^5a OL: NINEW CIVITATEM. .
46 Tf: omits.
^7 .LXX, �: treis; OL: Triduum.
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j)::^. wayya aininu anse
^ p , Q?., � A 48 . ep'^nm^wen b� lohirn wayyiqr^ u-
som wayyilb'-su saqqim
miggedolam w� ad q^tannam.
3:6. wayyigga haddS'^ar
_> ^ A
el-nelei� ninewsii wayyaqom
milckis o ^ wayya a]:ier addarx-o
inch's Isyv-r way(y)^kam saq
wayye s eb ai -lia: ff-q e r .
3:7. wayyaz eq wayy ( o ) "'me r
b�n indwell nitta^am hammelek
ugSjiolayw le'^mor ha^adam
w^habb^hSmsi iiabbaqar w^hasso^n
'^al-yit ^aau m^nt 'al-yir^u
uias.y im al -yi s tu .
3:3. w^yitkassu saqqim
hS^SdSm w�liabb�hema w^yiqrs-'i^
^el-^elohimSl b�liS:zot wSySsubu
Is middarlm harS^a umin
3:5. And the people of Nineveh
believed God and proclaimed a
fast and put on sackcloth,
from the great of them, even
unto the small of them.
3:6. And the word reached
unto the king of Nineveh, and
he arose from his throne and
he put his cloak from him and
he covered jjiimself with|
sackcloth and he sat upon ashes,
3:7. And he made proclamation
and said in Nineveh from^ the
decree of the king and his
great [ones| , saying, Man, nor
beast, herd nor flock, let them
not taste anything, let them
not feed, neither let them
drink waiter.
3:8. But let man and beast
be covered with sa,ckcloth and
let them cry unto God in
strength, and let [everfl man
48 - T_p A e --^ -.
J on: b^mem^ra dyi-fy
49
50
Jon: inserts malkuieh.
LZZ, IT: put entire verse in the aorist; OL: in
the past, act accomplished.
�: ^al-'elohim.
heh.(h.) SinS:s "^aser b^iippeliem. ^
3:9. Eii-yodea -^-^ yasuo
"if^niliani liS-^&crh'iiii w^sab
meharon ^app^S w^lo"^ n('5)''bed.
3:10.- trayyar�^ liS^^lohim -^et
ma^asehern Ivi-sSbu middarkani
harS a-^ wayy innah. em
ha elohim al-nara*^a aser-
dibber la'^asot-lahem w�lo^
o o o
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turn from, his evil way, and
from the violence which [is]
in their hands.
3:9- ''�flho shall know, God may
turn and relent and turn from
the burning of his nose, and
we shall not perish.
3:10. And God saw their
vrorks that they turned from
their evil ways, and God
relented from the evil which
he said to do unto them, and
he did ^it^ not.
52 LXX, If: insert legontes.
53 Jon: inserts d^'^t bideh hobin.
54 ta kaka.
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IV. CHAPTER 4
4:1. v-rayyei'a''^^ ''el-ySn'^ ra^a
g aola wa-jyiliar-^ lo.
4:2. Tfayyitpallel ^el-yhT-rh
A^
wayyo ina.r . annah yliwh 11^10- -
zeli a^oari aQ.-li yoti al-
A A
�^dnSti 'al-lv5n qidamti li'^roah
�
ta,rsisa-^' ki yaaa ti ki 8,tta
�^sl-hannun^^a- x-rGralium -^erek
Vppayim "�j'^rab-laesed w^niham
al-iiara a.
4:3. w^^att"^ yhwh qah-na^
ex-na-os.! mimmenni ki noh
ao't'i' m.ehayyay.
4:1. And it was evil unto
Jonah, a great evil, and it
burned to him.
4:2, And he prayed unto the
Lord, and said, I pray, 0 Lord,
was not this my words when I
was in my country? Therefore,
I was before fleeing to Tarshish,
for I knew that jrou CareJ a
gracious G-od, and merciful,
long nosed and ^f} great
kindness, and relenting upon
evil.
4:3. And now, 0 Lord, take,
I pray, my life from me, for
it is better my death than my
life.
55 LZX, 77: elupethe "grieved"; OL: contristatus
"saddened " .
56 L:D[: sunechuthe "confounded"; �: sunethumesen
"disheartened"; OL: maestus "sorrowful",
^7 Jon: l^yamma/,
57a OL: omits "God".
4:4. vTQ.J jammer yhwli 57^
ha-h.'eteb Imra ialc^^^
4:5. wayyes^'* yona min-
hs: ir TfsyyesGb miqqeaem
Icr^ix" wayya^^as' 16" sara sukka
way^^'Sseb tahteha bassel ad
*^aser yir^ eh mah-(y)yihyih
, <^'>
ds ir.
4:6. way ( y ) �nan yhwh - ^el ohim
qiqS3/on wayya Si mS al
l�yona59 HhSy^t sel ^al-
r(o) so 1 hassil lo mera ato
wayyismah yona *"al -haqqiqayon
simha! g^dSla,
4:7. 'i'J'ay ( y ) �man hS elohim
tola^at ba*^alot hassahar
lammahorat wattak 'ei-
haqqiqayon wayyilias
4:8. way ( y ) ^h'l kiz roah
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4:4. And the Lord said, The
doing of good a burning to you
(or. Are you rightly angry?)?
4:5. And Jonah went forth
from the city and sat eastward
of the city; and he made to
him there a booth, and he sat
under it in the shadoi-r until
that he might see what might
be in the city.
4:6. And the Lord God
appointed a vine, and it camie
up over Jonah to be shade over
his head to shade him from his
distress; and Jonah rejoiced
over the vine a great joy.
4:7. And God appointed a worm
on the coming up of the dawn
on the morrow, and it injured
the vine and it dried up.
4:8. And it came to pass when
5713 OL: inserts ad ionan.
58 Jon: Are you very 'angry?; LXX, �: Are you greatly
grieved?; OL: Are you greatly saddened?
59 LXX, �: kephalSs tou iwna; OL: caput ionae.
liassenes "vray (y) Sraan ^lonim
60 A , ./> , u� ava [6(2^^rua.h csaini h.s,risit watta!^
hasssnes al-r(o) s yona
vvayyit^alls^ wayy is 'al ^et-
VA , _ A f-j . A T
nap SO 1s.::mz wayyo mer to o
Hot'i neliayyay.
4:9. wayyo er *el oh im e1 -
A A , T A . � - 1 � �T -1 Pt �6 1 C -,
yona lianexeo liaz'Sii-l^ka al'
1 '^ _ A , Aj._T 62iiaqqiqSyon wayy o ^ me r heteb
,
- A -,a61 C n - JL.
naTs. -1 1 ad -mawe t .
4:10. wayyo-'mer yhwh ''att^
hasta al -haqqiqayon aser lo -
c.:::alta: ho w�lo qiddaltS"
^ s e 0 Din -lay^
-,-s. e-,ys f63|lay la abad*- -h
bbin-l ^la haya ubin-
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the sun arose that God
appointed a silent east wind,
and the sun smote upon Jonah's
head, and he fainted, and he
asked his soul to die; and he
said. Setter my death ths-n my
life.
4:9. And God said unto Jonah,
The doing of good, a burning
to you (or. Are jou rightly
angry?) against the vine? And
he said. The doing of good, a
burning to me (or, I am
rightly angry) , unto death.
4:10. And the Lord said, Tou
have looked with compassion
upon the vine, which you have
not laboured for it, neither
have you made it grow, which
60-f6Qi LXX, �: pneujnati kausonos sugkaionti.
61
62
See Footnote 530.
dud: het^b.
63-161 jQ^^. dl b^l-^ieya^haren h^wSh ub^lel^ya^
^ahorSna? ^o^bad "wh^^ch in ,this night was 'and in another^ ni^ht
perished"; LXX: e egenethe upo nukta kai upo nukta apoleto
"which came up in a night and in a night perished"; IT: e-
egenethS upo nukla apCleto "which came up in a night (and)
perished. "
4:11. wa^ani lo^ ^Shum *^al-
niii^weii lia ir hagg'^aola aser
yes-bSh h.arbeh mistem- esreh
ribl)"o ^Sdsm '^aser lo"*- ySda^
ben-y mino lismo'^lo ub liema
rabba.
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was a son of the night, and a
son of the night it perished.
4.: 1 1 . iLnd shall I not spare
Nineveh that great'' city in
which there are twelve myriad
people who do not know between
their right and their left,
a/nd many cattle?
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Siimuarlzatlon. Following is given the number of
times each of the manuscripts varied from the TM, with the
number of times support is found in each of the other manu
scripts, and the number of times no support is found.
Jon varied 23 times
Supported :
LXX / 1 tir.ie
(All three for the same
Sa / 1 time varient)
� / 1 time
No Support: 22 times.
Jud varied 2 times, both in Hebrew spelling.
LXX varied 1 8 times
Supported :
Jon / 1 time
OL / 8 times
Sa / 4 times
:J / 13 times
No Support: 1 time.
OL varied 15 times
Supported :
Jon / 1 time
LXX / 8 times
Sa / 4 times
� / 6 times
No Support: 6 times
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Sa varied I5 times
Supported :
Jon / 2
LXX / 4
OL / 4
� / 4 times
times
times
times
No Support: 9 times
\J varied 22 times
Supported :
Jon / 2 times
L^a/ 12 times
OL / 8 times
Sa / 4 times
Although many varients were found, the writer found
it necessary to malce only one change from Kittel's Hebrew
text. That change was made in 1:9 from "I am a Hebrew,"
to "I am a servant of Yahwah. " This change is supported by
-I
the LXX, 11 and the Bohairic Coptic.
""The Bohairic Coptic text came to me too late to be
put in the critical apparatus.
CHAPTER III
THE "APuAMAISMS" OP JONAH
This chapter will be a linguistic study of ten
words given by PeTfette, S. R. Driver and Cornill as marks
of late date. Included will also be one word (mallahim
�
"mariners"), added by Oesterly and Robinson as an "Aramaism".
These words will be studied in terms of their appear
ance in the Old Testament (Hebrew and Aramaic), in the Targum
Jonathan, in A.kkadian, in the Ugaritic material, in the
Phoenician inscriptions, in the A.ramaic inscriptions and
documents and in the Aramaic .Zadokite Fragments. All of
these eleven words will not be found in all of the above
sources, but the sources cover all eleven words.
The chapter will be divided into five sections: (1)
verbs: 2lL> H3B, ^ST, STQ., MHT and *=KL; (2) nouns:
s "pinah and tafam; (3) the particle: se_; (4) the noun:
mallShim ; and (5) the expression: �'elohe hassamayim.
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I. VERBS
1 : 2 uq�r�. "proclaim". DeWette -Parker give the
verb OR^ as one of the marks of Jonah that indicates a post-
exilic date as the time of its composition. ^ However, QR-^
is as common to the entire span of Old Testament Hebrew as
it is common to late Hebrew or to Aramaic. It is used in the
sense of "to proclaim" 36 times. 2 of these 1 Ki. 13:2, 4, 32;
21:9, 12; Isa. 30:7; Micah 3:5; 6:9; Amos 4:5; Joel 4:9 and
Exodus 32:5j are references considered to be pre-exilic by
those who consider Jonah to be post-exilic.
No other Hebrew or Aramaic synonym would have been
appropriate for the author to use for Jonah's proclamation.
The only near synonym is 3SR, and its usual meaning is "to
proclaim or bring good tidings" as in 1 Sam. 31:9; 2 Sam.
4:10; 18:19, 31; 1 Oh. 10:9; Ps. 40:10; 68:12 and Isa. 61:1. ^
The Arabic verb basira means to "be glad" or "announce good
tidings, "while the noun .basaratun (Ar. ) and -b � so rah (Heb.)
means "good tidings." In Akkadian (Assyrian) bussuru
DelTette -Parker, Introduction to the Old Testament
(Boston: Little, Brovra and Company, TE^Q") , p. 455.
2BrovJn, Priver and Briggs, Hebrew and English Lexicon.
�i Old Testament (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, ]962},
p. 895.
^The only exception to the use of "^ood tidings" is
1 Samuel 4:17, "And the messenger (ham^basser.) answered and
said, Israel is fled before the Philistines, and there has
been also a great slaughter among the people."
(bussurtu) is also used of good tidings. The Ugaritic
consistently uses 3SR in the sense of "good tidings" (nn.) or
as "to bring good tidings" (vb.).^ Moreover, the verb 0R^_
is found twice in a Ugaritic text, dating between the I6th or
15th and the 12th centuries B.C., meaning "proclaim."^
It appears, then, that the author of Jonah, in using
JR^ used the usual and most appi-opriate word known to either
Hebrew or Aramaic for "to proclaim" a^gainst.^
�Robert Dick Wilson, "The Authenticity of Jonah," The
Princeton Theological Review, XVI (April 1918), p. 294, cites-
"^^'is A.nnals of Ashurbanipal 10:68, "good tidings of the conq.uest
of my enemies wa,s announced to me continually.
"
^Gyrus PI. Gordon, "The Poetic Literature of Ugarit,"
Or lentalla, XII(1943), p. 45, line 51:39, bjrtk "thy glad
tidings;" G. R. Driver, Ca/naa.nite Myths and Legends
(Edinburgh: T. cS: T. Clark, 195^77 P- 118^ line 33-^", b^rt
Isl bsr b'^1 wbsr htk d^ "good tidings of El! Be glad, Ba*^al,
and be glad, scioii of Dagon," p. 60, line 37, =^ab^rkm dn^el
"I would give you good tidings, Danel," p. 96-8, line 25^,
tbsr b^l bsrtk yblt "Be gladdened, Ba'al; I have brought
these good tidings. "
6g. R. Driver, "Shachar and Shalim," Ov., C it . , p. 120,
li'^e I5 ^eqr^a =*elm n�mn. . . "I proclaim the gods gracious.
. .," line 23, ^eqr^an ^Im nfran. . . "I will proclaim the
gracious gods. . ."
^The Jonathan Targum interprets the. word as HE^ "to
prophesy. "
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1 : 4 hlss^bali 1 "it was minded to". Carl H. Cornill
?
gives the verb HSB as one or the marks indicating a late
date for the writing of Jonah. The word is very common
throughout the Old Testament, meaning "to think, account."
But this instance in Jonah is the only time it is used for
an inanimate object. The writer has not been able to find
it used in this sense (that is, with an inanimate object)
elsewhere in Hebrew or in any other Semitic language. So
there is really no standard of comparison for determining the
date. The Targum Jonathan uses here the Aramaic B^ ^ "to ask,
seek, wish," which is quite common in Aramaic, but appears
only twice in Biblical Hebrew (B�H, Isa. 21:12, 12) in the
sense of "enquire." Does this not show the danger of the
above type of argument?
�Carl H. Cornill, Introduction to the_- Canonical Books
o_f the Old Testament (London: Williams and Norgate, 1907),
p. 337.
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1 : 6 ylt^asset "he will think" . The verb ^ -M^ is one
of S. Driver's Aramaisms, demanding a post-exilic date for
Jonah. 9 This is the only occurrence in the Hebrew Old Testa
ment of this form (hithpa*-el) of the roo.t ^ST. It .occurs as
^estgngtsyw "his thoughts" in Psalm 146:4 and as ^astat
"thought" in Job- 12:5. It appears once in the Aramaic parts
of the Old Testament as fasit "he thought" (Dan. 6:4) in the
sense of "planned," or "intended."
The Targum Jonathan, in Jonah 1 :6 uses RHIi "to show
compassion,"''^ and not ^ST . The only time Targum Jonathan
(Later Prophets) uses ST is in Jeremiah 11:19, a lay hasib-y.
^as tonin "against me they devised devices."'''' Even the Aramaic
of Daniel and Ezra does not use fST, but rather yisbar "he will
think" (Dan. 7:25) and ha sib in "are accounted" (Dan. 4:32).
h;S3 is very common in Aramaic, as in Hebrew, and is the one
most used. The roo t ST is found only three times in the 5th
12
century Aram.aic Papyri from Egypt in the sense of "think.
"
^S. R, Driver, Introduction , p. 322.
I^^vjiiich may be the Targum ' s interpretation rather than
strict translation.
11 This was checked by comparing those 31 references of
the TM of the Latter Prophets containing HSB against the same
references in Targum Jonathan.
12a. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of the YllVci Century B^
(Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1923T� P- ~113, line 23, nnll
mr"=>n tb ^f^st *^ ^gwr^ zn "if it seems good to your lordship,
take thought for that temple," p. 212, line 25, br2.H] t z^
?nh rbyt c|_t ^'iLy "the son ofj. my �^ister3 , wliom I had brought
up, imagined against ^^^''^e � " P- 214, line 68, lbd_ ^^.Dl^ frrt 1st
"do according as you think. "
35
It would seem that the root ^ST .is as unique to
Hebrew as it is to Aramaic, and cannot be used for a dating
of the vjTiting of the book of Jonah.
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1:11, 12 w^yl^toq. "that It ma^ he _sllent. " S. R.
Driver claims this as an Aramaism, a mark of late date. ^3
The root STQ is found outside Jonah in the Old Testament only
1 4 _ 1 R
in Proverbs 26:20 and in Psalm 107:30. The Proverbs
passage belongs to a group which Driver asserts "were reputed
in Hezekiah''s age to be ancient, "^6 and the Psalm he considers
to be of late date. Neither of these references is used in
connection with the sea. Outside of Jonah the Old Testament
never speaks of the sea being at rest, although the word for
sea occurs 362 times and its plural 30 times. ''''^ The Targum
Jonathan does not use STQ , but NUH.
Outside the Old Testa^ment the root STQ is found but
once, and that in the Egyptian Aramaic papyri of the 5th
1 8
century B.C.
Prom these rare appea^rs-nces we cannot say that this was
not a normal Hebr.ew term, for the quieting of the sea after the
storm. I-Iuch less can it be used for the dating of a document.
^3s. R. Driver, Introduction , p. 322.
ube^en nirgain yistoq mado'n "and where there is no
whisper, the strife is silent. "
"^5>fa7/-yismQ]h.u ke-yistffgu "then they were glad because
they 'were silent. "
^�S. R. Driver, Ou. C^t. , p. 407. Hezekiah was from
about 726 to 697 B. C.
"�^Robert Dick Ifilson, "The Authenticity of Jonah,"
The Princeton" Theological Review, XVI (April 1948), p. 286.
"�^A. Cowley, "The -Words of Ahikar," Aramaic Papyri, p-.
216, line 121, ^stq "I will be silent."
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2:1; 4:6,7,8. way(y)Qmaii "and he appointed. " S. R.
Driver asserts that MY used in the sense of "to appoint" is
1 Q
common in Aramaic, a m.arlc of late date. ^ Earlier language,
he says, would have used SlfH "to command, order" or HPQYD
� . .t20"to appoim: .
MY, in the sense of "to appoint" is used eleven times
21
in the Old Testament outside the Book of Jonah. It is used
22
in Altkadian' in this same sense.
In the 5th century Aramaic Papyri from Egypt, SYfE
does not occur, PQD in various forms five times and MY fif-
teen times, but only twice in the sense of "to appoint. "
In the 5th century leather Aramaic Documents from Egypt,. S�H
does not occur, PQD (in its noun form) twenty-eight times and
24
MY once, and that in the sense of "to appoint." In the-
Aramaic Zadokite-Pragments of about 40 A.D. S!fH occurs eleven
25
times, PQD eleven times and MY not at all.
The Targum Jonathan, in all four Jonah references uses
20 Ibid. , p. 506.
2^1 Chronicles 9:29; Daniel 1:5,10,11; 2:24,49; 3.12.
22Robert Dick �ilson. Op. Cit . , p. 287, tumannlma mursa
"thou hast allotted (appointedj desease," and sha sharru. ...
umannu "whom the king had designated,"
21
A. Cowley, Aramaic Papjri of the Fifth Century E... C . ,
Index,
?4
G. R. Driver, Aramaic Documents of the Fifth Centinx
B.C. (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 195777
^^Chaim Rabin, The Zadokite Documents, (Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1954).
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2^ ""to appoint" instead of -JITY. Apparently this translator
did not feel that Jonah's MY corresponded exactly to what
the Aramaic I!HY meant.
3YH occurs in the Old Testament 481 times, but carries
the meaning "to appoint" only five times, one of these being
in Nehemiah, definitely a post-ezilic book. It does not occur
in the Akkadian at all.
PQD occurs in the Old Testament 366 times, but carries
the meaning "to appoint" only fifteen times, two of these
again in Nehemlah, definitely a post-exilic book, and once
in Esther which S. ?u. Driver pl8,ces in the 3rd century B.C.
The word occurs in the Akka-dian as pak^du.
MY occurs 55 times in the Old Testament, but carries
the sense of "to appoint" only nine times. 30 j^ow all these
nine occurrences are in books that S. R. Driver would assign
to an exilic or post-exilic period. Job he dates a.t "either
31
during or shortly after the Babylonian ca.ptivity. "-^ Chronicles,
2^1 Samuel 25:30; 2 Sam.uel 6:21; 17:14; 1 Kings 1:35
and Hehemiah 5:14.
^"^Leviticus 26:16; Num.bers 1:50; 3:10; 4:2?; 1 Samuel
29:4; 2 Kings 7:17; 25:23; 2 Chronicles 23:14; Jeremiah 15:3,
27; 49:19; 50:44; Esther 2:3 and iNjehemiah 7:1; 12:44.
28
S. P. Driver, 0�. Cit., p. 484,
^^Bro-rn, Driver and Briggs, Hebrew and Eii^lish lexicon,
p. 823.
5^1 Chronicles 9:29; Job 7:3; Jonah 2:1; 4:6,7,3 and
Daniel 1:5,10,11,
51 S. p. Driver, O'd. Cit., p. 432.
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lie says, is commonly assumed to be the work of the sam.e
compiler as Ezra-Uehemiah. ^2 jonah and Daniel both give evi
dence of having been written under Babylonian influence.
S. R. Driver's dates and authorships for Chronicles and Job
would indicate the same.
Hence, the conclusion we can reach about the word l^IHJ
is that it is an old Sem.itic word and appears in books
bearing Assyrian influence (if we accept S. R. Driver's dates),
and that it cannot be used to date a decumbent. It is inter
esting that nowhere does S. R. Driver say that the presence
of SvJH and PQD .in a post- exilic book indicates an early date.
5^ Ibid. , p. 518.
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4:10 ^arnal "to labor. " The root ^M is one of S. R.
Driver's Aranaisms, a nark of late date. He states that
older Hebrew would have used TGf;. -^^
�54 r
The earliest-^ appearance of '-I-iL is in Proverbs 16:
26,^5 a part of the Proverbs which S. R. Driver considers the
oldest collection, from, "the golden days of the monarchy,"
possibly as early as the beginning of the eighth century B.G.^^
Its latest appearance is in Ecclesiastes. 37 Hence, it is
found in both pre-exilic and post -exilic works. The noun
derivative is found fifty-five times, as early as Gen. 41:51
39
which S. R. Driver gives as E material, � and as late as
Ecclesiastes. The noun is fcund in the. Aklcadian as nimelu
40
"gain, possessions."
The verb YG^ in the Old Testament means "to toil, or,
to grow or be wea-ry" by toil.'^'' In those works which S. R.
38
53s. R. Driver, Introduction, p. 322.
3'^According to S. R. Driver's dating.
55ne�e^ *^amel ^amiah llo* "the soul (which) labours,
labours for itself.
5^S. R. Driver, 0�. Cit. , pp. 4o4-5.
57'rjiiich S. R. Driver dates near the end of the 4th
century B. C. 0�. Cit. , p. 476.
38^et-k^l-^^mg:lj:. "all my toil."
5^S. R. Driver, Op. Cit., p. 17.
�^Broim, Driver and Briggs, Hebrew and English Lexicon,
p. 765.
^1'
Ibid. , p. 388.
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Driver places in the period before 700 B.C. it occurs only
in Proverbs 23:4^5 and in Joshua 7:3^^ (JE). In the actual
or alleged post-exilic literature it occurs eight times.
The various derived nouns occur thirty times, but in those
Tforlcs which S. R. Driver dates prior to 700 B.C.^'^ only
three tines, in 2 Sam. 17:2, G-enesis 31:42 (E) and Rosea 12:9
(JE). Hence, this word is also found in both pre-exilic and
post-exilic literature. The verb is found in the Akkadian as
47
^gu "to grow weary. "
Outside the Old Testament the root ^j-EL is found as
early as the eighth century, (between 745 and 727 B.C.) Old
48
Aram^aic Bar-rekub inscription irom Zenjirli. Both "che verb
and the noun are found in the Stii century B.C. Aramaic Papyri
from Egypt (once each).'^^ The Hebrew of Ecclesiasticus uses
^'"2s. R. Driver, O^. Cit. , p. 106, 405.
'^5<^al-tit^aw l^ha^ Q-^ir "labour not to be rich. "
^'^^ ^al - 1 ^yagga*=^ -sammah ^e t -ko1 -ha^am "cause not all the
people to labour there. "
^'"^Malachl 2:17 (twice); Ecclesiastes 10:15; Job 9:29;
psalm 6:7 (3 times) and Psalm 69.4.
^'�^S. R, Driver, 0^. Cit., pp. 183, 16, 123.
^7Brown, Driver and Briggs, 0�. Cit., p. 388.
"^^G. A. Cooke, A Text -Bo ok of, l�rth-Semi_t_ic Inscrip
tions (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1903777^' 131; i-I.
Lidzbarski, Handbucji der llordsemitischen Epigr_aphik (Hilde-
sheim: Georg 01ms, 1 9^)7~TrT^^07T^ih7~7- likZl ^ ^ SS.
kl "and the house of my father laboured more than all.'
^^A. Cowley, Aramaic^ P- ^^9, , line 2, |mft
k^mP, zy ^mlt... "I have heard .of the labour which you have
done.
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Y2i five times and ^I-JL three times. The Zadokite Documents
use Y2i twice but ^IIL not at all. 5''
The conclusions from the above study of and YG^
are (1) that both words are found in Akkadian, in early and
late Hebrew and in early and late Aramaic, (2) that a writer
of either Hebrew or Aramaic could have used either word at
any given period of the history of that language and (3) that
ex'^en if the Hebrew had borrowed the word from the Aram.aic it
could have done so as early as the m.iddle of the 8th century
B.C. The mere appearance of the word fnL in the Book of Jonah,
then, is not sufficient ground to date the book.
5'^Robert Dick Wilson, "The Authenticity of Jonah," The
Princeton Theological Review, XYI (April 1918), p. 292.
51 Ibid.: Chaim Rabin, The Zadokite Documents, Index.
ri. L'omis
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1 : b s'^-olnah "covered ship. " This noun is one cited
by S. R. Driver as an Arainaisin, a mark of late date for the
Book of Jonah. 5^
This is the only occurrence of this noun form of the
'^oQt SPN in the Old Testament. However, the noun form sippun
"ceiling" is found in I Ki. 6:15. The verbal and infinitive
forms of the root is found six times in the Old Testament. ^5
All of these appear in books that, S. R. Driver considers the
older literature, pre-exilic.
s�Pinah probably comes from the Hebrew sapan "to cover,"
or from, the Phoenician equivalent (SPN "to cover). The
noun form "roof" is found in a Phoenician inscription from
55
Byblos from the 5th century B.C. The noun form "boat" appears
52s. R. Driver, Introduction , p. 322.
53T)euteronomy 33:21, _sapun (pass, part.) "ceiled;"^1^
Kings 7:3, sapun (pass, part . J'^'^ove red ; " H^aggai 1:4, s^punim
(pass. part, pi.) "ceiled;" Jeremiah 22:14, sap5;n , (inf.
abs.) "covering;" 1 Kings 7:7, saptln. (pass, part.)- "covered;"
and 1 Kings 6:9, wayyispon (qal. impf . ) "and he covered."
54zellig S. Harris, A Grammar, of the Pho en i clan. Lan-
guage^ (Hew Hlaven: American Oriental Society, 1936), p. 127.
55m. Lidzbarski, Handbuch, p. 416, Cooke, North -Semitic.
Inscriptions, p . 18, line "6, l^frpt llfMh . . � 21
^Ihm vmspnth "and this portico and its pillars and the ...
which are upon them and its roof.
"
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three times in the 5th century Aramaic Papyri from Egypt. 5�
The Targum Jonathan uses ^ilpa*^^ ".boat" here as
well as in Jonah 1:3 where TM uses ^oniyah.
The conclusion is that the root SPI\T and its derived
forms could well be indigenous to a parent language common to
both Hebrew and Aramaic and could well have been used in
pre-exilic times as in post-exilic.
-^�A. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri, pp. 38-90, line 3, krky"*
kn fmrw spynt^ zj^ mhhsnn^. . . The fortifications say thus:
the boat of which we have charge..."; line 7, hl?_ zy l�bl
b7/"rt^ b_Cnn-r lcrk322i, i^trd t ni-rat^ hln-Tyn si^JiliL" �n the beach
which is in front of the fortress, be Ct-'^^reenD its Cfortif ications]
I-Iithradates the boatman showed us the boat;" line 22, ngry^
s-p?/-tkn V^T^yv. ^T-rpsr spynt^*. . . "the carpenters, of SPYT , for
the purpose of the repair of this boat..."
57 The Aramaic ^ilpgr^ no doubt comes from the Akkadian
ilpu. Cf . PuObert �. Rogers', Cuneiform Parallels to the Old
Testament (New York: The Abingdon Press"^ l'9267T pp . "�50 -2 ,
where in the Code of Hammurapi, Sect. C, "Laborers and Labor,"
the noun ilpu "boat" appears 20 times.
3i7 ta^an "a decree. " This is one of S. R. Driver's
Aramaisms, a mark of late date.^
On examining the word we find the verb used most
commonly in the Old Testament as "to taste" and "to judge."
In its meaning of "decree," "command," "report," or "com.mander,
the noun is used here in Jonah once (3:7), in the Aramaic of
Daniel five times and in the Aramaic of Ezra twenty-one
times .
Outside the Old Testament it is found in Akkadian in
the noun form as "command or decree," but never in the sense
of "to taste. "55* It does not appear in any Phoenician
inscription in any form nor yet in the Ugaritic material.
It appears in the Arabic only in the sense of "taste, "^^ aiid
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the same' in Syriac, in the Samaritan, Jonathan and Onkelos
Targums and the Talmud there is no examiple of its use in the
62
sense of "decree." The Targum Jonathan in Jonah 3:7 uses
R. Driver, Introduction, p. 322.
55Bro>m, Driver and Briggs, Hebrew and. English Lexicon,
p. 381, t|rau. The reference given is Annals of Assurbanipal
III, p. $5.
/Cry.
Hans Tfehr, A Dictionary of Modern ITritten Arabic,,
J. M. Cowley, ed. (Ithaca, N.T. : Cornell University Press,
1961 ) .
^''j. Payne Smith, ed. , Syriac Dictionary (Oxford:
The Clarendon Press, 1957).
^^Levy, Dictionary to the Targums, and TaJjnu^, cited by
Robert Dick Wilson, "The Authenticity of Jonah," The Prince
-
"ton Theological Review, XYI, (April 1918), p. 289.
^6
rr-^zpT^ih "decx''Ge" for "tlie Hebreir taf_am "decree," but T'-r
"taate" for the Hebrew Tfn. "taste" in the same reference.
In the 5th century B.C. Aramaic Papyri from Egypt the
root appears ten tim.es, four times as "taste," once as
"authority" and five times as "order or decree. "'^'^ In the
5th century B.C. Aramaic Pocuments from Egypt, the word appears
eleven times, in all cases meaning "instruction or order. "^^5
These Papyri and Documents were vrritten by a colony of Jews
at Elephantine, who apparently had been settled there under
Babylonian rule.�^
The thing that comes to light in this study is that
the root T^II in the sense of "decree" or "order" is found only
in Akkadian, Hebrew and Aramaic. I-Ioreover, it is found only
in documents written by people under direct Assyria.n influence.
Jonah is said to have gone to Hineveh, Daniel is a part of
the Exile in Assyria, Ezra returns from the Exile in Assyria,
and the Jews of Elephantine were an Assyrian colony.
Q 3:.TT : . . .mitta<^am hammelek. . . ^al-yit^^-mu from the
decree of the king. ..let them^not taste..." Jonathan: ...
rai>-<g�zerat malka^ . . .la ^ yit*^^'mun "... from the decree of
the king... let them not taste... '"^
^^A. Cowley, Aramaic Panyri ("order", "decree"). #26,
lines 22,23,25; #27, line 2^T^P^l' line 7; #41, line 7.
^5g-. R. Driver, Aramaic Documents, p. 101.
^^A. Cowley, O^.. Cit. , p. xvi.
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The conclusion is that the root TfK cannot be used to
date a document, but could be found in a document of any age
if that document came under Assyrian influence, at least
until the word is found elsewhere with the meaning of "decree."
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III. PARTICLE So
1 :7 b^sell^m^ "on whose account;" 1:12 b^selli "on
account of me;" 4:10 s^bhln "which a son of. " All three of
these compound uses of _se are cited by S. R. Driver and 0.
H. Cornill as Aramaisms, marks of a late date. ^7
The wide scope of the use of this relative particle,
both in time and area is interesting. It is without doubt
related to the Akkadian genitive particle It is found
in Phoenician many times, �9 appearing in a Punic inscription
70
as early as the 6th century B.C. The only Aramaic documents
in which it is found are the two inscriptions from I^i^ra-b,
dated 7th century B.G."^^
In the Hebrew Old Testament it is found as early as
Judges 5:7 (the Song of Deborah),'''^ which is usually considered
^7s. R. Driver, Introduction, p. 322; c. H. Cornill,
Introduction, p. 337.
^^Bro^m, Driver and Briggs, Lexicon, p. 979; numerous
examples may be found in R. Rogers, Cuneiform parallels,
where he gives both transliteration and translation-
^^Brown, Driver and Briggs, Op. Cit., p. 979; Zellig
Harris, A G-rammar of Phoenician . p. 148; JL Lidzbarski,
Handbuch, pp. 227, 371.
'^^a. A. Cooke, A Text -Book of North-Semitic Inscri'ptions,
p. 110-11, ri I, ngd "Rosh, (son) of NagiTT"
7h:. Liszbarski, Handbuch, p. 445; G-. A. Cooke, Ov,. Cii- ,
-0. 186, line 1, ssnzrbn kmr %r "Of Sin-zir-ban, priest of
Sahar," and p. lH97~Tine 1, s^gbr kmr |hr "Of Agbar, priest
of Sahar. "
72 Cod saqqarati dSbOrah saqoamti. ^em b^yisra^el
_^
"Until
that I Deborah arose, that I arose a mother in Israel."
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as one of the earliest documents in the Old Testament, 73
74
and as late as Ecclesiastes (68 times), i-rhich is usually
considered as one of the latest,'-^ and in Genesis 6:37^^
77
which 0. H. Cornill considers as belonging to J.
It is the usual form in the Hebrew of the Talmud,
^v' 78
almost completely replacing ^_"sj?.
' It does not seem to appear
at all in the Aramaic of the 5th century B.C. Egyptian Papyri
or Documents, or in the Zadokite Documents of 40 A.D. 75
According to these findings it is clear that the
particle _se m.ay have been used in Hebrew documents from the
earliest to the latest, and is actually- found in documents of
all ages. It is equally clear that its presence in any given
document cannot be used to determine the date of that document,
^^oarl H. Cornill, 0�. Cit., p. 160.
7^e.g., 1:7, f^l-meq-^m s^hann^halim holfkin "unto the
place which the' river s~~go7"^''
^^^o. H. Cornill, Op... Cit. , p. 452.
76oe^aaam hu^ basar "for that he is flesh."
77c. H. Cornill, Op. Cit., p. 43-
'^^Robert Dick Wilson, "The Authenticity of Jonah,"
The Princeton Theological Review, XVI (April 1918), p. 284.
^^A. Cowley, Op.. Cit., Glossary; G. R. Driver, Aramaic
Documents, Glossary; Chaim Rabin, The Zadokite Documents,
Glo ssary.
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IV. THE HOUN Zl/lLLxlHI!
1 : 5 laallahirg "mariners. " Popular etymology has tried
to connect the word with the Hebrew mclah "salt," but this
is wrong. it cones irom xhe Siomerian word T-I/i.LAH "sailor."
and probably entered Hebrew through the Aldiadian malahu
80 /
"sailor."
'
In the Sumerian the first sign is the word HA
"ship," and the second is LAH^ "to drive, to direct, to
steer." Both words together mean "ship-driver," hence,
"sailor. "^^
The Alckadian word (malahu) pa,ssed into the Aramaic
- 82
and Syriac as KirHf. from which the Arabic mallahu'n came.
Had the Arabic come directly from the. AMcadian it probably
would have been spelled with /h/, not /h/. ^-^ The word came
_
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into the Phoenician as IjX'H "m.ariner. "
^'^aazimiillian Ellegbogen, Foreign �ords in the Old
Testament (London: Luzac and Company, 1 9^ 2 ) , p . 103; in the
Code of Plammurapi, Sect. C, "Laborers and Labor," Robert 'v.
Rogers, Cuneiform. Parallels, pp. 450-51, the Akkadian vrord
malahu "mariner" appears 10 times.
^h'laximillian Ell en bogen, Loc. Cit.
^^Ibid. , cites S. Praenkel, Pie Aramaischen Fremdworter
lm_ Arabischon , p. 221 .
S^The Akkadian has only the Aramaic has only
/h/ while Arabic has both. Cyrus Gordon, Ugaritic Manual,
p.' 26.
S^It is found in a 4th century B.C. inscription from
the temple Abydos in Egypt. Mark Lidzbarski, EpMEEii^
semitische Epigraphlk (Glessen: J. Richer
' sche 1902) � "vol.
3,~p. 96, ...dn bn snr hmlhm " ? son of SJIR the mariners
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Outside of Jonah the woi-d is used in the Old Testament
only in Ezelciel's lamentation for Tyre (Ezk. 27:9,27,29).
The entire lamentation concerns Tyre's trade business, and
especially with Tarshish (v. 12). Since we find the word
in a ?hoenicia/n inscription, meaning precisely what it does
in the Hebrew, "sailor, mariner," and in the Hebrew Old
Testament it is used in connection with Phoenicia's (Tyre's)
se8--trade with Tarshish (Szekiel 27) and with a ship going to
Tarshish (Jonah 1:5) '^'J'e can conclude that the ship in Jonah
was Phoenician and no doubt most of the mariners also. The
importance of the high possibility that these were Phoenician
mariners is seen in the study of the next word.
This word is clearly not a mark of late date, for it
is as old a,s Sumerian, a language dating at least as early as
3500 B.C.^^^
^'^�. P. Albright, Prom the Stone Age to Christianity
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, "l"95D , P- 35.
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Y. THE EXPRESSION ^LOHE VASSA'-UiYV'
1:9 ^elohg hassamayla "the God of Heaven. " S. R.
Driver states that "the title 'God of Heaven, ' as in Neh.
1 :5^5 and other post-exilic writers" is a mark of late post-
exilic date .
On examining carefully the full formula of Jonah's
speech to the Phoenician mariners, we find that he did not
use merely the term ^^elohe hassamayim. "the God of Heaven,"
but rather Yhwh �^eloh^ hassamayim . . . ^aser-'^asah ^et -hayyam.
w^ ^ e t -hayyabbasah "Yahweh, the God of Heaven. . .who made the
sea and the dry land." Jonah was not talking of only Yahweh ,
nor of only ^Elohim, but of Yahweh ^Elohim, who to him were
one and the same God.
We must remember that from the very inception of
Israel's life in Canaa^n, Israel had an abject abhorrance of
Ba*"al worship. Her religious leaders fought to keep Ba^al
87
out of the life and thought of the People. They even
substituted -^El or Yah in personal names in the place of the.-
Canaanite Ba^al. Some of the Old Testament names compounded
85s. R. Driver, Introduction, on p. 553, he states,
"God of Heaven ITeh. 1:4,5; 2:4,?0~"is a post-exilic expression
often used in converse with heathen, or placed in their mouth."
^�^S. R. Driver, Introduction, p. 322.
^^xiote especially Gideon's battle against Bafal, at
the direct order of Yahweh Elghira (Judges 6), and Elijah s
victory over Ba^allsm through the' power of Yahweh Elohim
(1 Kings 18).
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iTitli ^El have been found in Assyrian and Phoenician inscrip
tions compounded with Ba*^al. The name /^elhanan "G-od has
been gracious" (2 Sam. 21:19; 23:24; 1 Ohr. 11:26; 20:5) is
Ba^allianunu in an Assyrian insciprtion, B'^lhnn^^ and
B^lyhn^'^ in Phoenician. Other examples could be cited.
In view of this let us examine the expression "God of
Heaven. " Ba^al Sham.^m is a god who appears in many inscrip
tions from the tenth century B.C. to the middle of the first
millennium A.P. , from Mesopotamia to Carthage and Sardinia.
88zellig Harris, A Phoenician Grammar, p. 89; Brown,
Driver and Briggs, Lexicon p . ^^51 cites a 7th century 3.0.
inscription published in 0. H. "^fhitehouse. The Cuneiform
rngorlptlQnis and the^ Old Teetamsnt.
^^This form, is given by Z. Harris, p2_. Cit. , p. 89,
as a reconstructed form, not actually found in any inscription.
Harris, 0�. Cit., p. 89; M. Lidzbarski, Bphemeris,
vol. Ill, p. 110, ^nk bfOjlin bn mnqrthny "I am Ba<=alyahon,
son of Menq.a.rthanni. "
9^ e.g., Heb. ^eli^ezer (God is help)�Ph. fzrbfl , ^
b^l^zr ; Heb. *_elt sanaFTGoTlTas judged)�Ph. sptb'-l, b^lspt;
Heb. ^elnatan TGod~ha3 given) �Ph. ytnb'^l, b ^'lytn . Brown,
Driver and Briggs, Op. Cit. , pp. 45-ST
9^R. T. O'Callaghan, "The Great Phoenician Inscription
from Karatepe," Orientalia, (19^9), p. 203. Actually we find
similar expressions earlier. In an 18th century B.C. Sumerian
votive inscription erected by an Amorite to Ashirat (Asherah) ,
El's consort, she is called "the bride of hea^venp^cf. W. P.
Albright, Prom the. Stone A�e to, Christianity, 2 ed. (New York:
Doubleday and Company, 1957T, P- 231. In the Sumerian E^ic.
�� Gilgame-sh Ishtar is called "Queen of Heaven;" cf. N. K.
Sandars, The Epic of Gilgamesh (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1964),
p. '84. In 14th to 12th centuries B.C. Egyptian inscriptions we
find the Semitic Anat, Astarte and Qede.sh each bearing the Egyp
tian title "Lady of HeavenT^f. J.B. Prichard, Ancient Near
Eastern Texts (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1955),
pp. 249-50. All three of these titles m.ay be generally equiva
lent to the Hebrew m^leket hass5mayim "Queen of the Heavens
as in Jeremiah 7:18.
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The head of the Canaanite and Phoenician pantheon ".ras the
sod El , just as amons the Israelites he -was called ^31
^Bl?^^n "the highest G-od," or ,^E1 Shaddai "the Sufficient God."
The great active figure, though, o'f the pantheon was Bafal,
the storn-god and king of the -gods. His coamon title among
the Phoenicians was Ba^al Sha.m^m "lord of heaven. "^'^
The earliest inscriptions we have with the use of this
title, however, are not Phoenician, "but Egyptian, coming irom
the 1 4th century B.C. Ba*^al was the counterpart of the
Egyptian god Seth, and his name was used in figures of speech
relating to the pharoah in battle. Later we find Ba^l sham'sm
in the 10th century B.C. Yehimilk inscription (Phoenician)
from Byblos,
^�
Be ^'el sh^ima^n in the early 8th century B.C.
Zakir of PIam.at and Lu*^ath inscription (Aramaic) from nea,r
Aleppo^^ and Ba^alshema;'rfl in the late 7th century B.C.
Q O
inscription (Aramaic) from Saqqarah.
93-;r. P. Albright says this represents "the god;
" cf.
Prom the Stone Age to Christianity, p. 231 .
^"^This title has not been found at "U'garit, but was
early applied to the Syrian storm-god in the l4th century
B.Oo; eft T7.P. Albright, Op. Cit., p. 231.
95j. B. Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastern Texts,, p. 249,
"His battle cry is like (that~ofT Baal in the heavens."
^^Ibid. , p. 499.
^^Ibid. , p. '501; for the Aramaic text cf. C. C. Torrey,
Journal of the American Oriental Society, XXV (1915-17), PP-
35^^^�oT
^"^n.L. Ginsberg, "An Aramaic Contemporary of the Lachish
Letters," B^olletin of the American Schools, of Oriental Hesearch,
CXI (1943), pp. 24-27.
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But tlie most interesting occurrence of the name is in
the 9th or Sth century B.C. Karatepe inscription (Phoenician)
99
found at Karatepe in eastern Cilicia. Here Ba^al Sham em ,
occurs with "^El, creator of the earth. The early occur
rence of so- interesting a phrase for Old Testament theology
is of extreme importance, especially since much of the vocabu
lary in the Karatepe inscription is common in Biblical Hebrew,
but not so in "standard" Phoenician. A. Vincent has given
the possible identification of Ba^l Shamem with ^Bly^n .
But this inscription clearly distinguishes between Ba^al
Shamem and ^El, Creator of the earth.. ^'-'^ The interesting
note here is that in G-enesis 14:19 the namics which occur as
distinct gods in the Canaanite -Phoenician world are applied
"^y I-Ielchisedili "to ^El alone, ""^^ and in verse 22 Abraham
^^Por text and translation cf. Roger T. O'Callaghan,
"The Great Phoenician Portal Inscription from Karatepe ,
"
Orientalia, (1949), pp. 171-215; Jacob Leween and Cyril Lioses,^
"Second Recension of the Phoenicia,n Inscription from Karatepe,"
The Journal of Jewish Studies, (1949), pp. 139-93; Cyrus H.
Gordon , "Az itawadd"'"s~"Phoenician Inscription," Journal of; Hear
Eastern Studies, (April 1959}, PP. 108-15; Ralph Marcus and I.
J. Gelb, "The Phoenician Stele Inscription from Cilicia/.'
Journal of Hear Eastern Studies, (April 1949), pp. 116-20.
^^Qlbid. , Col. 3, line 18, ... bfl smn x^i frs.
Religion des jjtidio -aram^ens d_'_Ele^phantine , (Paris:
1937), P. 127, cited by Roger~T. 0"'Oallaghan , On.. Cit., p. 204.
^O^p^^rp. O'Callaghan cautions against pressing this dis
tinction too far. On. Cit. , p. 204.
^el *^elyon q'&neh sgmayim wa^ares.
iden-tifies the entire phrase with Yahweh. '^^ Thus Ba^al of
the Canaanite world is completely eliminated in the Old
Testament texts.
This casts a new light upon Jonah's statement. He
does not merely substitute ."^El ("^lohim) for 3a^al in the
phrase "God of Heaven, "''^^ but he deliberately eliminates
3af_al, for to him 3a^3.1 was not the God of Heaven. Further
more, he identifies the God of Heaven, the Creator of the
sea and the land with Yahweh, just as Abraham had done.
The study of this expression has shoT-m that the term
"God of Heaven" can in no way be restricted to a post-exilic
period. It can and does appear long before.
^^"^y^hwah "^el ^ely6n ooneh samayim wa^ares.
1 05p,emember , he was addressing- Phoenicians who no
doubt worshipped Ba*^ al Sham.^m.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Summary. This study has examined linguistically, the
Boole of Jonah, to determine whether or not a late (post-
exilic) date is necessitated by its linguistic features.
The study first translated and compared the Aramaic,
Greek, Coptic and Old Latin Versions against R. Kittel's
Masoretic Hebrew Text. Although many varients were found,
the writer found it necessary to make only one change from
Kittel's Hebrew Text in establishing the text. That change
was made in 1:9 where Kittel's Text reads "I am a Hebrew."
It was changed to "I am a servant of Tahwah. "
The study then proceeded to examine eleven words in the
Book, called "Aramaisms," which are usually used as one of
the bases for placing the writing of the book in the post-
exilic period. The words vfere examined in the light of their
appearance in Akkadian, Old Testament Hebrew and Aramaic, the
Targum Jonathan, Ugaritic material and Phoenician and Aramaic
inscriptions and documents.
Conclusion. The conclusion to this study problem,
based on the presence of these words in the cross-section of
Semitic literature, is that the appearance of any or all of
these words in any given document cannot be used to indicate
the date of the writing of that document. The Book of Jonah
could have been written in the
as in the post-exilic period.
Jonah does not necessitate any
pre-exilic period as well
The presence of these words
given date.
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APPSLTDIOES
APPEND LT A
THE SEPTUAGBTT JONAH '
NOTES
This edition of the Septuagint is based mainly on the
three famous manuscripts Codex Vaticanus (p) , Codex Sinaiticus
(S,>C), and Codex Alezandrinus (A). Varient readings of these
three HSS are fully noted.
Por centuries the Codex Vaticanus has enjoyed the
prestige of being the oldest and best extant copy of the
Septuagint, and it is, in the main, the basic text of the
editions of the Greek Bible now in use. It has, however,
been available for scholarship only since 1889-90, when a
2
complete facsimile of the whole manuscript was published.
The manuscript belongs to the last half of the 4th century
A.D., for a study of the relationship between this Codex and
the literary works of Athanasius shows that it must have been
written about 367 A.D. It is now not considered to be the
oldest.
Codex Sinaiticus belongs to the early 4th century
Ulfred Hahlfs, ed., Septuaginta (Germany: Wurttem-
bergische Bibelanstalt, 1962')/
^Bleddyn J. Roberts, Tjie Old Testament Text,_and
Versions (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1951), P. 153.
3lbid. , p. 1 54.
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A.D. There is evidence that the scribes wrote from
dictation, for phonetic errors in spelling occur throughout.
Three different scribes were engaged in its writing, and
these were followed by a number of correctors who worked on
4
the text domx to the 7'bh century. The manuscript was
discovered by Tischendorf in 1844 in the monastery of St.
Catherine at Mount Sinai.
This codex has been described as "one of the chief
treasures of the British Museum since its foundation. "^ it
was written in the first half of the Sth century A.D., and
contains portions of the whole Bible, including the Apocrypha.
7
The text in general follows the Hexaplaric version closely.
One important characteristic of the codex is that a gloss of
g
a theological character is frequently inserted in the text.
The manuscript was kept in Constantinople in the
17th century, and presented to Charles I in 1627, by Cyril
Lucas, who had been Patriarch of Alexandria and had probably
brought the manuscript with him from the Patriarchal library
at Cairo. ^ The only fact knoT^m about its previous history
Ibid. , p. 151.
5ibid. , p. 152, cites A. Allgeier, Die Chester Beatty
Panyrl zum Pentateuch (1938), p. '35.
Roberts, Ov. Cit. , p. 152.
7lbid.
8 Ibid. , p. 153.
9ibid. , cites P. G. Kenyon, Our BibD^^aji^ AS^^
Manuscripts, 4th ed. (London: 1937), P� 135.
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is found in an Arabic note, of the 13th century, entered on
the first leaf of G-enesis, stating that the codex was "bound
in the Patriarchal cell in the fortress of Alexandria. He
that lets it go out shall be cursed and ruined."'''^ Accord
ingly, it has been concluded that the original home of the
1 1
manuscript was Egypt.
'^Roberts, Ov. Cit., p. 153-
^ 1 Ibid.
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TEXT
I Q N AZ
1 'Km ^Yevexo \6-fOS Kupiou Txpbq lujvav tov toO AjiaGi Xdyiuv
2 ^'AvctaTnQi Kai TTOpeuei]Ti ei^ Niveun Triv noXiv thv ^eTctXnv koi
KrjpuHov iv cxuTfi, 8x1 dvePn Kpaufn tf\z KOKlag amr\q ixpoq jie.
3 ^Kai aviaiT] luuva? xoO qpuyeiv eiq Qapdx^ eK irpocTiUTTOU Kupiou
Kai KaxePn eiq Iotttttiv koi eupev kXoTov pablCov eic; Gap^i? Kai
SbujKev x6 vaOXov auxoO Kai Ive^n eig auxo xoO irXeOcyai nex' au-
4 Toiv eis Qapais 4k TrpocTaJTrou Kupiou. ''Kai Kupio^ ^HriTeipev TrveOjaa
dq xi]v QdXacraav, Kai eyevexo KXubuuv ixeyaq tv xf) GaXdcjari, Kai
5 TO TrXoiov iKivbuveuev auvxpipfivai. ^Kai ^cpoPriGricrav oi vauxiKoi
Kai dvepouuv ?Ka(TTog xrpos tov Geov auxdiv Kai ^K^oXfiv ^iroincravxo
Tiliv ffKeudiv Toiv iv Tqj TfXoiiu eig Tqv OdXacycav toO Kouq)ia0nvai
dTi* auxdiv � lujvas Kari^x] elq xr]V KOiXriv toO ttXoIou Kai eKd-
6 Geubev Kai Sppeyxev. "^Kai irpoafiXGev r:pbq auTOv 6 Trpiupeui; Kai
emev auToi Ti au ^eTXtis; avdOTa Kai liriKaXoO tov Geov crou,
7 OTTuui; biaaujcjri 6 Geo? f\^la(; Kai jur) diroXiuneGa. ^Kai emev imOToq
Tcpbq tov rrXnciov auToO AeuTe pdXtujLiev KXripoug Kai liriYvaijaev
Tivog eveKev f] KUKia auxii 4aTiv 4v f]pXv. Kai IpaXov KXripou^, Kai
8 lireffev 6 KXripo? ^iri laivav. ^Kai einov irpog auTov 'P\-na.T{eiKov
fiiLiTv TWOS eveKev x] KaKia auxn ^crxiv 4v f\yXv. xis ffou rj 4pYa0ia
eaxiv ; Kai iroGev lpxi;i. Kai 4k -rrolas X^jpaq Kai 4k ttoiou XaoO ei
9 cru ; ^Kai eirrev irpos adxous AoOXog Kupiou eYtu mi xov Kupiov
Geov ToO oupavoO ifd) cfepojiai, os teolricyev Triv GdXacrffav Kai
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Triv Hripdv. '�Kai 4q)Opr|9ricrav ol dvbpeg qpo^ov ^lixoy Kd eirrav lo
Trpos auTov Tl toOto drrolriaas; bioxi lyvtucrav oi dvbpei; 8ti 4k
TTpocTiuTTOu Kupiou rjv cpeuYuuv, 8ti dTrnTY�i?^6V auTOi^. "koi eirrav ii
trpos auTOV Ti aoi rroirio'ujuev Kai KOTrdaei rj QdXacraa dq)' I'mOuv;
8ti ^1 GdXaaaa ^rropeueTO Kai dSriyeipev )iaXXov KXubuuva. "Kai 12
emev luuvag rrpog auTou^ 'ApaTe |ue Kai ^ju^dXeTe jie eig Tfiv Gd-
XaacJav, Kai KOTxdaei r) GdXaffffa dcp' uiuoiv � bioTi eyviuKa b(ih 8ti
bi' 4(i4 '6 KXubujv 6 ^eTag ouToq 4cp' biidq kari\. '^Kai rrapePidCovTO 13
oi dvbpes ToO 4Tti<JTpeviJai Trpog Triv yhv Kai ouk nbuvavTO, 8ti fi
GdXaaaa eTTopeueTO Kai iSrireipeTO naXXov en' auTOu^. '''Kai dv- 14
eporicrav irpos Kupiov Kai emav Mribajiuug, Kupie, jiii drroXduiueGa
EveKev ir\q vpuxfls ^oO dvGpujnou toutou, Kai ixf\ bipg 4(p' f\ixaq
ai)Lia biKaiov, oti au, Kupie, ov Tponov 4pouXou TreTTolriKas. '5 Kai 15
gXapov TOV liuvav Kai 4H4paXov auTov ei? Tiqv GdXacraav, Kai 2aTti
fi GdXaaaa 4k toO adXou auTfj^. '^Kai 4cpopri6riaav 01 dvbpeg 96P4J 16
peTdXcu TOV Kupiov Kai iGuaav Gualav Tip Kupiuj Kai euHavTo euxct?'
'Kai irpoaeTaHev Kupios Ki]Tei jaeYdXuj KaTameiv tov luuvav Kai 2
i^v lujvas 4v Tfj KOiXia tou KriToug Tpeis rijuepas Kai Tpeig vuKTa^.
^Kai TTpoanuHoTO liuvas Trpo^ Kupiov tov Geov auToO 4k xr\q koi- 2
\\aq tou KrjTous 3 Kai emev 3
'Ep6n<rct 4v 6Xiii;ei fxou irpoig Kupiov tov Geov |iOU, Kai ela-
riKouaev ixoxj
'
4k KOiXias abou Kpau^fis )aou riKOuaag 9uuvni; f;ou.
4 dxteppniids lie eiq pdGri Kapbia? GaXdaar^s, Kai icoTanoi ue 4
4KUKXujaav �
irdvTes oi ^eTeuupiaiuoi aou Kai xd Kujuaxd aou 4it' 4)>i4 binXGov.
5 Kai e-fd) ema 'Airujajuai 4H oqpGaX^^oiv aou � 5
dpa irpoaGriauu toO 4TnpXevjjai rrpoig tov vaov tov dfiov
aou ;
^nepiexuGri ubuup juoi ^ujg M^uxfis,
dpuaaos 4KijKXujaev ixe 4axdTri,
Sbu r) Ke9aXri )iou eiq axiajads dpeuuv.
^Kaxeprjv eiq thv, oi jiOxXoi auxns KdTOXOi aiiuvioi,
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Kai dvaPriTuj 96opd lwf\q p.ov, Kupie 6 Qeoq jaou.
8 ^4vTU) ^KXemeiv dir'ejiou tfiv ijjuxr|v )aou toO Kupiou 4)avria9nv,
Kai eXGoi npbq ere f\ npoaeuxil l^ou eig vaov aYiov aou.
9 5qpuXaaa6)aevoi ladxaia Kai ijjeubfi IXeog aurdiv ^TKaTeXmov.
10 '�eTw bk p.erd q)ujvfis aiveaeaig Kai dSojaoXoyriaeius Gyaiu aov-
6aa TiuSd^riv, dirobOuauj aoi aujxripiou xuj Kupiuj.)
II "Kai TTpoaeTdyri xili Krixei, Kai ^Ee^aXev xov liuvav dm xrjv Hripdv.
3 'Kai ^Tevexo . XoTog Kupiou rrpoq liuvav eK beuxepou Xefiuv
2 ^'AvdaxriGi- Kai rropeuGrixi eig Niveur] xriv ttoXiv xqv neydXTiv Kai
Krjpugov dv auxfj Kaxd xo Krjpufna x6 ^juirpoaGev, o ^yuj ^XdXr^aa
3 �npbq ae. 'Kai dveaxrj Iiuvag Kai ^TropeuGri eig Niveur), KaGdjs dXd-
Xiiaev Kupiog* f] bk Niveuri i^v iroXig neTdXr] xoi Geili luaei iropeiai;
i 65ou riiiepiuv xpiiiv. *Kai ripgaxo liuvag xou eiaeXGelv dq xr\\ noXiv
luaei TTopeiav rijuepas ^xiaq Kai eKripuEev Kai eirrev "Exi xpeiq fjnepai
5 Kai Niveuri Kaxaaxpaq}r|aexai. ^xai evemaxeuaav ol dvbpe? Niveurj
Till Geil) Kttl dKrjpuEav vriaxeiav Kai evebuaavxo adKKOug diro jLieyaXou
6 auTiIiv eujs jiiKpou auTtliv. "^Kai ri'^-^iaej 6 Xoyos �npbq tov paaiXea
Tfjq Niveuri, Kai eEaveaTti aub tou Gpovou auToO Kai rrepieiXaTO xriv
axoXriv auxoO dcp' 4auxoO Kai TrepiepdXexo. adKKOv Kai ^KdGiaev 4tri
7 arroboO. ^Kai eKripuxGr] Kai dppeGrj iv xfj Niveur] rrapd xou Paai-
Xeuus Kai rrapd xdiv neTiaxdvuuv auxou XeTiuv 01 dvGpwTroi Kai xd
KTrivn Kai oi Poeg Kai id rrpopaxa jifi yeuadaGiuaav pribev \xt\bk
8 vejieaGiuaav jur^b^ ubujp mexiuaav. ^Kai rrepiepdXovxo adxKOug oi
dvGpujTroi Kai xd Kxnvri, Kai dvePor^aav rrpoq xov Geov eKxevoi? �
Kai dneaxpeiyav eVaaxos diro xfj^ oboO auxou xng rrovripdig koi
9 dno xns dbiKiag xfjs 4v xep<?iv auxiliv XeYOVTe? ''Ti^ oibev ei peTa-
voqaei 6 Geog Kai drroaTpenjei opTHS 6u,uo0 cxutou Kai ou ixf\
10 drroXiuiaeGa ; '�Kai eibev 6 Geog t� ^pya auToiv, oti drceaTpen/av
diro TOIV dbujv auxiIiv toiv rrovripaiv, Kai neTevoriaev 6 Geos km
tQ KaKia, i5 dXdXriaev toO rroifiaai auToTs, koI oOk ^rroiriaev.
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' Kcti dXuTiriGn Ituva? Xutthv jneTccXriv Kai auvexuGr]. ^Kai Ttpocreu- 4
Eato Txpbq Kupiov xai eirrev Kupie, oux outoi oi Xoyoi i^ou ^ti
ovToq jaou 4v Tfj Tfj \io\) ; 5id touto TTpoe(p9a0a toO cpuYeiv elg
QapGis, bioTi ?TVuuv 8ti cju dXenjauiv Kai oiKTipjuuuv, )aaKp69u)aos
Kai rroXueXeoq Kai laeTavooiv drri Tai^ KaKiaig. ^Kai vuv, be0TroTa 3
Kupie, Xap4 Tiiv vpuxrjv |liou drr' tixov, oti KaXov to diroQaveiv )ie
ri Zf\v fie. ''Kai emev Kupiog Ttpog luuvav Ei 0qp65pa XeXuTTn0ai 0u; 4
5 Kai 4EnX9ev luuvag 4k ths rroXeuug Kai dKd0i0ev dnevaVTi Tr\q no- 5
Xeijus' Kai 4TTOiri0ev lauTiI) eKei 0Krivriv Kai dxdQriTO ukokotuu auTqi;
kv 0Kia, 2ius ou drtlbri ti �0Tai Tfj rroXei. *Kai rTpo0eTaEev Kupio? 6
6 Geog KoXoKuv0ri, Kai dveprj unep Ke9aXni; tou luuva tou eivai
0Kidv uTrepdvuj Tfji; Keq)aXfi<; auToO toO 0Kid2eiv auTip drro toiv
KaKUJv auTou � Kai exdpri liuvas Im Tfj KoXoKuv9ri x^potv jaeTdXriv.
7 Kai TTpo0eTaEev 6 9e6s OKiJuXriKi ^LuQivfj Tri dnaupiov, Kai drrdTaEev 7
TrjV KoX6Kuv9av, Kai dTteEnpdvQri. ^Kai dyeveTO d^a tlu dvareiXai 8
TOV nXiov Kai rrpo0eTaEev 6 Qebq nveujuaTi Kau0ujvos oufKaiovTi,
Kai errdTaEev 6 fiXiog im Tiqv KeqpaXfiv iiuva � Kai diXiYoipuxnc^tv
Kai drreXeTeTO TrjV ii^uxnv auToO Kai emev KaXov |uoi diio9avew ^e
?! Zf\v. 9 Kai emev 6 9e6s rrpo^ luuvav Ei 0q)65pa XeXunri0ai au 9
im Tfi KoXoKuv9ri ; Kai emev Z96bpa XeXurrrmai eTub ivjq 9avdT0V.
"Kai eirrev Kupio^ Zu e9eiauj urrep Tr\q KoXoKuv9ris, urrep fig ouk 10
4KaKOTTd9i]aas drr' auxriv Kai ouk eEeQpeijjas auTnv, 11 4Tevri9ri utto
vuKTU Ktti urro vuKTa drruuXeTO. "eyuu hi ou 9ei0O)aai Cirrep Niveurj 11
Tns rroXeuug 7f\q ^eydXrig, ev fj KaTOiKou0iv nXeloug r\ buubeKa jliu-
pidbes dv9puuTTUJV, omveg ouk eyvuuaav beEidv auTuuv fi dpiaTepdv
auTuuv, Kai KTrivn rroXXd;
TRANSITION
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Chapter 1
1) And the vrord of the Lord came unto Jonah the son of Amathi,
saying,
2) Arise and go to Nineveh that great city and proclaim in
it because the cry of its wickedness has come up unto me.
3) And Jonah arose to flee to Tarsis from the face of the
Lord. And he went dovm unto Joppa, and he found a ship going
to Tarsis; and he gave his fare and he embarked in it to sail
with them to Tarsis from the face of the Lord.
4) But the Lord cast a wind into the sea, and there was a
great billow in the sea and the ship was in danger of breaking.
5) And the mariners were afraid and they cried, each one to
his god and they made a casting out of the baggage which was
in the ship into the sea to lighten it from them. Now Jonah
had gone doTfn into the hold of the ship and he was asleep and
was snoring.
6) And the master came to him and said to him, Why are you
snoring? Arise and call on your God, that your God may save
us and ^hatj we may not perish.
7) Then he said, each one to his companion. Gome, let us
cast lots and let us know on whose account this evil is
among us. So they cast lots and the lot fell upon Jonah.
8) Then they said unto him, Tell us on whose account is this
evil among us. Tfnat is your occupation, and whence do you
come? And from what country and from what people are you?
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9) And he said unto them, A servant of the Lord am I and the
Lord God of heaven I worship, who made the sea and the dry
land .
10) And the men feared a great fear and they said unto him,
I'fliy did you do this? Por the men knew that from the face of
the Lord he was fleeing, for he had told them.
11) And they said unto him, 1'Jh.at shall we do to you that the
sea may abate for us? Por the sea rolled and aroused a great
billow.
12) Then Jonah said unto them, Take me up and throw me into
the sea, and the sea will abate from you, for I know that on
my account is this great billow upon you.
13) Then the men labored hard to return to the land, but
were not able, for the sea rolled and arose greatly against
them.
14) Then they cried unto the Lord and said, 0 Lord, let us
not at. all perish for the life of this man, and do not bring
upon us innocent blood, for you, 0 Lord, in the manner you
willed you have done.
15) i.nd they took Jonah and cast him into the sea, and the
sea was [^stillj from its rolling.
16) Then the men feared the Lord with a great fear, and they
sacrificed a sacrifice to the Lord and vowed vows.
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Chapter 2
1 ) And the Lord commanded a great fish to swallow Jonah.
And Jonah was in the belly of the fish three days and three
nights.
2) And Jonah prayed unto the Lord his God from the belly of
the fish,
3) and said, I cried in my affliction unto the Lord my God,
and he hearkened to me. Prom the belly of Hades my cry, you
heard my voice.
4) You have cast me into the depth of the heart of the sea,
and streams encircled me. All your billows and your waves
passed over me.
5) Then I said, I am driven away from your sight, yet I
sha.ll run to look towards your holy temple.
6) Water encompassed me to [my^ soul; the lowest abyss
encircled me; my head sank into the clefts of the mountains.
7) I have gone down into the earth, whose bars are ever
lasting barriers, yet let the corruption of my soul be restored,
0 Lord my God.
8) Wn.e-a my soul was forsaking within me, I remembered the
Lord, and may my prayer come unto you into your holy temple.
9) \jEhey who} regard foolishness and falsehoods have forsaken
their mercy.
10) But I, with a voice of praise and confession, will
sacrifice to you; as much as I have vowed, I will pay to you,
the Lord' of my salvation.
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11) And. he commanded the fish, and it cast out Jonah upon
the dry ground.
Chapter 3
1) And the word of the Lord came unto Jonah a second time,
saying,
2) Arise and go unto Nineveh, the great city and cry in it
according to the former proclamation, which I spolce unto you.
3) And Jonah arose and vrent unto Nineveh, as the Lord had
spoken. Now Nineveh was a great city unto God about a walking
journey of three days.
4) And Jonah began to enter into the city about a journey of
one day, and he. cried and said. Yet three days and Nineveh
shall be overthrow.
5) And the men of Nineveh believed God and proclaimed a
fast and put on sackcloth from the greatest of them unto the
least of them.
6) I'Jhen the word reached the king of Nineveh he arose from
his throne and he put away his robe from himself and put on
sackcloth and sat upon ashes.
7) And proclamation was made and order given in Nineveh
from the king and from his nobles, saying. Let not men and
beasts, herds, and flocks taste anything nor feed nor drink
water.
8) So the men and the beasts, were covered with sackcloth,
and they cried out earnestly unto God; and each one turned
away from his wicked way and from the wickedness of their
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hands, saying,
9) inio knows but God will relent and turn away from his
fierce anger and we not perish.
10) And God saw their works, that they turned from their
wicked ways, and God relented at the evil which he said he
would do to them, and did not do it.
Chapter 4
1) And Jonah was exceedingly grieved and confounded.
2) And he prayed unto the Lord and said, 0 Lord, were not
these my words when I was .in my country? Por this I attempted
to flee to Tarsis, for I knew that you (are^ merciful and
compassionate, long-suffering and abundant in pity, and
repenting at evils.
3) And now, 0 Sovereign, take my life from me, for it is
better for me to die than to live.
4) And the Lord said to Jonah, Are you greatly grieved?
5) Now Jonah had gone out of the city and sat over against
the city, and had made for himself a booth and sat under it
in the shade, until he should see what would befall the city.
6) And the Lord God commanded a gourd vine and it came up
over Jonah's head to be a sha,de over his head to shade him
from his sufferings; and Jonah was exceeding glad for the
gourd vine.
7) But God ordered a worm the early morning of the morrow,
and it smote the gourd vine and it dried up.
8) And it came to pass at the same time when the sun arose
God ordered a scorching wind burning, and the sun smote
upon the head of Jonah, and he fainted and he was renouncing
his soul and said. It is better for me to die than to live.
9) And God said unto Jonah, Are you very grieved for the
gourd vine? And he said, I am very grieved unto death.
10) And the Lord said. You have pity for the gourd vine,
for which you have not toiled for it and you have not
nourished it, which came up in a night and in a night perished.
11) And shall not I have compassion upon Nineveh, this great
city, in which dwell more than 120,000 men who know not their
right hand or their left; also many cattle?
APPENDIX B
THE WASHINGTON MNUSCRIPT JONAh""
NOTES
The :7ashington Manuscript of the Minor Prophets
(Greek MS v"" in the Preer Collection of the Smithsonian
Institution) was bought in Cairo in 1916. It formed a part
of a purchase of manuscripts, chiefly Coptic, for Mr. Charles
L. Preer and the J. Pierpont Morgan Library. They were
received at the Library of the University of Michigan in May,
1920.
The date arrived at by Dr- Sanders for the original
writing of the papyrus manuscript was between the middle and
end of the third century. A. D.^
The ink is dark brown and has faded little. There is
little difference between the ink used by the first scribe
and by the early correctors. A later hand or hands used an
3
ink that was distinctly darker.
The writing is a sloping uncial of the oval type with
Henry A. Sanders and Carl Schmidt, The Minor Prophets
the Preer Collection and the Berlin Fragment of Genesis
Tncw York: The Macmillan Company, 192'7'n
^Ibid. , p. 12.
3 Ibid. , p . 10.
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a decided leaning to the cursive, especially in linking of
certain letters. Also at the ends of lines, when it was
necessary to crowd a little, the scribe inclines more to
cursive writing, but was striving to adapt his style to use
for a book. This sloping hand is now recognized as possible
even for literary purposes from the first century A.D. on."^
In so old a manuscript as this papyrus one may safely
assume freedom from the influence of Origen as well as from
the later editions. Even in the cases where the manuscript
inclines toward the Hebrew in opposition to many of the
Septuagint manuscripts, the type of tezt is almost never in
accord with that reported for the Hezapla of Origen. In most
such agreements there is either no evidence for the forms
used by Aquila, Theodotlon, and Symmanchus, or they have forms
differing from this papyrus. In these readings, in which
the first hand of � has little or no other Greek support,
there a.re 33 instances of rather definite accommodation to the
Hebrew tezt. 5
In a comparison with the Coptic Versions, in a special
list of readings. Dr. Sanders finds the Akhmimic supporting
� 102 times, 15' of these the sole support. The Bohairic
supports 34 times, 12 the sole support. The Sahidic agree 22
times, 2 of these the sole support. These Coptic Versions
^Ibid. , p. 10, 11.
5lbid . , p. 25.
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apparently came from the immediate home of vI. Obviously it
is not the influence of � on the Coptic in many of these
cases, but of the Coptic on � and its allies. This may
mean the direct influence of the earliest Coptic Version,
which would thus have to be earlier than the middle of the
third century. However, this influence may well have preceded
the form^al translation into Coptic.'^
6 Ibid. , p. 39.
^Ibid.
TEXT
.
I Kai eyevero Xoyo? kv vpo<; lwvcx. tov tov >
2 a/Att^et Xeyojv ava[cr\Tr]9L Kai TropevdrjTt .,
et9 vLvevq rrjv voXiv T7]v fx.�ya\r]u Kai >
Krjpv^ov ev avrrj oti ave/Sr] 17 Kpavyrj 7175
3 KaKia^ avTr)s Trpos p-e. Kai aveaTT) tco
va TOV (f>vyeLv ei<s Oapcrei<; Kai eBcoKev to
vavXov avTOv Kai avej^rj et? avTO tov -rrXev
crai pier avTav et9 Oapcrei<; eK TrpocrcoTTOv
4 Kv' Kai /CS e^riyeipev irva ets tt^v ^aX[acr]
[craji' K\ai\ eyeveT\Q kXvSov p,eya<; ev tt] daXacr]
[cr]7j" Kai to ttKoiov e\Kiv\'^vvev\ev awTpi^rivai]
5 [K]aL e<^o^ir]9i]crav 01 vavTiKoi K[ai ave^ocov]
e/<acr70s Trpos tov 6v avTcov
' [Kai eK^oXr^v]
eTToirjcravTo tcov cTKevMV TCt)[v ev tcj TrXoica]
ei<; TTjv OaXacrcrav tov Kovli^ilarOriva\i air avrcov]
'ia)va^ Se KaTe^rj ets T[r]v] KoiXrjv [tov ttXoi]
6 ov Kai eKaOevSev K[a]i ep[ey]^ev' Kai
TTpocTTjXOev irpo? avT[ov o] 7rpa)pev<s [Kai]
enrev avTco ti crv pey^ets avacrTa [Kai em]
KaXov TOV 6v crov ' ott(o<; Siacroarr] o [$�; rjp-as]
7 Kai pf] arroXcopieda' Kai eirrav e/<acrT[os]
Trpo? TOV TrXrjcnov avTOv Sevre ^aXojpev
kXtjpovs Kai emyvcop-ev Tivo<; eveKev
Tj KaKia avTr] ecTTiv ev yjpiv' Kai e/3aXov
kXtjpov;' Kai errecev o KXnqpo<; em 'io)va'
8 Kai eirrav rrpos avTOv arrayyeiXov rjpiv
Tivo^ eveKev rj KaKia' avrr] rt? crou 7] ep
yaaia e<TTiv Kai vodev ^PX^ ^'^ rroia<s
9 -^<opa<; crv ei Kai eK rroiov Xaov crv ei Kai ei
trev Trpo? aurous
' SovXos kv eyo) eipi Kai
TOV KV dv TOV ovpavov eyoi crCySoyaat 09
eiroLTjcrev t7]v dakacrcrav Kai ttjv ^-qpav
10 KaL �(j)o^r]6r]crav ol avBpe<; (f)0^ov p,eya
KaL CLirav rrpo^ avTov tl tovto eiroLTjcra^
Stori erreyvcocrav ol avSpe^ otl e/c rrpo
(TCinrov KV -qv (j)evy(ov' otl arrriyyeikev
II avroL<; KaL CLirav rrpos avTov tl ctol ttolt]
crop.ev Kai KoiracreL t) 9akacrcra a(j) rjpco
otl Tj dakacrcra errcDpevcro Kai e^rjyeL
12 pev pLokkov KkvBcava' KaL enrev iWcc
Trpos avTov^ apare p,e Kai e/xySaXere p.e
�19 TT]v dakacrcrav
'
Kai Korracrei 7) dakacr
era acj) vpcjv ' Blotl eyvcuKa eyco otl Bl >
ep-e o KkvSciJv p.eya<; ovtos e<j) vpa<; ecrrt'
13 KaL irape^Lat,ovTO ol avSpe^ tov erriaTpe
\\iaL Trpos T7]v yy]v' KaL ovk 7]SvvavTo:
OTL TJ dakacrcra eiropeveTO Kai e^rjyeipe
14 TO p.akkov err avrov<;: KaL avejSoTjcrav >
irpo<; KV KaL eirrav
' p,7]Sap.cj^ Ke prj >
arrokcapLeda' eveKev rr]<s ^v^<; tov
avov TovTOV Kai p-rj Sc<J9 e<^ 7j/xa9 aLp,a
SiKaLov ' OTL crv Ke ov Tporrov e^ovkov >
15 ireTroL7]Ka<s' KaL eka^ov tov 'Lorva Kai e^
e^akov avTov eL<s tt]v dakacrcrav Kai earr]
16 7] dakacrcra eK tov crakov aunj9' Kai e(j>o/37)
d7]crav OL avBpe<; (f)o^a} peyakco tov kv
[/c]at edvcrav dvcriav tco kcj Kai rjv^avro
II. ^ [ev)(a^ KaL 7rpo(re]Ta^ev /c? [KTjrei pieyaka)]
[KaTarrLeilv tov LO)[v]a' Kai r]v Lcova e[v]
[tt] Koikia tou] K7]tov? TpeL<; rjp,epa<i Kai �Tpei.[9]
2 [vvKTa<; /cat] Trpoayjv^aro icdvo. Trpos kv tov [dv]
3 [avTOv e/c] ttjs /cotXta? rou /ctjtou? /cat et7r[ej']
[e/3oT7cra] ei/ ^X[t\|;et] Trpo? /c? to?/ ^i' p.ov. KaL
[riK]ovcrev p.o[v e]/c /cotXtas aSou Kpavyrj<i
4 [/iou] /cat r]Kov(ra<; (fycovrjs p,ov' arreppLxjja';
[pe ets] /Sa^Tj /cayo[S]ta9 OaXacrcrT]^ ' KaL iroTapoi
[pe eKv]K\cocTav TTttfres ot peTecoptcrpoL crov
5 [/cat ra /c]v/iara crou. evr- e^ae Sir^Xdov ' Kai eyco
etTTtt aiTCiicrpaL e^ oc^daXpcov crov' apa rrpocr
Orjcrcii TOV eiri^XeipaL 7rpo<; tov vaov tov ayCo
6 crou TtepLe'yyBri vScop p.OL eco<; \jjv)(r]<; a
^vcrcro? eKVKXcocrev pe ecr^arTj* eSu rj Ke
7 (f)aX-r] p.ov ets cr)(^LcrpLa<; opecov' KaTejSfjv' ets
yyjv ^s ot /io^Xot auTTjs KaTO'^OL aioiVLOL'
KaL ava^TjTCi) cj>6opa ^ojtjs pLOv Ke o 6<;
8 pov ev Tco eKXiTTeiv av epov Tijv xjjv^Tj.
p.ov TOV KV epLvqcrdrjV KaL eXOoi Trpo<;
9 ere TJ Trpocrev^r] piov ets vaov oXlov crov' (j>v
XacrcropevoL p,arata' /cat xpevSr). eXeos au
lo Tcov eyKaTeXLirov ' eyco Se p,eTa ^covr]<;
Ser]creco<;. KaL e^opLoXoyrjcreco<;. Ovcrco croi
OCTa r]v^ap.r]v' aTToBcocrco ctol ets crcorrjpL
II av pLOv TCO Kco: KaL Trpoaerayq tco kt]
Tei KaL e^ej^aXev tov 'icova CTrt ttjv $r]
llJ, I pav' KaL eyeveTO Xoyos kv eK Serou Trpos
2 tWa Xeycov' avacTTrjOi KaL iropevdrjTL
ets VLvevT] T-qv ttoXlv ttjv pLeyaXyjv' KaL
Kr]pv$ov ev avTT) Kara ro Ky)pvyp.a to
ep^rrpocrdev o eyco eXaXrjcra tt/jos cre>
3 KaL avecrrrj 'icova^ Kai erropevdrj ets vl
vevT). Kadco's eXaXrjcrev /cs' tj Se vivevq
rjv TToXts pieyaXr] rco 6co cocrei iropetas
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oSou rjixepcav rpLcov
'
/cat rjp^aro icova^
TOV eLcreXOeiv ets tt]v ttoXlv cocrei rropi
av �qpepa<; p-tas" /cat eKTjpv^ev ert rpets
7]p.�pai Kai vivevrj KaracrTpa^Tjcrerai'
Kai evemcxTevcTav ot avBpe<; viv&rq tco
6CO Kai CKTjpv^av vqcrreiav Kai eve
SvcravTO craKKOv^ arro p.eyaKov avTcov
eojs p^eiKpov avTOiv
'
Kai T]yyicrev o Xo
yo<s TTpos TOV ^acTiXea ttjs vivevrj' Kai
e^avecTT] airo tov dpovov avrov Kai rre
pieiXaTO TTJV cttoXtjv avrov acf> eavTov>
Kai irepiejSaXeTO craKKOv' Kai eKa6LCTe\y\
em cnroZov ' KaL eppedr] Kai �KT)px/)(9[7]]
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[ev] rr) VLvev[7j 7r]apa t[ov ;8a]crtXe[�us /cat rrapa tcov]
pieyLcrravcov avrov Xeycov o[t avoL KaL ra KTrj]
[v]'q KaL at ;So�S' /cat ra Trpo/Sara [p.7) yevcxacrOco]
[cr]av p,7)Sev piTjSe vep.ecr0co[crav p,7]Bev pnq]
8 [Be] vBcop 'irLerco[cr]av' KaL TrepLe^a[XovTO aaKKOvs]
[ot a]voL' Kai ra kttjvt)- /c[a]t aj/�;SoT7[o'aj' irpos tov]
[6v] eKTeva}<s' Kai arrecrrpe^av eKacrTO<s a7r[o]
[t7j]s oSou auTOu T7JS rrrovrjpas Kai airo rrp;
[a]St/ctas TTjs ev rats x^pcTLv avrcov' Xeyov
� 9 [r]e^ Tts oiBev ei pLeravorjcreL o 6[<; KaL airo]
crtpexpeL e^ opyrj^ Ovpov avrov KaL ov p.rj [airo]
10 XcopieOa' Kai eiBev o 6<; ra epya avrcov [ort]
airecrrpexljav eKacrro? arro rcov oBcov av
TCOV' TCOV irovrjpcov' Kai p,erevo7]crev
o Os em ra /ca/ca a eXaXrjcrev rov rroirj
JY. I o'ai auTots
�
Kai ovk eiroLTjcrev
� /cat eXvrrq
67] 'icova XvTTTjv pieyaXrjv' KaL cruvedv
2 firjcrev' Kai. irpocev^aTo Kai enrev Trpo<i
KV Kai enrev w Ke ov^ ovtol ol \oyoL>
pLov' eTi ovTO<s piov ev Tf) yrj pov' Sea tovto
7rpoe(f)0a(xa tov (jivyeiv et? OapcreL<; Sto
TL eyvctiv OTL crv et eXerjpiajv KaL oiKTeip
pLcov pLaKpo9vpo<; KaL TroXueXeos /cat p,e
3 ravocjv em rats /ca/ctats
'
/cat vvv Becrno
Ta Ke Xa^e ttjv ^v^v pov arr epov otl
4 KoXov TO arroOaveLv tj tpqv p.e' KaL eirre
/C9 7rpo9 icova' et crcj)oBpa XeXvrrrjcraL crv'
5 /cat e^TjXOev icova^ eK Trj<; TroXeco<; KaL
eKadicrev arrevavTL Tr}<; ttoXcw? /cat>
erroLTjcrev eavTco e/cet cTKrjvrjv KaL e/ca
^TJTO VTTOKaTCt) aVTT]^' CV CTKLal fcCOS OU
6 a^tSTj Tt ecrrat ttj TroXet' /cat rrpocrcTa^ev
/cs o ^9 KoXoKvvdr] � /cat ave^r) vrrep Ke
<f>aX7]<; TOV icova TOv CLvaL cTKiav vrrep
avco /ce<^aXTj9 avrov tov o'/cta[^]ett' auro)
ttTTO TCOV KaKcov avTOv
'
KaL e-^apT]
' icova
7 eTTt TTj KoXoKvvOr) ^apav p.eyaXrjv ' KaL
TTpocrera^ev o 9<; o-kcoXtjkl ecoOLvq ttj
erravpLov KaL errara^ev ttjv KoXoKvvdav
8 /cat cLTre^iQpavdr]' KaL eyevero ap.a tco ava
TCtXat Toi^ tjXlov KaL Trpocrera^ev /C9 o ^9
TTVL Kavcrcovo<; crvvKaLOVTL' KaL errara^e
o rjXLO<; errL tyjv KecjiaXrjv icova KaL coXl
'yoi/�u^Tj[cr]�i/" /cat arreXeyero ttjv \lnj)(r]v
avTOv' KaL eirrev KaXov p,OL avoOaveiv
9 TJ ^rjv' KaL enrev o d<; Trpo<; icova et cr<^o
[Spa XeXuTTTjJcrat cru CTTt ttj koXokwOt] /c[at]
[enrev cr(j)o]Bpa [XeXuvrTj/xat] eyco ecos 6[oivaTOv]
[KaL eLTr]ev k<; crv ecpeLcro) vrrep ttjs /c[oXo]
[KvvOrjs] vrrep tjs ovk eKaKoiradr)cr[a<; err]
[avrrjv] KaL ovk e^e6p&\ia<5 avTTjv' rj [eye]
[vr]dT]\ vrro vvKra aTrco[)\.]eTO eyco 8e [ov]
[<^eto"o/xat] virep vlvcvt) ttj? 7roXeaj[s ttjs]
p.eyakr]'; ev tj KaroLKOvcrLV 7rXeLOv[<; tj]
SojSe/ca p,vpLaSe<s avcov OLTLve<; o[vk]
eyvcocrav apicrrepav avrcov f] Be^i^av au]
rcov Kai KrrjVTj Tr[o]XXa� lilNAS
APPENDIX 0
THE JONATHAN TARGUM JONAH ^
NOTES
The basic text is according to Ms. Or. 2211 of the
British Museum. The final leaves of Ms. Or. 2211 are very
poorly preserved, the thus resulting lacunae were spelled and/
or vocalized according to Ms. Or. 1474 of the British Museum.
This text is established from (1) Ms. Or. 2211, Or.
1474, Or. 1473, Or. 1470 of the British Museum, (2) Ms. p. 116
of the Montefiore Library, Jews' College, London, (3) Codex
Reuchlinianus of the Badische Landesbiblio thek, Karlsrube,
Germany, (4) Printed Editions: The Plrst Rabbinic Bible,
Bomberg, Venice, 1515/17; The Second Rabbinic (The First
Masoretic) Bible, Bomberg, Venice, 1524/5; The Antwerp Poly
glot Bible, 1569/73, and (5) Targum Quotations from the works
of five early authors (Aruk of R. Nathan, Cunash ben Labrat,
Yonah ibn Ganah, Rashi and Kimhi) .
Alexander Sperber, ed.. The Bible in Aramaic , vol. Ill,
The Latter Prophets According to Targum Jonathan ITeiden:
E. J. Brill7^9^T7
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TEXT
mp 2 na-'iB'? ��nax -12 niv oi? �'T- oip ]n nxiii aJriD nini � 1
raipV ]inrii^''i np''*7D n^v �'iinxi xnan V<nip niri*? Vtx
xdVx nsu^xi ^i)^b nmi �'vt xSt^ii �'ijn^T nip ]?b xa^*? pnaa*? nav api 3
xa!i>ii �'iann aip ]� xa^'? ]inai; Vy'-aV na nmi nTiJX nn'i xa'5 xV'txt
ixinn-'x'? x^yS xs'jxt xa*n nnl bwui nini xa' nn anx �"vi 4 r-'vi
x-'ja IT' lan pna n-''? nx iim n'-nVm ]a -inj lyai x''3do iV-'mi s
qiaTi n-'Sm XDVxni xiti? n'-vix'? nm nm ]^�h:�a x^ppx'? xa^*? xsVxai
ax xa -]n'7X aip ""^s aip iiai nx xa rr^V naxi x-'Jdd 21 riTiv? anpi 6
'anil ifr-x nnan*? ini liaxi 7 na'-i xV^" xaV's; ��v anp ]a annn^
naxi 8 :niv Vs? xnny Vaii ]''iny lani xj*? xin xntyfi ]a V'-in yTJi
XTX ��nx nx pai "jni-'is xa xi*? xin xmi xa V-'iS xi"? p5 -"in n'^b
xn'7X �'T' aip ]ai X3X nxnin^ iih"? naxi 9 :nx xay yin -"xi �jni'-ia x\'i
xm X7m xnni i7-'mi 10 :xnir;n'' m xa-" n"- layi V-im xjx x'-au^T
�'VT xatt'i �'Sann anp ]a nx xnai li^ nx xnin:^ xt xa rr''? naxi
nx xua xa^ niri "f? T'iivi xa n'''? naxi 11 :]^hb �'in �'�nx p'''iy xin
]i52a xa^ niri xa*"? ��hani �'jiio ]in'? laxi 12 tt^-pn n^'ViOTJi h'-'tx xa^
xnnx'pxnnifc^i^i 13 :p3'''7i7 pn xnn x'7-iii'nrh'-''75 �'nx
aip vbs) 14 :]-\T]''bv �T'pn n'-'^itj'nii V'-tx xa^ nx ybir' x'pi xnc^oi^'?
]-'nn x'ti ]''7n xnan n-'ti's: nniiin it-'i p5 x"? �'v xiniiS V'-Sp i"naxi �'V
n^ u'-Dii 15 :xni3:a �^anp xian'T' xa5 �'V nx �'�nx '�rit ai nnin xi'ps
]a xnn x'7nT' xnai I'^'-rni 16 :n^''7iu'n:a xa^ n:i xa^"? ''mm^ nlr
-.y-iii i-iiJi �'V Dip nn^-T xnai"? inaxi �'V aip
]''ai^ nn"?:! x:in x^vaS nai^ nini n:r n^ y'^aaV xan xlii ��T' rati 1 ^
�naxT 3 :xniin x^yaa n-'riV^x �'V aip n:-)^ �'V^^ 2 qii"?-''? nnV'ni
rniyn xniav ��n^'ya xainn n-iyixa �'niVs '7"'5pi ��v Dip �'V npaia �'fi'''?^
xan �'7]\bwm VS �'V Tino lino x'nnii xan X2''V5 xyaw^ �'in-'aii 4
tj-'Dix anS "]'ia''a nip p n^-innx n'-'nax X3xi 5 :ny '>^v �'t^^bi^
TifiD Tino xainn xnia iv x^a ��iiapx 6 iiSiip x'?5\n5 x'^snox'?
XHDpina riiil x5nx n-'nni xniD ���npy'? 7 :"'!i7''na V-'i? �'^n ^iid't xa'' �>'?
nvnVnu?x5 8 :^�^'?x �'v �''n x'^ana xpox"? ^a-rp a-'Sp nxi ]''a'?y �'ia b-'V
qmyi n^i-'fib "�niV^ l^^p"? n'^i'T nnsi-'X �'VT xinVia '�ti'Di "bv
X3X1 10 :]''s;^i^ pix n-"*? pn"? nuina^T nn^ 9
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iVisa �'ti^Di ]pnD wbm nniii -]anp nnps �'iaTij? nsnis nn5wn VpS
:sriu;a^"7 niv n^ d^pdi siii'? '-T' liosi u :'>v Dip
Vts Dip 2 na''a^ nmn njv oi; �"i"' nip p nsiii mns mm i ^
cipi 3 qai? V'-'jaami snsiij n'py �'iijnNi sn5i snip ni'H*?
nn'pn "iV'na �'V Dip snni snip nin n'irii �'Vi smnbS niri*? bm niv
iqiDS i�si riDST in sav "i^na snipn.Vy-'a'? n:v nSi 4 :par
sais liui �'VI xia-'an n'"iri ��tt'is ira^'ni 5 :SDDnna n'lrii �[�'ai^ fi?5is
Dpi n'irn sSVa ni"? sainb sSai 6 qini"":;! iyi pnSia ppo iti^aVi
:saDp n^'n^'i spo �'ODnsi n''iia n''ip^ t:'in'p ""ivsi n-'fiiiVa �'BiiDa
�'iin si^in'i i<mk la^'a'? ��niiS'iam SDVa nTua n'iriS lasi tnasi 7
si^is ppD ]iDDn^i 8 :\\m^ s"? s^ai pyi^ sb' D^ia �jiavto^ s*? siai
SDDn ]ai snwa n'-niisa i2i piin^-i f]ipni �'i^' Dip STiai
Dip p Dnin^i pnia mm piiri n^'i-'i n'-si yr p 9 :pn''i''3'7
iin ns ]in''i3is �"V Dip f?y\ 10 ;i2"'ii s'pi n^'ni'i ^iipna mmi "�v
:ias; N^i pn"? laya"? b'-'pai swa p ''V am sma prinn-iis''!3
^�'ap laxi -I-- Dip "'^^1 2 :n"''7 ^i^-pni sai su^'^a mv*? i^sai 1
piva"? ]''5 �'ijin bv n-y -"mrn iv �'ainb yi n^n �'V ��niia
piaD lava"? �'loai m p'-nia K:ami s:2n snVs ns �'is sayi'' �'is sa''?
ao �''IS �'ia �'!i;Di m ao �'V pDi 3 :si^^'a nsmsVa n^''na''a a''na'i
snip la nii^ pDJi 5 f^ipn nin^n �'V lasi 4 :^'n''S'ia niasi
��mn iy iSroi nninn a''n''i sn'Toa pn n-'b lavi snip"? nnaa a^'mi
�'iria'? mv p ^�'y p^''7Di ]vp'p D\-i'7S �'v pan 6 :snip �]iDa \m sa
pan 7 :saisiinp''p''pVymi''''inimni2;aam7S2is?mu'''i'7y s?iD
nini 8 :u;''a-'i ]vpy r? nnai \-ii'njna'i sain siQS pD''aa sny'7in �'V
n2vi s!y''i Vy sti^au' nnsui snp^-ni:; saii7 mi �'V ym miaa
�'V lasi 9 rri-'S'ia niasi aS lasi naa"? n''ii;si n^ V''S!i'i �'iVmsi
lasi 10 :snia iy "�V "^ipn sin*? lasi p^^-p by -j'? "^ipii sin^^n mvV'
nin ]nn i^^b-'bi �'i �'nmai s"?! n^'a snVay n^i p^'-p Vy snon ns t
na n\x'7 snai snip mri '^y Dins s*? sisi 11 :ias snms S''?'''?ai
''jo si^yai n'-'^sao'? n''ii''a^ pa yr iSi swas lai �'�noy snina �'io
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TRANSLATION
Oliapter 1
1) And tjie word of prophecy came from the Lord unto Jonah
the son of Amittai saying,
2) Arise, go to Nine^/eh that great city and prophecy against
it, for their evil has come up before mo.
3) And Jonah arose to flee unto the sea from prophesying in
the name of the Lord. And he descended to Joppa and he found
a ship which was going by sea. And he gave his payment and
descended into it to go with them to the sea from prophesying
in the name of the Lord.
4) And the Lord cast a wind onto the sea and there was a
great storm in the sea and the ship desired to be broken.
5) And the sailors were afraid and J^^ac"^ man entreated from
his god, for they saw that there was not in them any good
(usefulness) and they cast the vessels which Qwere] in the
ship into the sea to lighten Q.t| from them; but Jonah was
gone �doi-7nJ to the bottom of the side of the ship, and was
lying down and sleeping.
6) And the chief of the ship came unto him and said, rlhat
is to you, sleeping? Arise, pray before your G-od; what if
compassion is shown from the Lord unto us and we not perish.
7) And they said, a man to his companion. Come, and let us
cast lots and let us know for whose account this evil [isj
to us. And they cast lots and the lot fell upon Jonah.
8) And they said unto him, Tell now to us on account of what
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Q-sJ this evil to us? Tfhat is your oocupation, and. from where
[arol you come? >Jhich is your country, and o'f which people
are you?
9) And he said unto them, A Jew am I and from before the
Lord God of the heavens I fear, who made the sea and the dry
land .
10) Then the men feared a great fear and said unto him, Vfhat
is this you have done? Por the men knew that from prophesying
in the name of the Lord he was fleeing, for he had told them.
11) And they said unto him, llhat shall we do unto you that
the sea may be still from us? for the sea walked and the
storm [jms} violent.
12) And he said to them. Take me and cast me into the sea
and the sea will be still from you, for I know that on my
account this great storm is upon you.
13) But the men rowed to return to the land, but they were
not able for the sea surged and the storm was great upon
them.
14) They prayed before the Lord and said. Hear our petition
0 Lord, Let us not perish on the debt of the life of this
man, and do not put upon us the debt of innocent blood, for
you, 0 Lord, .according to your will, you have done.
15) So they took Jonah and cast him into the sea and the
sea
ceased from its storm.
16) Then the men feared a great fear before the
Lord and
they commanded to sacrifice a sacrifice
before the Lord and
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they vowed vows.
Chapter 2
1) And the Lord appointed a great fish to swallow Jonah, and
Jonah was in the belly of the fish three days and three
nights.
2) And Jonah prayed before the Lord his G-od from the belly
of the fish,
3) And he said, I prayed because of my anguish before the
Lord, and he heard my prayer; from the bottom of the abyss
I entreated and you heard my entreaty.
4) Por you did cast me into the depths, into the heart of
the sea, and the river encircled me about; all the storms of
the sea and its waives over me passed.
5) Then I said, I was driven out from your self; nevertheless
I will again look to your holy temple.
6) The waters surrounded me unto the dea-th; the abyss
encircled me about; the seaweed hung about my head.
7) To the roots of the mountains I descended; the earth drew
its bars over me forever; yet you have brought my life before
you from corruption, 0 Lord my God.
8) �hen my soul fainted within me the worship of the Lord I
remembered, and my prayer came up to your presence, to your
holy temple.
9) pot like people, servants of idols, who do not know the
place of their well-being.
10) But I with a voice of praise Land] thanksgiving, my
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sacrifice I will present before you; what I have vowed I will
pay; redemption Cof| my soul CisJ in prayer before the Lord.
1 1 ) And the Lord spoke unto the fish and it vomited Jonah
upon the dry land.
Chanter 3
1 ) And the word of Prophecy came from the Lord unto Jonah
a second [[time) , saying,
2) Arise, go to Nineveh that great city, and prophecy unto
it the prophecy which I spoke unto you.
3) And Jonah arose and went unto Nineveh according to the
word of the- Lord. Now Nineveh was a grea,t city before the
Lord, a walking journey of three days.
4) And Jonah began to go up into the city a walking journey
of one day, and he proclaimed and said. In �thej end of forty
days, then Nineveh will be overturned.
5) And the men of Nineveh believed the �ord of the Lord, and
they decreed the fast and put on sackcloth, from the great of
them^ even unto the small of them.
6) And the word reached unto the king of Nineveh, and he
arose from the throne of his kingdom, and he removed the
robe of honor from him and he covered himself [ifithj sackcloth
and he sat upon the ashes.
7) And he caused to be proclaimed and he commanded in Nine
veh, from the decree of the king and his noblemen, saying,
Man or beast, cattle or sheep, let them not taste anything,
let them not feed nor drink water;
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8) Sut with sackcloth let be covered man and beast, and cry �
before the Lord in strength, and let �"ver�l man turn from
his way of ^rickedness and from the violence that is in their
hands.
9) He who knows that there is in his hands debts, let him
turn from them that mercy may be shown unto us from the Lord,
tliat he may turn away from his violent anger, and we not
perish.
10) And their works were revealed before the Lord, that they
turned from their ways of wickedness, and the Lord turned
from the evil that he had spoken to do []to] them, and did [J.t]
not.
Chapter 4
1 ) But it was displea.sing unto Jonah, a great displeasure
and he was very angry.
2) And he prayed unto the Lord and said. Accept my entreaty,
0 Lord, [jfasj not this my word while I was living in my
country? Therefore I hastened to flee unto the sea for I
knew that you [arej a God of mercy and compassion, putting
away anger and multiplying to make goodnesses and turning the
words from bringing to pass evil.
3) And now, 0 Lord, take now my life from me, for it is
better that I die than that I live.
4) And the Lord said. Are you very angry?
5) So Jonah went out from the city and sat on the east of
the city, and he made for himself there a shade and
he sat
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under it in the shade until he might see what would happen
in the end [_of] the 'city.
6) And the Lord God appointed a gourd-vine to come up over
Jonah to be a shade over his head to cover him from his
misery. And Jonah was glad upon the gourd -vine, a great
gladness.
7) But the Lord appointed a worm in the ascending of the
dairn of the day after, and it stung the gourd -vine and it
withered .
8) And it came to pass as the sun arose that the Lord
appointed a silent east wind and the sun struck upon the
head of Jonah that he fainted and he wished jj-nj his soul to
die, and he said. It is better that I die than that I live.
9) And the Lord said unto Jonah, Are you very angry over the
gourd-vine. And he said. It is excessively angry to me,
unto death.
10) And the Lord said, you have had pity upon the gourd -vine
for which you have not labored, nor have you made it to grow,
which in this night it was, and in another night it perished.
11) Shall I not have pity upon Nineveh, that great city,
which in it are more than twelve myriad persons who do not
know between their right and their left, and much cattle.
APPENDIX D
THE OLD LATIN JONAH
NOTES
The earliest evidence of Old Latin^ texts of the Bible
appear from about the middle of the 2nd century A.D. in
southern Gaul and northern Africa, for Tertullian (born in
Carthage about 160 A.D.) seems to have employed a written
Latin ti-anslation of the Bible of which the language was
definitely different from his oi-m.-^
The language of the Old Latin version was not the
literary language of that time, but the lingua vulgaris , the
langu3-ge of teaching and instruction.^ The Old Latin repre-
' The text used was Codex 7'reing.. , edited and published
by Osterley, "The Old Latin Texts of the Minor Prophets.
Journal of Theological Studies, T (1904), pp. 578-381.
I have not been able to trace the actual identification of
Codex Tfeing.
^Called Yetus Latina, to distinguish it from Jerome's
later Latin Vulgate.
^Ernest Tfiirthwein, The Text of the Old Testament, P. R.
Ackroyd, tr. (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1957), p. 62.
'^Bleddyn J. Roberts, The Old Testament Text and
Versions (Cardiff: University of �ales Press, 1 951 ) , p. 243.
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sents the pre -Hexaplaric text of the Septuagint, 5 -sfhich in
turn seems to rest on the Hebrew prior to its' revision by
Jewish scholars in the 2nd century A.D., and may therefore
sometimes be a direct witness to the original Hebrew.^
The basic problem of Old Latin research is whether
one is dealing with a single original translation or with
several. Various statements by the fathers suggest several
translations. Some scholars feel they have definitely
distinguished an African type and a European type, the
European being further sub -divided. ' ilpart from these two
^Eor an excellent discussion of early Greek Siblical
manuscripts found at Qumr^^n, and their bearing on early Hebrew
traditions, read Erank Moore Cross, "The History of the Biblical
text in the Light of Discoveries in the Judean Desert," The
Harvard Theological Review, LVII (October 1964), pp. 281-99.
Also, in The Ancient Library _o.f Qurar^n (London: Gem Id Duck
worth and Go.~ l'95By, p. 21, E.K. Cross says: "The most
important text. . . no doubt, is a manuscript of the Minor
Prophets in Greek, a lost recension of the Septuagint, the
Old Greek version of the third-second centuries B.C. When
combined with three 'standard' Septuagint manuscripts from Cave
IV, Qumr^n, this newly found recension will place textual
critics in a m.uch improved position to reconstruct the early
history of the text of the Septuagint." The above Greek Minor
Prophets manuscrint was found in a cave in a not precisely
fixed locality south of �adi Murabba<^^t. The transcription of
the Jonah Fragments from this Greek Manuscript is published by
Dominique Barthelemy in Supplements t� Vestus Te stamen turn, X
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 19^3), PP. 170-71, with a comparison _ of
the manuscript with the CoDtic versions, pp. 228-38, and with
the Tfashington Manuscript, pp. 239-45^ The present writer
would have liked to compare the Old Latin of jonah with this
new Greek manuscript, but time has not permitted it in the
present study.
^A. Tf. Adams, "The Old' Latin Version," The Bible Trans
lator, V (July 1954), p. 103.
'^Ernest �urthwein. Op.. Cit. , p. 62.
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r.ajor types, there are traces of still another, which
probably had its origin in Italy. This is found in quotations
by Augustine, who often distinguishes between the Itala and
other Latin translations. ^ The name Old Latin must therefore
be regarded as a general term rather than as the name of an
individual text. A number of scholars have suggested that
possibly the Old Latin version, as we know it, had its pre-
decessor(s) in Latin translations current in Africa before
the arrival there of Christianity, which were later taken over
by the Christian Church; that is, that they were originally
1 0
translated 'from Hebrew. Perhaps the Hebrew material of the
Ilinor Prophets from Qumran will aid in this phase of the
1 1
study when it is published.
The Old Latin does not survive in complete manuscripts.
�:Je have rather to gather the material. ..from fragmentary m.anu-
scripts, from lituiigical books, quotations by the Fathers in
commentaries, sermons and letters. The Benedictine Pierre
Spleddyn J. Roberts, Op.. Cit. , p. 242.
^Ernest T-rarthwein, On. Cit. , p. 62
^OBleddyn J. Roberts, P�. Cit., p. 238, cites H. P. P.
Snarks, "The Latin Bible," The Bible, in its. Ancient and
English Versions, H. 7meeler Robinson, ed. (Oxford: 1940),
p. 101.
^^In correspondence with Prank Moore Cross, Pr. Cross
has told me there" are materials from the book of Jonah, a^
few fragments of two m.anuscripts. They are being preparea
for publication by Monsignor Patrick �. Skehan of the
Catholic .'University of America.
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Sabatier (16'32-1742) gathered together the material then
knouni in Bibllorum sacrorum latinae versiones (1739-49).
Sabatier prints in one column the most coraplete text of the
Old Latin which he could find for each section, then the
Vulgate, and various additional material for Old Latin in
the notes.
A series of unpublished Old Latin texts of the Old
Testament was collected by S. Berger in Notices et Bxtraits
des :ianuser its de la Bibllotheque Rationale et_ autres Biblio -
th'^ques. Tome 34, II (1893), pp. 119-52.
Besides these two collections one finds references to
the following manuscripts:
a) Konstanz er altlateinische Propheten- und Evangel i en -
bruchstiiclce mit Glessen, arranged by P. Alban Bold (1923).
This is a complete edition and examination of the fra,gments
of a manuscript of the Prophets, formerly in Constance,
'
probably written in the 5th century in Northern Italy, which
came to light in the binding of 26 parchment manuscripts from
1856 onwards. It contains fragments of Hosea, Amos, Kicah,
Joel, Jonah, Nahum, Ezelciel and Daniel.
b) The Tfurzburg Codex, a palimpsest first published by
Ernst Ranlce, Par palimpsestorum yfirceburgensium (I871). The
lower writing belongs to the 5th century (probably from the
center of eastei-n Prance) and contains fragments of the
Pentateuch and of the Prophets.
c) Codex Lugdunensis, in the city Library of Lyons.
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Editions of this are: U. Robert, Pentateuchi yersio latina
antiquissiara e_ codice Lug:d-unesi ( 1 88 1 ) ; He-ptateuchi -partis
posterioris versio latina antiq-uissiaa _e codice ( 1 900 ) . An
uncial of the 7th century, probably written in Lyons. The
manuscript contains parts of Genesis 16:9 to Judges 20:31.
d) Codex Gothicus Legionensis, L^on, S. Isidore. A
Vulgate from the year 960. This contains numerous Old Latin
readings in the margin by the same hand. Of the Old Testament
it covers the Heptateuch, I and II Samuel, I and II Kings and
Chronicle s.-
e) Palimpsestus Vindobonensis, since 1919 in the
Biblioteca Hazionale in Naples. The lower irriting belongs to
the 5th century, probably from Italy. Parts of Genesis,
12
Exodux and iieviticus survive.
12o^lie data for a-e was taken from Ernst Uurthwein, Od.
Cit. , pp. 63-4. Although these manuscripts cover more than
the,Minor Prophets, a-nd some do not contain the Minor Prophets
at all,' since the material for the Old Latin Version (s) is
so scanty, the ?JTiter feels that any serious study of the Old
Latin would include all this material.
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TEXT
(1:14-4:11)
I. 14 " ^9"^"�y^'i^'ili cnimam horn::.':
huius : et ne des super nos sanguinem eius iustum ; quia tu dmc. qu'.:.-.
15 admodum volisti fecisti : "Et acceperunt ionan: et miserunt cr-.
16 in mare : et stetit mare a violentia sua: "et timuerunt viri ti:!-.
magno dom. : et immolaverunt hostias diiio. et vota voverunt :
II. I *Et praecepit dms. ceto magno ut gluttiret ionan: et erat i'-.-:
a in ventre ceti tribus noctibus : ' Et oravit ionas de ventre cc'.i � ;
3 dom. dm. suum : 'et dixit Clamavi ad dom. dm. meum in tril
tione mea : et exaudivit me de ventre inferni clamoris mei cx.t; :
4 vocem meam : *proiecisti me in altitudinem cordis maris : et fli;r...r-.-
me circumierunt : omnia turbulenta tua : et fluctus tui : super : :
5 transierunt : 'et ego dixi : expulsus sum ab oculis tuis: fors-.v.
�
6 apponam ut respiciam in templum sanctum tuum : ' perfii?.i <���
aquamihi usque ad animam : abyssus circ^^vit me : postremoder.'.'.; -�
7 caput meum in fissuras montium : '' et descendi in terram c: ����
vectes sunt continentes aeternae : et ascendat corruptio vitae nv-v-r
8 ad te dine, ds. mens : *in hoc quod defecerit anima mea a r.::
dmi. mei memoratus sum : et veniat ad te oratio mea in tcni; .
9 sanctum Aium :
� custo^flentes vana et falsa misericordiam s-.'
10 dereliquerunt : "ego autem cum voce laudis et confessionis sur; �
I tibi : quaecumquc vovi reddam tibi salvatori meo domino
" Et
praeceptum est ceto et eiecit ionan in aridam
III. 1, 3
' Et factum est verbum dmT. ad ionan iterum dicens
" Surge ct
vade in n/nev^� cwitaiem magnam : et praedica in cam : secundum
. pracdicatioiicm priorem: quam ego palam locutus sum ad te 'Et
surrexit ionas et abiit in nineven civitatern : sicut locutus est ad eum
driis. nineven autem erat civitas magna deo. quasi itinere viae dierum
^trium: *et coepit ionas introire in civitatem : quasi itinere unius
die! : et praedicavit et dixit : adhuc triduum et ninive civitas evertetur
X
� Et crediderunt viri ninevitae in deo. : et praedicaverunt ieiunium : et
\ induerunt se cilicium a maiore usque ad riiinorem eorum :
' et
pcrvenit verbum ad regem nineves : et exsurrexit de throno suo et
posuit vestem-suam ab se : et operuit se cilicium et sedit cinerem :
� 'et praedicatum est in nineve : a rege et a maioribus civitatis eius'
dicens': homines et iumenta: et boves et oves non gustent quicquam:
f ncque pascantur neque aquam bibant
' et cooperuerunt se cilicia
civitatem : et fecit ipse sibi tabernaculum : et scdebat sub ipso in
6 umbram : donee videret quid acciderct civitati : ' Et praecepit dms.
ds. cucurbitae : et ascendit super caput ionae ut esset umbra super
caput eius: et obumbraret eum amalis eius : et gavisus est ionas super
y cucurbitam gaudio magno :
^ et praecepit dms. vermi anlclucano in
S crastinum et percussit cucurbitam : et arefacta est : ' et factum est
confestim oriente sole : et praecepit di. spiri . . . [Cod. Wirceb^
ustionis comburenti Et percussit sol super caput ionae
et interestuabat et deficiebat anima eius et dixit bonum est mihi
9 mori quam vivere �Et dixit dms. ad ionam si valde contristatus.es
tu super cucurbitam et dixit valde contristatus sum ego usque
10 ad mortem "Et dixit dms. tu pepercisti super cucurbitam in qua
non laborasli in eam neque nutristi earn que sub nocte nata est et
1 1 sub nocte perit " ego autem non parcam nunc parcam ninevem
civitatem magnam in qua commorantur plus quam cxx milia
hominum quae non scierunt dextram aut sinistram et pecora multa
homines : et proclamaverunt homines et iumenta ad dm. vehementer :
etreversi sunt unusquisque devia sua maligna: et iniustaquae erat in
9 manibus eorum : et dixerunt :
� quis scit si paenitebitur ds. et averti;
JO iram furoris sui : et non peribimus :
" et vidit ds. opera illorum qui?.
reversi sunt unusquisque a viis suis malignis : et paenituit din. sup-.:
mala quae locutus est ut faceret eis et non fecit :
IV. I ^ Et contristatus est ionas tristitia magna : et maestus factus est :
J
� et oravit ad doin. et dixit : dine, nonne haec sunt verba mea : cu:::
adhuc essem : in mea terra : propter hoc proposueram fugcre i:i
tharsis: quoniam sciebam quia tu misericors es : etindulgens: t:
3 patiens: et nimium misericors: et paenitens in malignitatibus U-/.
. nunc dominator dme. aceipe animam meam a^e : quoniam bonu:;;
4 est mihi mori magis quam vivere^
* et dixit dins, ad ionan : si valde
5 contristatus es tu
* Et exiit ionas extra civitatem : et sedit contri
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TR.INSLATION
(1:14-4: 11)
Ohapter 1
14) . . .the life of this man, and that you not lay upon us
the righteous blood of him; because you. Lord, have done as
you wished.
15) And they took Jonah, and they cast him into the sea. And
the sea stood still from its violence.
16) And the men feared G-od a great fear and they offered
sacrifices to G-od and vowed vows.
Gha-Qter 2
1 ) And the Lord prepared in advance a great fish to swallow
Jonah; and Jonah was in the belly of the fish for three nights.
2) And Jonah prayed to the Lord his God from the belly of
the fish,
3) And he said, I cried to the Lord my God in m.y distress,
and he heard me; from the belly of Hell my cry; you heard my
vo i c e .
4) You cast me into the depth of the heart of the sea, and the
floods surrounded me; all your stormy (waves) and your billows
passed over me.
5) And I said, I am driven away from your eyes; perhaps I
shall draw near to look again toward your holy temple.
6) The water poured over me- even to the soul; the abyss
surrounded me; finally my head went down into the clefts of
the mountains.
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7) And I irent down to the land whose bars ai-e connected
forever; and the corruption of my life rises (or, let the
corruption rise) up to you. Lord, my God.
3) In this which (when) my soul fainted from me, I remembered
my God; and ray speaking came to you into your holy temple.
9) Those guarding vain 8,nd false [things]] forsake their own
mercy.
10) I however vrith the voice of praise and acknowledgement
kneel doirn before you; I shall pay whatever I vowed to you
the God of my salvation (lit. - to salvation my God).
11) And it was directed to the fish and fit] cast forth
Jonah upon the dry land.
Chapter 3
1) And the word of God came to Jonah again, saying,
2) Arise, and go to lUneveh, a great city, and make kno^-m of
it according to the former proclamation, which I plainly
told you.
3) And Jonah arose and went off to the city Nineveh, just as
God spoke to him. Now Nineveh was a great city before God
almost a three days joumey.
4) And Jonah began to enter [into] the city almost a day's
journey. And he cried and said. Yet three fdays] and Nineveh
will be overthroi-m.
5) And the men of Nineveh believed in God; and they proclaimed
a fast, and they put on themselves sackcloth,
from the greater
even unto the lesser of them.
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6) A::d :rord reached unto the king of .ITineveh, and ho arose
from his throne and put his roho froD hinsclf, and covered
fovcrj himself sackcloth and sat in ashes.
7) And it "sras proclaimed in ilineveh by the king and the
eminent of this state saying, Let not man and beasts, oxen and
sheep taste anything; neither let them feed nor drink water.
8) And the men covered themselves with sackcloth; both
men and beasts cried strongly to Ood, and each one turned
from his own evil way, and from the injustices which was. in
their hands. And they said,
9) ':Tn.o knows if God will repent and turn away the wrath of
his fury, and we shall not perish.
10) And God saw their works because each one turned from
their own evil ways. And God repented over the evil which he
said that he would do to them and he did not do it.
ChaiDter 4
1) And Jonah was saddened with grief, and he became sorroirful.
2) And he prayed to God and said, God, were not these my
words when I was yet .in ny country? On account of this I set
forth to flee from Tarshish, since I knew that you are merciful
and kind and patient and exceedingly merciful, and sorry in
malice.
3) And now Lord God take ray life from me, since it is good
for me to die more th^^n to live.
4) And God said to Jonah, Are you intensely saddened?
5) And Jonah went out of the city and sat over against the
1 10
cit-/; and he himself made a tent for himself; and he sat under
it in the shade until he might see what would become to the
city.
6) And the Lord God prepared a gourd and it went up above
the head of Jonah that it might be a shade over his head,
that it might protect him from his evils. And Jonah rejoiced,
over the gourd with great joy.
7) And God- prepared a woi-m before dawn on the morrow and
it sm.ote the gourd, and it was dried up.
8) And immediately it happened with the rising sun, and God
prepared a burning wind. And the sun struck upon the head
of Jonah and he was burning up and his soul fainted, and he
said, It is good for me to die than to life.
9) And God said to Jonah, Are you intensely saddened over
the gourd? And he said, I am intensely saddened, even to
death.
10) And God said. You ha,ve shown mercy over the gourd on
which you did not toil upon it, nor did you rear it which was
born in a night and perished in a night.
1 1 ) Iloreover, shall I- not noi-r spare Nineveh, that great
city, in which abide more than 120,000 men who have not known
their right or their left, and m.any cattle?
APPENDIX E
THE QU1"Ir1n greek JONAH ^
"NOTES
Pragnients of an unknoT^n recension of the Greek Bible
found at Qumran were first published by D. Barthelemy. ^
This recension is a revision of the Old Greek text, revised
on the basis of a forerunner of the traditional Hebrew text
extant in Palestine toward the middle of the 1st century A.D.
The Recension itself dates probably from the second half of
the 1st century A.D. However, the Vorlage of this Greek text
is by no means identical with the surviving textus receptus,
but may be called Proto -Masoretic , since it differs even
more decidedly with the Old Palestinian Hebrew text. In the
Minor Prophets, this rec.ension has been identified with the
text used by Origen in the 7th column of the Hexapla, so-
called Quinta. It seems to have had wide circulation, for the
evidence suggests that it was available to Origen in at least
two editions, and survives in the quotations of Justin Martyr's
Domini<iue Barthelemy, Les Devancies D 'Aquila , Pr em lire
Publication Integrale du Texte des Pragmcnts du DodTcapr oph^Ton
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 19^3), "pp. 170-1.
^Dominique Barth'^lemy, "Redecouverte d 'un chainon
manquant de 1' histoire de la Septante," Revue Biblique , LX
(1953), pp. 18-29.
1 1 r
Dialogue and elsewhere. More important, Barthelemy has been
able to establish that this recension was the common base of
later recensions of the G-reek Bible, above all Aquila.^
^Prank Iloore Cross, "The History of the Biblical Text
in the Light of Discoveries in the Judean Desert, " The Harvard
Theological Review, LVII (October 1964), pp. 231-99. Also
see Appendix D, ft. nt. 5 of the present study.
TEXT
14: . . . aljfia a0(o[ov . . .
16: ... �](p[o]!3-;][e-/)]G-av [. . .J Kai eeuaiacjav e[u]aiav [. . .
1 : . . . xJaTaTiietv tov icovav [. . .]xpei(;7]y.[e]poLC, xal Tpepq . . .
4: ix-K]�ppzi.Mq {ilzziq] pa[0-/] . . . �KOTor][Lo<; -epiexuxXw-
cr[e] V (j.[e . . .J xai toc xufiara (7o[u eJtc' e[i.s Si-:^X[6ov
5: . . . eyjo) elTta a7rco[cr[>(,ai e]^ svavTLa? 6<p6aX(Acov crou [. . .
TTpoaSJiQCJco 0 s7CipXs(j;[at,] 7rp6[?] vaov () a[yi]6v crou
6: n[??] (AE uSara eco[(;] (j^ux^? "Apucrao? exuxXco[cjev (le
scJxaT]-/] "EXo? TCspiscrx[s]v tvjv xe(paXr)v (xou
7: E[i(; . . . 6pe]cov xaTeP'/jv 'H [y?] [loykoji auT7)(; xaT'
sfjLoC eo(; [. . .
7: . . . avOpcjjTTOt xal Ta xt[-/)v-/) . . . ysuoaa]Owcrav (r/;Sr�v .
8: Kai TcfspisPaXovTO . . .j Ta XTfivq Ka[l . . . r-f/jc -rov
6[�6v . . .] K[al �7r] eGTfpcd'] 2[v] a[v/]p] ex �7,: o'V/o
auToij 'i]ric, �n;o[v^pa�; xal] octco T[rj<; aJSixtat; [tTjc] yzpn'vj
a[uT(ov]
9: Tt<; [oISov] l7i[i0]T[pe4'et xat] Tca[p] a[xX7)0-/) crsTy._
6 0�[6^ xal �7i!.crT]p�[(j>�i] (XTio [6u[i.ou opy]"?,!; [auTO'j xa'l
ou [Vf] a7coXa)[(>t.E]9a
10: Kai [er|S�[v 6 Geo;;] to. Ipya au[T6!>v 6]ti ETCECTpEdiav a-o
rri[(; oSoju auT[cov t]^<; �KQv/]p[5.t; y.od -jrapEx] X'/) -
0y]{i.} 0 Qzot; em xlyi xjaxia fj �X[aX]-/]C�v [-oir;CK',
aujTOL;; xal oux ETroivjcrEv
1: K[al eXu7t-/i07) tw]va Xu[7t7)v |XEyaX-/)v] xal 7)[eu] [A-zjaEv
2: xal [7rpoo]Eu[^]aTo npbq te[tr . . .] 6 X[6y]o<; [lou sti
6[vT0i; . . . 7rpo]�(p6a[cra] tou <puyEt[v . . .] eX�7)[(i.]cov xal [. . .
5: ... dTUEvavT]i tyiq 7c6Xe(o[i; . . .
APPENDIX P
THE V7ADI L'UHABPA^AT
HEBREif JOHAH 1
NOTES
The most important of the Murabba^tt finds is a scroll
of the Minor Prophets from the 2nd century A.D.,, found early
in 1955. The preserved portion of the manuscript extends
from the middle of Joel to the beginning of Zechariah,
including, in traditional order, 'AmoSj Obadiah, Jonah, Micah,
Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah and Haggai. Pour columns are
almost perfectly preserved. ^
The entire text of the Minor Prophets scroll reveals
only five or six real variants from the textus receptus ,
excluding orthographic variation, interchange of "^1 and ^l,
and the like. Even the minor textual variants vrhich mark the
text of Aquila, the Targum and the Vulgate are largely absent,
and it is clear that these versions presex-ve some genuine
survivals of readings which predate the textus receptus , since
in each case older materials were used alongside the newer
standard text.^
^P. Benoit, J. T. Milik, et- R. DeVaux, Discoveries in
the Judean Desert, II Les Grottes de Murabba^1-1 ( Oxf0 rd : The
Clarendon Press, 1 95T) , pp. 190-92.
2prank Moore Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran
(London: Gerald Duckword and Co., 1958)7 p. 14.
3prank Moore Cross, "The History of the Biblical Text
in the Light of Discoveries in the Judean Desert," The Harvara
Theological Review, LVII, (October 1964), p. 288.
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In effect then, there has been found at vfadi Murabba<^at
texts which testify to an archetypal recension as the ancestor
of all Medieval Hebrew biblical Manuscripts.'^
^Prank Moore Cross, Ibid. , Menahem Mansoor, The Dead
Sea Scrolls (Grand Rapids: Win. B. Eerdmans, 1964), p. 2W.
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TEXT
P't ] n''3K [NH]o-'i ID-- In-'i mnn ^2d'7[� n]$^"'i2?nn
'p''6[n m]n^f4 mnn nty^tj^nn onos? Kip]"? [ ] msij?
nfi2?n'7 nnt^^n n-'iKnn o-n ^ni nyo �'n^i o^n b]k n'pnini nn
%K D*''?Dn m i'7D''i rn'7K e^-^k 1py[n D^n]^[D]n iKnpi]^
[m-'Sjon TiDi'^ bk [1]t nliri nm^pya ['^jpn'? mf\ b)^ ripjiKn
[ j m> mil no i"? imi b-2[r\r\] np] v'pk mp-'*n]6 tnii iitwi
W]k n^K^v TnKi ^b^ [ D^jn^xh niz^yrr' tn'PK
[ ] fiKTn ns7-in ns7in m'^iii n^p'-Dii ybb pnjyi Vk
[13]'? nTip] rb^ n]i/DX^�i8 nir ^7^7 '^ppn b^i f\i^bfm ^bii^^
[Txp KQT\ fKi6i ^DDx'pQ n� ll'? nxm ns7nn imi
nnjfj'' nxi ''D3K nns? ?n^'PK lox^i' nnk ay nT�''Ki i^snx
� [TvpTn nxi a^n m f\m-im xn** ''3x a-'ot^n ^^'7K
[ n]%y vm no r'px tidk^i n'?!!! nxn"" a-'t^ixn ikt'-'vo
ni�3X''i� nn"? Tan �'d linfi xin ni[n''] ^iD*?/o b ?�'mxn iyi^
iyoi -pyn D^n ""d 13^^717/5 a'-n 'pf\m ^ tw^ii no r'px
b aD'''7yo D''n pnij?�^i a^[n] b^ rLb^mS '�rm mvb'A im-^v^
[a'']E?3xn nnn''V3 aD-''7[y] npn '?i]'i3n lyon ''bm -"D yir
an'''7y nyoi -^'pinc )a�^n ^3 i'pd^ x^pi nm^n 3''2;n['?]
WB-n mnx3 K3 mn^ n3K lioK-'x )nin*' b'A iKip'-v*
n:2Dn im5 fwr nnx �'D ni M^bis ]nh "7x1 nm w)^n
iDyTO a^^ *7oi7''i a''n '7X in'7D^i nar nx ix2?''i� n''t2?y
mn*''? nnf innn mn'' nx n'7n3 nxn^ D''i2?3xn ixt-'V*
nsv ^T'^ mi" nx y'73'7 '7n[3] 3"t mm p-'i^' onm m^i ,xt
mn^ '7X mr '7'7�Dn''i2 m'7*''7 ni2?'7i2;i n^on ni2?'7t27 3in '�yon
^33y[''i] nip]^ '7X -'b miso �'nxnp' pojx^iJ nain --yDO rn'7[X]
nn^ii n'7i:kD �'3D^'7t2?m4 �''7ip [n]y[02; "njyr^ "71X5:7
��mox '�'3X15 nni7 �''7y ']'''7[3]i *]n3u?p "pp �'3330'*' p]n3[i ]
hiDDX6 iiyip '7b[-']n '7X D^nn'7 fi-'oix -^x i^y 1330 ["']nib[i33]
onn ^y^>b-' ^mib [c^ijnn r]iD �'snnop] oinfi iy[D3] iy d^o
iin["' �'"in npiz^o ?'7i]y^ nyn p'']rnp �'nj-n^
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V)[Y>]h ^ixvo infyp ^p2n urfii^m^ \mp b'Dffi [b]k
[n]in''"'7 nri[)jw n'lt^pm �'nini im ip [nn]3[Tx ]
vacat
[i]2i \-i''i3i hi^n-'Ti ] min nx xp'-i an]"? nin-" nQ[X"'i]" .ni
[ n]'7n"^^n[ ] bk y? D[i]p^ nox"? n''2[ii; ]
ni2[*']i "px I'p^i min Dp'T^ T'^i^ �'^1^^ nti^x nxnpp ] n^biiq
bhi^ ipTir^ n^nbiib nbra my nnTi nisnii mm n]n'i5
mp2i ?1'' ?''ynix iiy imi x-ijp^i inx nv ipnr:> myi xin^ nil'''
D^imo ny^ mbi oiik ix'ip''i ?\i'7xn mi"'! ^mx ippax^is n[Dsm]
r'pyo inmrx inyn ixodo n\?i i'pq '7X nmn [yrjV ?iD[p'] -lyi
[i-']'7in i'7Qn nyoo mm 'iox''i pyrv naxn b^s [ x)2i
lym 7x n�ixD layD"" '7X ][X]im npn nonnm [m]xn nox"?
?\n'px 'pi? ixii?^n nQfiim anxn o^iy iDDn*'i8 \m^- 'pjx d^oi
�'09 annDDn im oonn ]di [n]yin iDma i^x [ npTpnj
D^n'7xn XTv� 13X2 x'pi 1DX pniio 3ti:?i ?m'7xn anpi ] yiv
nyin b^ ?\n'7xn ?m''i nynh DDno m [?n''i2;]yo nx
nn''i nbm niji niv "px ymi^^ x^i on"? niiyy"? [ ]im . zv
b^j �'nvn lii ht xi'ph mn^� nix noxn mn^ "^lx 'p'psnpi^ i"?
]iin ^x nnx "d "nym -'D nrtz^-in nnn"? ( ) "noip ]5 ["py "jfiaix
np mn" nnyi3 ( )nyin b^ ami ion nm n^px] "ipx] Qinni
�'��nD '�niD 310 �'3 ''2073 "[t2?Q]l flX X3
vacat
?ipo 3i2>"i myn ]o mi" xisn^^ 1"? JT"" 2^3"n[n] n[i]m imi^
no nxT ii2?x ii7 '7^3 n"nnn 3[t2;]"i nso n^ iyy"i i"y'7
^y b-^ TiThb mvb b'^b b^i ]i"p"p [?]"n'7X mm I'^Jn n"n"
n'pnn nn/bii; inTT^ *?y [ ] no2?"i inypia [ 3 '^"^n^ iiz;[X]n
^^"pn nx "inn nint^b [ ] ni'pyp ?rn'pxn pi^
-in[i] n"5y"-in n"ip [ ]P''\ [Win miD "n'-i^ t2^3""i
31D imi nip]V [it2>]Dl nx [^X]ri *i'7[yn"i tz^xjn 7y ^[mn]
ii"P"pn "py I*? [m]n 3t:"n[n mji" bm D"n['7X] n[0]X"[i]' ""no "nio
]i"P"pn Vy non nnx mn" n[ox"vo ] iy ^b nnn 3"t:"n
-iox"i
nmn nn ne^x [ T]i7n mri "py [Ojinx x"? "ixi"
nonm I'pxzDty'? la^o" [y]i" x"? n^x oix im ni^vi wwi^
o
nm
APPENDIX G-
A BRIEP STUDY OP ARAM 10
AID ARAM I SMS
The Aramaeans. Prom cuneiform sources we find that the
Aramaeans were but a relatively late ethnic group among the
Semitic nomadic tribes, not being mentioned explicitly as
�^aramaya until the end of the 12th century B.C.^
The Aramaeans are often referred to as nomads. This
indicates that their origin is shrouded in obscurity. To trace
their origin as best possible we mxust go back to the Sutu and
Akhl'Smu, who Roger T. O'Callaghan says, at an earlier period,
were the forerunners of the Aramaeans.
The Sutli appear in literary texts from the end of the
3rd milenni''um or the beginning of the 2nd, and are mentioned as
desert nomads in documents from about 17^3 B.C.-^ There is
some question whether they came from east or northwest
Mesopotamia. The Egyptian execration texts of the 20th and
1 9th centuries B.C. mention princes of Swtw, somewhere in
Palestine.'^' Albright has connected them with the Babylonian
Benjamin Mazar, "The Aramean Em.pire and its Relations
with Israel," The Biblical Archaeologist, XXV (December 1962),
p. 101.
^Rogert T. O'Callaghan, Aram Naharim (Rome: Pontifical
Biblical Institute, 19^8), p. 93.
3ibid. , p. 94; 7J.P. Albright, "The Oracles of Balaam,"
Journal of Biblical Literature LXIII (1944), p. 220, n. 89.
^Roger T. O'Callaghan, On. Cit. , p. 95-
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Sutu. 5
The Akhl^rau are often associated with the SutU, and are
undoubtedly also nomads, coming from the Mesopotamian region.
Prom the 12th century B.C. on they are referred to as Aramaeans.
Tiglath-pileser I (1114-1076) tells how he defeated Aramaean
nomads (ah-la-me-e ar-ma-a-ia ) .
Hence, it is probably the AkhlSmu who are the direct
forerunners of the Aramaeans rather than the Sut'S, although
the Sutu are associated with them.
By the end of the 12th century these nomadic and semi-
nomadic peoples had spread through the Syrian desert and the
border areas of Mesopotamia and Syria. By the 2nd half of
the 11th century these Aramaeans had taken possession of large
areas of both sides of the Syrian desert and had succeeded in
settling them. They had adjusted to living conditions in
these adopted lands and had established ruling dynasties. They
gained control over caravan routes leading from Mesopotamia
to Anatolia and Syria, thus securing for themselves a constantly
7
grovring position of importance In^ international traae,
5?J. F. Albright, Loc. cit.
^Eoger T. O'Callaghan, 0�. Cit., P- 94.
7Benjamin Mazar, Op. Cit. , p. 101.
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The formation of the Aramaean empire brings up the
question of the official language of these people. The terra
"official Aramaic" indicates that Aramaic became a widespread
official 1 ingua franca. Official Aramaic was the language
used by the Aramaeans in their royal offices in Damascus, in
the districts throughout the empire, in trade and in inter
course with neighboring states. To some extent it was the
official language of diplomacy, administration, and business
under the Assyrians and Babylonians in the 8th-6th centuries
B.C.^ At times it even displaced Akkadian.^ It became the
lingua franca in the Persian empire from India to Ethiopia.
H. L. Ginsberg holds that official Aramaic must have
developed in Assyria out of dialects that were once spoken
somewhere east of the Euphrates, very likely in Assur, a
district es-st of the Tigris.""-^ If this is so, then this
form of Aramaic should be called eastern. Benjamin Mazar,
however, states that official Aramaic has none of the earmarks
of east-Aramaic dialects.''^ If. P. Albright states that it is
safe to say that the Aramaean language sprang from a �est-
^Ibld. , p. 111.
9w. p. stinespring, "History and Present Status of
Aramaic Studies," The Journal of Bible and Religion,, XIVI
(October 1958) , p. 300.
"�Oh. L. Ginsberg, "Aramaic Dialect Problems," The
American journal of Semitic Language and Literatures, XLX
Toctober T933) , p. 8.
^"^ Benjamin Mazar, Og.. Cit., p. 113.
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Semitic dialect, spoken in north-western Mesopotamia in the
1 2early 2nd millennium B.C. Where the official Aramaic came
from, then, seems to give the scholars some difficulty.
The period from the 10th to the 7th centuries B.C.
is generally now regarded as the period of so-called Old
Aramaic. The inscriptions most often referred to from this
period are the Panammu I, Panamimu II and Bar-Rakab from
Zenjirli; the two inscriptions from Kereb; the Zakir Stele;
and the Bar-Hadad I inscription.^-^ But there is a most
interesting papyrus fragment, found at Saqqara (Memphis) in
Egypt, dating from the latter part of the 7th century B.C.
This document is a letter written by a vassal king, in
Palestine, named Aden, to the Egyptian Pharaoh, asking his aid
against the invading king of Babylon. It is ?rritten in
Aramaic, in the square script. This is now the oldest Aramaic
papyrus knov-m.'''^ Its significance is that it illustrates the
international importance of the Aramaic language. Aden,
without doubt, spoke some dialect of Canaanite, while the
Pharaoh spoke Egyptian. Yet Adon wrote in neither tongue, but
in Aramaic. Aramaic, then, was already, before the end of the
�7th century, becoming the international language of state.
12cited by Roger T. O'Callaghan, O^. Cit., p. 112.
^3t'T. p. Stinespring, Op.. Cit., p. 300.
^^John Bright, "A new Letter in Aramaic, ;Tritten to a
Pharaoh of Egypt," The Biblical Archaeologist, XII (February
1949), p. 46-7.
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It has long been considered that Aramaic did not
become .an international official language until the Persian
Empire in the 6th-5th centuries. But, now that this papyrus
pushes this date back by at least a century, the question of
Aramaisms appearing in the Old Testamient is open for new
investigation. Indeed, the Aramaic language, (Old Aram.aic)
is attested in documents as early as the 10th century B.C.
The presence of Aramaisms in the Old Testament can no longer
be used vmcritically as a mark of late date. If these
Aramaisms are truly Aramaisms, they should at least be studied
in the light of the early usage of the Aramaic language.
APPENDIX H
THE COPTIC JOHAH
'^21^ OR dialects. In pre -christian days colonies
of Jews had settled in Egypt, especially in and about Alexan
dria, and there the Septuagint was prepared. Consequently the
way had been opened for the early entrance of Christianity
into Egypt.'' This makes an early translation into the
vernacular probable, though not certain.^
Until about the 1 880 ' s only three Coptic dialects were
known: Sahidic, Bohairic, and Payyumic, and it had been the
accepted theory that Sahidic was the language of the Thebaid,
Bohairic that of the Delta, and Payyumic, at first wrongly
Identified with Bashmuric, that of the Payyum.^ i-jhen the first
'Ps/ol E. Kahle, Bala ' izah Coptic Texts from De_ir el-
Bala ' izah in Uprier Eg^lEt (London: Oxford University Press,
'1954) , pp. 257-70, states that it is not until the middle of
the 3rd century A.D. that there is evidence for any considerable
number of Christians in Egypt. But Chaiimj Ifardi, lecturer at
the University of Tel -Aviv, Israel, a student of Christian
history of the Hediterranes.n world, argues that when this
evidence does a.ppear, there is a well-groT-m church in Egypt.
If the Church is well -grown in the 3rd century A.D., then
Christianity must have been in Egypt from an early date, and-
that for some reason most of the writings of the Church of
the 1st two centuries were destroyed (Unpublished lectures by
Chaiim Vfardi, while the writer was attending the American
Institute, Jerusalem, Israel, in the fall of 1963).
2prank H. Hallock, "The Coptic Old Testament," The_
American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures, XLiX
(July 1"933), p. '327 .
5paul I. Kahle, 0^. Cit., p. 193-
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Acliiaic texts came to light towards the end of the 19th
century, indications seemed to point to Achmira as the finding-
place of these manuscripts. Hence the dialect was called
Achmimic and it has retained this name until the present
4
aay. But it is by no means certain that any or most of the
Achmimic manuscripts were actually found even in the neigh
borhood of Achmim. The only Achmimic manuscript unearthed
by a scientific excavation was found in the Payyum.5 Ploreover,
Fayyumic ma.nuscripts have been found as far south as Tfadi
Sarga, and Fayyumic ostraca at Thebes.
The first scholars who studied Subachmimic assumed
that it was a later form of the ancient Achmimic and was an
7
intermiodiate stage between this and Sahidic. But this theory
has been generally abandoned.
Achm-irgic . For Achmimic there are a considerable
number of texts showing a more or less uniform dialect. The
Q
earliest ..manuscript; in this dialect, the Achmimic Proverbs,
shows a high degree of standardization which must have taken
place late in the 3rd century A.D.^ Kahle places without
^Ibid.
5 lb id. , p. 195.
^Ibid.
Tibid. , p. 193.
8as yet unpublished.
9pa-al E. Kahle, Op. Oit . , p. 197.
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question the real hone of Achmimic at Thebes Ho^rever, he
emphasizes that the fully standardized Achmimic dialect can
be demonstrated to be a rather late development from a mixture
of early Sahidic and certain local dialects, and preserving
comparatively little of the ancient Theban dialectJ ^
Subachmimic. The Subachmimic dialects stand between
Achmimic and liiddle Egyptian. There is no uniform dialect,
but rather three main groups.'' 2 s^t even within these main
groups there are considerable dialectical variations. ^
Ilon-literary evidence for the localization of
Subachmimic is comparatively small. ""^ On the basis of what
evidence there is Kahle feels justified in placing Subachmimic
originally in the region from Abydos to Ashmunein, perhaps
extending further north. However, in the north it evidently
disappeared comparatively early in the Coptic period as a
spoken dialect, though perhaps not as a literary dialect. But
in the south at Aphrodite and Achmim it lingered on for cen-
"'Qlbid. , p. 198. He bases this conclusion on dialectical
spellings in the non-literary texts as conclusive evidence for
the localization of literary dialects.
^ ^ Ibid. , p. 201 .
''^ibid . , p. 206. Croup one consists mainly of the G-ospel
of St. John, one of the Llelitian letters and the Acta Pauli;
group two is formed by the Manichaean manuscripts and fragments
from Vienna and Plorence; group three is the new Gnostic find
at Peir Chenoboskin.
^3ibid. , p. 207.
^^Ibid. , p. 216.
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-buries, like Achmimic at Thebes, ""^ .T^j^g ^fth century A.D.
seems to be the period of its greatest use.
niddlG Bgy-otlan. This dialect falls into two
groups: (1) Iliddle Egyptian proper which shows heavy Sub
achmimic influence, and (2) Middle Egyptian with Fayyumic
influence, which is half way to Fayyumic proper, though still
retaining a distinct Middle Egyptian character.
Middle Epgyntian proper. This m.ust have spread
south during the early Coptic period, as seems -^o be evidenced
by two texts, both of the 4th or 5th century, at ifadi Sarga,
and an inscription at Bawit, which are in this dialect. ^''^
During the 4th and early 5th centuries Subachmimic and Middle
Egyptian proper must have existed side by side with also
Sahidic in the whole region from lifadi Sarga to Oxyrhynchus as
1 P)
literary dialects.
Middle Eg;/'ptian wi th Fayyumic influence. Kahle
questions whether this dialect was even original with
peculiarities of its O'm, and in fact finds it more probable
'5ibid. , p. 217.
^^Ibid. , p. 220.
^^Ibld. , p. 224.
^^Ibid.
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that it was merely a later development of Iliddle Egyptian
proper under Eayyumic or Bohairic influence, and was super
seded by Eayyumic in the 2nd half of the 5th century
Eayyumic . The most im.portant tezt of the Eajrj'-umic
dialect, Ms. 1 of the Hamburg Staats- und Universit&tsbibliothelc
is still unpublished. 20 However, Kahle has been able to study
this manuscript. He states that from a linguistic, dialectical
and biblical point of view this is undoubtedly one of the most
interesting Coptic manuscripts ever found in Egypt. 2'' It is
the only Coptic biblical text in which the use of Greek verbs
and particles is still largely unknown, even Greek nouns being
rare, and the language is probably closer to the ancient
Egyptian than that of any Coptic text with the exception of
the Old Coptic texts only.
Kahle states with fair confidence that the dialect of
the earliest manuscripts in Fayyumic proper was standardized
ujider the influence of Bohairic, presumably when the Bohairic
version of parts of the Bible was tra.nsposed into Fayyumic.
^^Ibid. , p. 225.
20 This manuscript contains the Acta pauli and Ecclesia
stes in Greek, and the' Song of Songs, Lamentations and
Ecclesiastes in- an Old Fayyumic translation.
^^Paul E. Kahle, 0�. �11 � � P- 228.
22 _
ibid.
1 29
Eayyuinlc iras the language of Payyiim. This is shoi-m
by the large number of non-literary texts i-rhich have actually
oil
been fouixl in the Payyum.
Bohairic. ICa.hle believes there is evidence for a
type of Bohairic (an early form) which was the spoken dialect
of Memphis and its neighborhood in early times, perhaps
extending as far south as I-Ieracleopolis. Some such dialect
must have been the link between Middle Egyptian, Payyu,.mic and
Bohairic proper- But this phase of the Bohairic dialect had
disappeared by the 6th century, ^5
The 'Coptic G-rammarian Athanasius bishop of Kus, writing
lathe nti century A.D,, noted that at his time the Coptic
language was divided into three dialects: (1) the dialect of
Misr (Cairo), the Sahidic, (2) the Bohairic which took its
name from the province of Bahira, and (3) the Bashmuric used
in the country of Bashmur.^*^ This shows that as late as the
11th century A.D. Sahidic was still the principle dialect of
the whole of Upper Egypt and in particular of Cairo, that
Bohairic was the main, though not the sole dialect of the
2 7.bld . , p. 230,
25 Ibid p. 248. Kahle believes that the Fayyumic
ve-^sion oFlhe'lew Testament can be demonstrated to have
been taken over in part from the Bohairic version before tne
end of the 4th century.
^^Bashmur is near Mansurah in the Delta.
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Delta, and that Payyumic had already disappeared . 27
Sa^^ldic. The sub-dialects from Achmimic to
Bohairic form a close relationship, and Sahidic, as it is
Icnovra in its developed form, cannot be made to fit into this
28
scneme. However, Kahle believes that a number of consider
ations seem to indicate that in origin Sahidic was much closer
to Bohairic than would at first appear. He further states
that the vocabulary of the Sahidic version of the Bible is
mainly northern or peculiar to Sahidic, Hence there can be
little question but that originally Sahidic came from the
Horth, presumably the Delta, and long before the Coptic
period it had spread to the south and had become assimilated
to the dialects spoken there to a considerable extent. 30
The frequent use of Greek words and particles is
strong evidence that Sahidic m.ust have been in contact with
Greek more closely than any of the other dialects.
The time of_ st3.ndardization of the Coptic Dialects .
Kahle concludes that Achmimic and Subachmimic were not
standardized until the early 4th century A.D., Middle Egyptian
27paul E. Kahle, O^.. Cit., p. 249.
28ibld. , p. 233.
29 Ibid. , p. 242.
5�Ibid. , p. 247-8.
3^ Ibid. , p. 256.
late in the 3rd century A.D., Fayyunic not until the niddle
of the 4th. century A.D. and Sahidic not much before the 4th
century.-^ Bohairic proper would be standardized about the
6th-8th centuries, judging from the data he has given, but
could noo have superseded the official Sahidic before the 10th
or 11th century, when Ara-bic had become well established as
the official language.
notes on the Biblical Versions. In this study the
writer has been able to secure texts of the book of Jonah in
Sahidic, Achmim.ic and Bohairic.
The Sahidic (1:10-2:10). This text was derived
33
from Shenoute's vThite Monastary, and published by P.
Augustini Ciasca, Sacrorum Bibllorum.: Pragmenta Copto -Sahidica
(pome: Typis Euesdem S. Congregationis, 1889), pp. 343-44.
The Achmimic ( 3 : 8b-4 : 1 'l ) . In places this is
fragmentary. Published by vlalter Till in "Die Achmimische
Version der Zwolf Kleinen Propheten," Coptica, IV (Havniae,
1927), pp. 53-55. Till has sho-sm that this text
was copied
from another Achinimic manuscript, with a Sahidic version
between
52 Ibid. , p. 262.
^^wiiiera Crossouw, The Coptic Versions, of the Minor
Pro-Phets (Rome: Pontifical Biblical InstitUL^e, i9:^oj, p.
^.
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that and the Septuagint . ^'^
The Achmimic (1:1-4:2). In places this is frag-
m.entary. Published by Urbain Bouriant in "Fragments des
Petits Prophetes en dialecte de Panopolis," Recueil de
travaus relatif s a la philoiogie et a 1 'archeologie egyptiennes
et assyriennes, XIX (1897), PP. 1-12. This publication was
issued at a time when the study of Achmimic had hardly begun,
and is not too satisfa,ctory for critical purposes. -^^
The_^ Bohairic (com.plete). The only complete edition
of the Twelve Minor Prophets is in Bohairic, published by
Henricus Tattam, Puodecim Prophetarum Mine rum Libros, in
Lingua Aeqyptiaca Vulgo Coptica seu. Memphitica (Oxford: E.
Typographeo Academico, 1836). Jonah appears on pages 96-106.
This is based on the copy which Ifoide m.ade from the manuscript
of Paris BH 2 Ca, which Tattam collated with the manuscript
Saint -Germain 21 (now BH 58CA).56
3^F. L. Griffith, a .review in Journal of Egyptian
Archaeology, 'AIY (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 193oj,
p. 2.
35wiiiem Grossouw, On. Cit., p. 1.
^^A. Vaschalde, "Ce Qui a Ete Public des_Versions Coptes
de la Bible, Texts Bohairiques,
" Le Mu.se6n, LXIiI (1930),
pp. 409-431.
THB SAHIDIC (1:10-2:10)
TEXT
;.i i\.')r(jj ^LYpgOTE r:6"i lipujsixe g^Tf oTtioS" stgoTe' he'ka.t rc-
!! TTcX.5^r itiS^q xe or neTe'rWffiis.&.&q ft5.K xe epe q^'2\&.cc3.
ti^JTsO eco ffgpesiu. 6po.~t. eja.o2\xe �^<5.2s&cc^ ecTOJorrt rcg,oro
.3 EC.'^reg, r(e Ito^'stofi^. itgpem, rsexe jajst<5^c xe qT ITTreTsTftox'r
ee-^L2\<5.cc5.' ^tcju ecns<.7\0 eco Kg^oem epujTrt' *eE.o2\ xe 5.'i�me
:3 XrtOK xe eTB.Hh"T epe Jiemo(S^ ngpem g,sxa)rf. is^-vou r\eYei'pe
it^n.s.TOOTOY Wpouiae ektoot incKpo' <5.tcu HnoYecyrooT e-
:! B.o^\xe nree^'2\<3Lcc& steep g,oem eia^Te excjuoY. ^;.ycw <5.t-
OTcuu^ e^P^"^ enoG eTXou sxstxoc xe ^sjinpficbftT eporf hoc &ycu
jUJieTpstJis.O'y GT^e Teif/'vx^s MTCe'iptu^Jie" iU.Hpesste eg,p<5.i exojjt
r^onrcfioq liTiJiK^'ioc i�o?\xe W^-e WTAKomtyS. rrxoe'ic ek^5.c.
;5 isi^rcxj ^w'^xi mujit^LC ^Trtoxq eg,p^5 e�^&2\^^cc^- is^YUJ <5.c2\o
!6 f{6~i �&^'2s^LccA eco Wg^oeJiu. Kpou^jie 2s.e ^Ypg.oTe g,HTq Hjioc
g^rc orrfo6^ KgpTe' ^yo) ^.YcycbcoT TtOTe^YciK Slnxoeic ^ye-
p;-;t rTg,f?cp:-iT.
ii.i ^^vo) ^ Tixoerc ^qoYegc&g,ste �FfOYno6^ Hkktoc ^.yojjisik st-
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2 As.ltT ftOYCij}-: <5.Ya) ^c^2s:-:'2\ r?6~j 'iuurtts^c eg,p^^5 crcxoeic ncq-
3 � rtoY^e cqxau ILt^oc- xe iS.3XS cy!c<5.!<. e.ao2\g,r? T^^e^NKVic
� e^p3Ji enxoe"ic ii^s.HOTTe <5.qcaoTH epor <s.ia>cy eRo2\ gj n-
4 � g,H'Tq sT^;LsiT?Te ^kccwtH e^T^s;.g,pooY� ^LKrtox'T eg,p^i.s cn-
� HiigHT" ste^2\i!Lccis.- atcu gWe'iepcx^oY ^vTictoT'e epor h-EK-
5 � g)'ooYe THpoY jmrt rteKgpe'iiui ^-rei e^psJi excjuj. ^^rto:< Tvc
� ^"ixooc xe is.TJtoxT e�.o2s Itft&g,pls! neKg^O" ^i.p<5. -^f fi5.0Tu;g,
c � eTooT e6(l>^'^ exU ixeKpne eTOY&^jS. & gJ?jiK.ooY e'i Eg,0Tn
� 'T^v\/Txs-^" ^ nnoTrf J^^^ki KujTe epo"i OYg,r2\oc ^^^qKujTc
7 � eT^LA-Jie- ^vsRcjuK enecHT rcoTOJcx^ - sTTe ux^5^k rnT'TG'yeiH ene-
� CHT EY!C<^g,* epe rteq^Jiox'^oc &.5^&g,'Te <^3. e^r�g,� <s.Taj gkha-
� ESKe eg,p�5^s Hn^LujMg^ Gg,pA.s g,H m"^s.KO� eg,p<5.i ci^^^pox irxotic
8 � H^LitOYTE. g,5I UTpaL T^L-vf/YX" ca)�j5l WTodT" .5.:p nmGYC
� Jixoe'ic- iS^Tcu ^&.pe IT^s^cy2\K2\ e'i eg,p5.! epoK TtK<5.g,pH ncKpnc
10 � coooY Httekm^, &rtoK 2ve g^w org^pooY sTTOjELg; eie^owo?xo-
� recjc ^f-K-s-tyoucjuT it^K TtrfHTiS.ieph*T iJiJAOOT* i-r{5.T<5.^T j^ak'
� EHis^oYX^s nxoeic ,
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THE SAHIJDIC ( 1 : 10-2:10)
TRANSLATION
0hap tor 1
10) Then they ^rerc afraid, namely the men, uith. a great fear
[ancf\ they said unto Jonah, Tvliy have you done this to us?
For. they lcae\T, namely the men, that he was fleeing from before
the face of the Lord, because he had told them.
1 1 ) They said unto him, Ifnat shall we do unto you that the
sea may cease, refraining the waves from us; for the sea was
rising, shaking with great waves.
12) Jonah said. Take me [an'^ throw me into the sea, and it
will cease, refraining the waves from you, because I know
tha.t because of me is this great tempest (the waves) upon
you.
13) yJhen the men had done to the extent of their hand to
return them, /selves] to the shore, they were not able, for
the sea was making a great wave upon them.
14) Then they cried out to the Lord, saying, Do not be wroth
with us, 0 Lord, do not let us perish for the life of this
man; do not bring upon us righteous (just) blood, for in the
manner you desired it, 0 Lord, you have done it.
15) Then they took Jonah [and} cast him into the sea, and it
ceased, namely the sea, refraining the waves,
16) And the men feared the Lord with a great fear, and they
slayed a sacrifice to the Lord [and! made vows.
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ChapuGr 2
1) And the Lord commanded a great fish to eat Jonah; and
Jonah was in \lthe\ belly of the fish three nights.
2) Then he prayed, namely Jonah, unto the Lord his C-od,
saying ,
3) I cried out from in my distress unto the Lord my God
{ancTj he heard me; I cried from the belly of hades (the
western place) [andi you heard my voice.
4) You cast me into the depths, to the heart of the sea, and
streams encompassed me, all your paths and your waves came
up upon me.
5) Then I said, I am cast (they cast me) out from before
your face; yet I will again (I will set my hand) look (to
look) upon your holy temple.
6) Tfaters came into my souJ., the last abyss encom.passed me,
�ireeds encompassed my head.
7) I went do-^-ra [to] the clefts of the desert of the
mountains, doT-rn to a land whose bars embrace me forever.
Yet you shall bring up my life, up from the perdition upwards
to you, m.y Lord, my God.
8) T'Jhen my sov.l fainted in me, I remembered the Lord; now
let my prayer come up to you in the presence of your holy
temple.
9)' They who guard that which is vain and the lies, they
have renounced your m.ercy.
10) But I with a voice of prayer a/nd confession, I will
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3.crifice to you. That ifhich I have .vo vied , I will pay then
0 you, since the Lord is my salivation.
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THE ACHMIMIC (3s8b-4:10)
TEXT
X . ^ . JZ. , > * ^ bJ rrX<p<?i<L AIM
I C C i ^ /
//9,yr 0(11 kJ-rocrru ^BaX TfU^fc/ Xe Mo<MdYc
/i/?/ c^KAioy Af^^^yo oOjJAJ^ cAoy tt^a XS fr:K^f/c
liAf^yyt 4^/!^/J(AQ 4� A/i c^kAiMiXf A/'p^/r
A/ra r: cp{ ^ /7 TT'iJjT a)"s.(YXo((A o/oy itiA-X^ ^/
^5^/^ ^AJoik ?\ rn^u uy^c< pp/^/ o^UMdy
"rrdAS, rr^^iic /^/^ ^� /Jtuk o<Ku)/o c)///^
o(A>h'l U..y/J T/VAT Aje^(roL)\(f �MffkuAV S
oiXUj'-j OVA � M tr^C'A^/JO^^^l ^�'�j-j^Y'^y Sa) oy
0^2/ odyuHO'y cA/J O'^^/
"
cAAA(Ai< (/^
; .4 � Td^cfBiy) A/Tc^y AiM A^rO/As^ys.
s/yo(u^ ^^Y '
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THE ACHMIMIC ( 3 : -4.: 1 Q )
TRAHSLATIOH
Chapter 3
8) ... each one away from his way of evil and the evil
which fis] in their hands, and said,
9) T-nio may know that he may repent, namely God, he may
turn himself from his anger and his wrath and we shall not
die.
10) And God saw their works, that they turned from their
ways of evil; and he repented himself, namely God, upon the
evil which he had . . .
Chanter 4
2) . . .0 Lord, fjfa^ not this my saying when I was in my
country? Because (ofJ this I hastened to flee downward to
Tarsis, because I Icnew that you Xi^r^ one compassionate of
heart and you [are} one pitiful of heart; you QiT� one slow
of heart (long-suffering) ; many [are] your mercies and you give
your heart upon evil.
3) So now, 0 Lord, take m^y life from my hand because good
Qs] it for me to die m.ore. than to live.
4) And the Lord said to Jonah, Are you grieved of heart
greatly?
5) And Jonah went out from the city (and! ke sat before
(upon the front of) the city, and he made for himself a
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d-relllng place there, a. booth. He sat under it; he received
the shade until he would see -ahat woiild befall the city.
6) And the Lord connanded a gourd and it came up over the
head of Jonah to overshadow his head from, his trouble. He
rejoiced, namely Jonah with a great rejoicing over the gourd.
7) And G-od commanded a worm in the morning . . .
8) It ca.me to pass when the sun arose that God conms,nded a
wind of scorching heat, and it burned, �p/na] the sun struck
the head of Jonah. He fainted in heart Can^ he despaired;
he said, Good [["isj it for me to die m^ore than to live.
9) And the Lord God said to Jonah, Are you grieved in heart
over the gourd? And he said, I am grieved in heart greatly,
even to death.
10) The Lord said unto him. You have been pitiful of heart
over the gourd, the which you have not suffered toil over it
nor you did not rear .it; it came up in a night, it died in a
night.
11) Therefore, shall I not spare Nineveh the great city,
which dwell in it, namely more than 120,000 people which do
not know their right hand nor their left hand, and many beasts?
THE ACHMIMIC (1:1-4:2)
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TEXT
I. 1. niye-sc ju.nsa.eic a.q.g.une ujji. i'(�)ni.c nujiipe Ke^juLa.�^ei eqsoy Asjue>.c
2. se Twue kAwk i^^g^OTrn ^>.�mCTK jnj^cS' AtnoXic Kpunprcce n^pm sto^HTc se *.TecKe.Ki4.
'
, ei SK^V>t^\' iainoiiTO �k&�.A. ^
"
'
-
-
,
3. [po^] i..oY j>.qTCone nS'i iwitft^o �.qnwT e,-&a.pcic .o*. n^o "jixnsiesc e.oy-�.q�iU)K a.^oirr[
{.Vwnnit *^qs'st oirsi.V' cqKiwcor'np d.^*>.pcic- i.q'V Tq2.KAs.e 4.qT�.Ao j>.p4.q Keqcs'np �eAJi*.Y a.�-*.pac
pd. noo Ai.nsii.eic. �
'
,
'
�
4^oy a.ns*.i' pKinsTrtieTe ik.TeKO. *
5. *.nneeq pg^ncoojg^e t>.oy 6.Tcwa} �>.ie.\ ns'i no-re noTce 4.^pm d.nqno-5-re �.oy *wT[poH]ne
6ii4.<V. nnecKCTH e-v^sx ns<Ks' *.^pHV �i.�4kA�.cca. *.Tensj).!' eaeeV o.p4.y V(ona.c -Ske a.qia)K. '�.^pHV
i.no'S'enT As.nsj>.V .A.qnKe.Te ikq.op,�^pe.. c
6. ^oy o.q'^ neqov*.V d.p&q nafi nneeq e-ei^s eqsoy AJuus.ii.c neq se exiie o nTd.K n.gp.^pe
jvTwne KpeniKa.?lei AS-nennoTrre k&�.c d.qa.TOirse.K- n^sTinoTrrc T�TJWJts.by. ;^ -���-�- ��
7. ni).se nove noire JAneTg^iTOTrwq se ik.xs.Ksne Tn�^KKAHpoc [po�-J T&pnjULsjie se eTiie ��
ng^wA �^-Kikiuii. oiswn- d.-s-'^KnAnpoc i>.oy jj^nnAnpoc 'ei iwsn i'ion�.cI -
8. ne.sey neq se o re TKi�.ne ik.oy Tcon KnikfiiOK �.tot. . .tk ft^oy �.&d.A nT*wK .ok,
eo "'1X1'**?*' *-�T *'^*'A .g.n e.g^ nTV^oc.
9. A.oy iii^seq ney a.ni>.K n.g.juLg^e<V juns&eic �.oy nsa.cic nno-s-re n-me 4.i'ujAs.a}e neq &.n�.K .
nej' eT4.qTi>.AJUiJk. -&A.Aa>.cc&. Axn neTuja-ywoy.
*
10. ikOy a.-irp.g.n(ji)(j)2e Ii<^i npwAte jg^n 0'S-n*.<3' [pn] ngncowg^e* jTis..sey neq se^CTiiC-O *kKp
ncV em' ewVAs-ajie ns'i nptojuie se n&.qnu>T .gei. ng^o juinsa^eic *.�i&.A se js.qT4Jis.*.y.'
II. na^sey neq se o ne Tnnik.eeq neK se na.A&S'c ec^n*kVA^� 4�p&n ii.�ia.<\. se
����>.Aa.cce>. n4i.cTt�)ne ng^o,-?"� ecssce novna.d' ng^a^ijuie. ^.
12. na.sc i'wnA.c ney se qiT Ternsenf d..9^&iVii.cce^ t^oy cn&.Konece ng^aiiAae a^pWTne iik&&.X
� se e^ViuULe ji.na.K se CTiaHT ii.nina.S' ng^ajAie ei 4.sWTne.
13. �-oy [pniw]' !ia.reipe na.TOOTOy no's npwjuic is.K.Te>y a.nnji.g � a>.oy AJinoiro^KTa-y �>^e.A se
�&d.<\.&.cc�. na.cp2^a<iJui.e Ainiga. a^swoy.
14. a^oy a.'vcouj a.�ia.A a..g.pKs' &nsa.cic e-vsoy jis.jiia.c se � jis.npS'wnT ii.p�.n nsa.esc Aire
� TKAioy errke t'^v^h AAnrpwAie' As.np2^a.e ^^^m �>.swn*novcn�.q n-jiJKai.ion a.&4^A se T.o.e" eva.-
^KOTa..o c nsa.�ic a-Kcec
15. ii.oy a.ysi \'<x>m>.c ii^irrenq asc.pm* &.-�A.7^a.ccak ik.oy a.-&akAa.cCik ...a.V AaAiiwc
'
*
23. [pnii] a.oy Kp(�>As.e a-vpg^nwiog^e g^nrq jumsivcic orna.S' K^naxo^e* a.oy ekV^o-sv
.noT-ovcsi. AAnsa�eic e^-y^nwn K2.^napYfa)n.
Aamurroc n.oojiiT kowOvcaik �iiuu.T nev.^i.
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2. c^ov A-qty^KiV Ets*! i'toj;[6.c ii..^pKi' a.nse.eic nqsiOTrre eqn.g.KTq is.nKK70c. r
3. eqsoY JW-M-a^c se e^Va.ujs'iwn �.�niA^ Ta.-o?k.i\^ic e..g^pHi* a^nse^eic n^[pnpjnoTrTC ei.qc(�>TAte<
ii.p6.i <,.s toiy *.�ii�.A eire.0 KTq iia^AiKTe �.oy a^KCWTAie A.na..gp4.y.
4. *.KTeKT �..g^pHV ewKujss Ainc^HT it-oa-TVikCCi. i^oy rtsepiooy kwTe a.p4.i. neKonwiog^e VKpoyJ
AAn: Jtesig^AAikVe j>.-!rei a^o^piiV �.swV. t - �
c
"
�
'
"
*
'
'
t). c..ni<K 2_o-5-T &.ISOOC se . . a.i!ni.?l ssa^p nneRg^o e^pa. '^-ne.oTrwg^ a.TOOT a-cwitT &neKpneVe
eTovei.�>.fie.
, 6. e^oeitAS-ivy soixe jieV Kja. T6.\|/irx� awnsto-pit ng^i^e KCove 6.p4.V' oreAoc a^qKiore a.T4.arnc...
7. *.s�i.a>�. A,.g.pKV *.no-rwtg [pn-s^] nuTOireeVe* �..g^pHV a.-!rK�.2. elst�qjia.ox<^oc egpa.*!;' /. , . . .
a^riHo^e a-oy* . Ai.n6.(�)ti.g^ e.^pHi' * '
'
o .
; � - { Les versets 8, 9 et 10 sont complfetement ind^chiffra.bles.) Ces versets occupent la fin de
la page 184.
; . 11. [pne] a.oy A,qo-5-�.gca.gite AinKKTOc a.q'fre Vwita^c a..g^pKs' a.sre neTU{o-iru>oy.
� � � �
'
III. 1. a.oy nujese As.sisa.eic a.q.g.tone iga. V<j>sia.c As.nAs.cgca.iic�ia.y eqsoy AAAS.a.c
2.- se su>n;a.c TWsie As.a..^e a..g.pjH" a^itmeirK Tsia.S'. aslc-oAic a.oy.� '.
3. a.oy &.qTa)ne ns's x'(>>tta.c *akqA�.awjg.e a..g.pHV a.itme-s-H . , '. niiteiTK -Jke ne ' OTrite.s'
AAHoAic ... .ere AAn[pnc']sa.eic' ecita.p o-ygo st^^a^itx .stgooirc svAs.a.a..^e.
4. a.oy &.qs(ostT sis'i Va>sia.�; a.&a>K a.o^ovn a.TnoA.ic jiO'5;2^ooire nA�.a.a..^c* a.oy &.qi�ip-!Pcce
eqsoy jULA&:a.c se exs Ke .g.a.AAT ngooire neiteTH cena.TeKa.c.
5. a.oy rtpWAAe sirHiteiTH a.-ynscreve a.nrtoirre' a.TKKpTfccc noTitHCTia. ik-yj- gicooire ngen-
S'A.-roirite sii nnovna.s' uja. noTS-KO-s-i,
6. a>.oy nujese 4si.qniog uj"*.' nppo nnsneiTK'' a.oy e.qT(�)ne a.fc.a.'A. gssAA nq^-ponoc a.qKa.Rq
"[pn^] a-g^Koy nTqcroAn' a^qcS'a.a.Aeq novs'a^ifne a.qgAAecT gisn oiriipAAe.
^7. -a^oy a.TrpKHpTPccc nnineirH �^fea.A' g^iTOOxq enppo Ain neqAA�cicra.noc noTPtgesc eqsoy
AAAA&c se nph)AAe As.n nTiineire a.oY neg. Atn neca.y . ". Ajwire* OT-zi-e As.a.y ovske
npAJL AAa^y.
"
8. a^oy a-TiS'a.aLAere ngenS'a.-S'ne n(S'i npWAxe aaii nxineve a^oy *;irpnecxe-s-e, ai.^a>n} &Aai.X
As.ntg&. a..g^pKi' a.nsa^eic a^oy &,qKxa.^q nS*! noire [pnnj nove &iia.<^ .g.K xqgo .e�*.y Asit TKai.!iia.
'cr.^K noirs'i'?� a.oy njwsey.
9. niAA Ttexc&.irKe se qna^pgxKq K(S'i nno-rre qna^xe iJi*.^ nxtjoprK.
10.' Ce verset est illisihle.
IV. "1. &.oy �kqp?^-raei,.na'e Vo)ne.c ^ oirna.e' nAirnK..
2. a.OY . ; . . ...... ak.gpHi *.iisa.�ic, . . . . . ......
THE BOHAIRIC
TEXT
MPOMTIOX HTe lUIHOXC
ninpo<j>HTHG.
Recj). T..
1. Oto^j ^ o-!rc^.xi rtxe noc ajtwru g,^. laoriA. hojk-
pi n:A.JLa.A.ei eqxa>ija.Jts.oc.
2. xe TcoriK o-copj vcgen:^.K e^^pHi emnenrk
.S.^.!<I OTO^, gjStuiS ito^pHi n^KTc xe ^.qj enojcui
2,^.pGi ftxe n^pcwoT rtTe T�ecK^.KIi.
3. o-^opj ^.qTcwKq rtxe luon^ eopeq^)a3T eo-i-p-
cic e.S.oX^<L ngjO iXnoc o-s-o^, 'S.qi ec^pni eionnK
o-yog, ^.qxiAit-i rio's'xoi eq^^.ttJe^;^.q eoA.pcoc o-s-og,
^.qy 2jK-2XJ oto^j ^-ql-XHi epoq eep^^u^T tiestjitxio'^
eo<Lpcoc e&oX^^ n^jO ii-iioc.
4. OTO^, ^ noc To-srnoc o-^rnittji" KOKOf ec5pHi
e<$>ioAa. o-?ro2, ^.qcgcuni rtxe o-sriicyf- st�,a)iJiji.i ^exx.
(^losiSL o'vopj ^^.qeqK'S'^xme'S'm rtxe mxos e^oSX
eKoX
5. oTTog, ^.-vepp^o^ fixe nirteq oxopj nz.pe 4)0'?f^.i
cjo-y^-i luaj encyuji g;^- neqnoT-f o-^ro^ ^.-^-^jIo-jti
nrticKe-5roc eTT.^err itrxoi e<$>iojis, eopeqi-ci^,i eE.oX
2,^pcwo-?r icjurt^-c A-qcyen^-q e^pw e4>oTertT
ftTe nixor oTOg, rt^-qertKOT o-ffo^, rtA.q^ep^ep.
6. oTTO^, i.qcr}en^.q 2j^Po<^ mrteq eT-^^iTg^H
iiLiuxoi o-yog^ nexA.q rt^q xe ^..^ok fteoK K^ep-
^ep TUjrtK tu^^Pj ijs.RSKrto'^-f IpKO-s- ftTe
nA.�,iULert oto2> rt"TenajT'ejLs.x<LKO.
7. 0T02, nexe c^o-s-^-i <^>o'^r^.I i>>.neqcy4>Kp xe 1.-
.W-OJini itT-en2^io-?fi rt^^^-rtKXHpoc oso^j ftxenejtK.!
xe ee.S.e o-s- k-lkia. cyo'^ rt^KTert oto^, ^.r^^i
kXkpoc o-!ro2; ^.q2.,ei ftxe itsKXHpoc exert ivon^.
8. o'^op^ Kexujo-!f rt^q xe ee.S.e o-s- ta-i k-s-kia.
Cyon ft^KTK O-iTOg^ OT Te TeKIOUH OTTO^j A-KUHO-^
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eKdX et�K oTog, iteofc o-!r e&oX^eit <Lcy rtx^wp^
Tt-eoK onrog, eAoX.i)en. A.cy nXA.oc.
9. o-^opj nexA-q ncooT xe knoK o-^KtxiK ftTe uoc
A-itoK OTo^, HOC itTe -rc^e ne-repg^o-f ^^^.Teq-
c^HeTA.qoAJijj.io ik4)ioAa. rtejia. ueTcyoTtwoT.
� 10. oTog, A.Tep2,oi~ rtxe rtspcujLs.! .^ert o-s-rtrcg-f
rt^^cf OTO^ nexcooT nA.q xe ot ne eTA.KA.iq xe
OTHi A.Tejta.1 rtxe rtrpu5.a5.r xe A.qcT>tuT eKoX^A.T-
gjH ijJ.ng,o ija.noc xe A-qTA-JUtojoT.
11. oTo^ nexujoT nA.q xe ot ne eTenrtA.A.rq
nA.K OTO^j rtTe c^rca^ ^poTp eB.oX g^-^pon xe othx
HA-pe cJ>iojLa. tooj e.S.oX ne OTOg, rtA.qrte2,ci n^^oTO
rtoTrtroj-f ft^ojiAj;.!.
12. OTO^ TiexA.q rtojoT rtxe icwrtA, xe a.Xit
2jITT e4>io.2ji. OTOg; eqe^poTp rtxe <^>iojlr. g^SloX
g,A.pu3Tert xe othj ^^lesLXi A.rtoK xe goKkt nA.5
nioj-f" il2,uoi.aiir I exert -eHrtoT.
13. OTOg, rtA.T(rr ii-Afl-cooT rtxortc rtxe rtipcu.sA.j
eopoTTA.ceo enrKA.^r oto�, nA.Tcgxe.a5.xoA5. A.rt
ite oTOg, OTrtroj-f rtOKOT rtA-qrteg^cr rt2,OT6 eg^pKi
excooT.
14. 0T02, A.Ta5cg engojr g^A, noc oto2> uextuoT
xe i>.4>aop noc ijs.nertopertTA.Ko ee^e tt^txh n'^e
nA.1 pcjojwLr OTOg, iXnepmr noTcnoq fteAa.Kr eg^pni
excon xe rt-eoK ne noc iXcppH-f eTA.KOTcucg A.Kipr.
15. 0T02, A-TdjXr ftrcDKA. A.T2;iTq ec^sojLa. oto^^
A-qo^^i rtxe c^iojix eE.oX^en neqKiiis..
16. oTo^j A.Tep2;Oi- rtxe nipojjta-r .^a-t^^h ii.nac
^ert oTnjaj"t "&0T oto^, A.Tcga)T ftOTttjOTajw-
oTojj i>-noc OTOg, A-Ttwoj it�,A.neTX�-
Ke4>. 1.
1. oTO�, A.qoTA.2,cA.2>r^i rtxe noc rtOTnicg-f ftKT-
Toc eopequ5Ji5.K rtrconA. oto^, nA.pe rtwnA. .^en
.-�nexr ii.nrKTTOc ft? fieg^ooT iiejuL v ftextwpg,.
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2. o-^o^j A-qepnpoceTxecee itxe luortA. g^A, uoc
neqnoTi" e^oX.i)ert oitexi �p.ku<ttoc oto^, ue-
XA.q.
3. A.ia3aj e.&.oX .^ert nA-^^ox^ex oT^e uoc ua.-
rtOT"f oT02> A.qcaoT"eAiL epoi e^oX^ert ortexs rtA.-
JJA-eiti" A-KCUOTeAJL eTA-CACH.
4. A-K^-ep^S-copT ertiajcuK itTe u^^kt itTe cJ>soJis.
oTo^j A-TKcoi" epoj itxe ^j^^^i^P^o'^f rteKptworoj
TKpoT neAi?. neKxoX a.ti egjpKi exuoi.
5. oTog, irtoK A.IXOC xe A.-^p^irr ca.^oX ftrteK-
p^^^p^ -f rtA-OTA-g^ TOT eepixoTojT exert ue-
Kep4)er eeoTA-.S..
6. A.qxaocjg e^^pHJ exoji itxe otajlujot cyA. ta.-
�^'�'S'X^^ A-qg^cw^S-CT itxe o-s-rtOTrt rt^<Le ^.cuox^c rtxe
TA.1.4>e.
7- .^ert 2,A.rtc^a3xr rtTe ^j'^-rtT^J^o'S' A-scyertHi e^-
pKi eoTKA.�,r ^KeTe rteqAs.oX'^oc A.iLa.ortr oja. erte^
OTOg, AR.A.peqr euttjojr fixe uta,ko ftTe UA-ton^
noc nA-HOT-f .
s. ^ert nxmopecjifi-OTUK ftxe ta-'^ttxh e.S.oX
�,A,por A-repc^A^-eTi ij5.4)nA.s is.noc jui.A,pecr ftxe ta.-
upoceTXK encyuor ^j-^poK eueKep4>ei e-ooTA-^S..
9. nneTA-pe^ eniJia.eTe4)XHOT rte^A. nrjiiLeo-
noTX z.'c^oi ftccoo-!f ji2.noTnA.r.
10. A-uoK 2^e ^en otcjjjik ftTe ottcjoS.^ rteji^.
OTOTOjrtg, eAoX tua-ojcot nA.K rtneTA-itwcy iii.Aa.a3-
OT -frtA.THrTOT nA.K uoc ftTe UA.oTXA.r.
U. OTO^, A.qoTA.2,CA-2,rtr ija-urKT-Toc ^.q^^io-rr ft-
itortA. eneTcyoTcwoT.
1. OTO^^ i- OTCA.xr ftTe noc cycwnr roirtA.
cJ>ji2.A.2, con S eqxco ija.AAoc.
2. xe TwnK iLa.A.cyertA.K e^ppnr ertrneTH Trtrg-f
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3. OTO^, A.qajen:A.q eitirteyk KA.'rA.<|>pH'f eT-Lq-
CA.XI neA2.A.q fixe noc itmeTK 2^e ne o-ymoj-f
AkiiA-KI ftTe 4>'f" Te rtA.T ^>0'5-C�Cy ftOTAAtUIT ii-
A2.oa}i ftr fte^ooT.
4. oTog, A-qep2,HTc ftxe icoka. ecye e^^o-yn e'f-
rtA.'y c^oTcooj ftOTAxcjuiT iiiJULoaji ftTe ot-
e^ooT ftoTcoT OTOg, nA,q2jiooicy ofo^, nexA.q xe
eTi Kev ite^^ooT nmenrfi certA,OToxnc.
5. OTO^, A.'cm^p/f e4>i~ ftxe rtiptuAJti ftTe nmerfi
OTo^j A-T�,ia)saj ftonrnKCTSA. oto^ -LT'fg^iaJTOT
ft^jA-HcoK icxen noTKOTXi oja. noTiticy'f"-
6. oTog, A.q4)0�, ftxe nicA.xi oja. noTpo ftTe m-
iteTK OTOgj ^.qTcwitq e^SoXg^i neqoponoc oto^,
A.qcbXi ftTeq�,e.E.cto e.S.oX ^^luoTq oto^ A.qxoX�,q
ftoTcoKOTog, A.q2jeAA.ci exen oTKepAJLi.
7- OTOg, A.T2,ia)ia} oTog,, A.TXOC ^ert rtiite-jrk
e.S.oX^iTert noTpo tiexsi. eKoX^^iTen neqitioj-f eq-
xoj iii.JL2.oc xe rtipoDAjj-i nejia, niTe.S.rtcoo-yi nejic
niecuoo-y ijLnenopoirxeAJLTni ftg^Xi OT2!.e ii.nen-
-&poTJL2.oni o'?r2^e j^knenopoTce a2.uoot.
8. oTog, A.-?rjLg.opoT ft�,A.ncoK ftxe rapwjtsLi nejw.
niTeE.ncuo-?ri oto^, ^.Toocg encytui ^a. noc c^i" ca^a.-
cgoj OTO^, A. <^)0TA.i c^oTA-i ji5.A5.a)OT TA.c-eo e.S.oX-
neqAjLtuiT eT^jtwoT nejjji 6.610X2,^. ni(Jiftxonc
eT^ert noTXix e^xo) i^-AJtoc.
9. xe m�jL GTejULi xe A.n qnAOTeAJL^^enq ftxe
^>'f OTO^, itTeqT<Lceo eAoX^en nxconT ftTe
neqi>..S.on oto^, ftTencg'T'ej'JLTA.KO.
10. OTO^, A.qnA.T fixe <^)'f enoTgj.SLKo-s'j xe A.-y-
TA.COO eE-OX^;*^ UO'<rA.2.UJIT GT^j^OT OT02, A.q-
o-ff(jujiE.ft2,OHq fixe 4>i" exert niueT^jUoo-s- eTA-q-
CA.Xr ijE.JLS.CWOT eA.ITOT.
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1. OTog, A.qepi>.KA.^ rtxe rtortA. .^^ert o-yrtioj-f-
n;ejta.KA.2, n�,HT.
2. 0T02, A-qepnpoceTxee^e enojuor ^a. noc ot-
o^ nexA.q xe tb noc jl2.h rtA.r A,n ne nA.CA.xr rcxen
esx^^ .^en UA-KA-g^r eo.S.e 4>A.r A.iepci5opn i^c^ujir
eeA.pcoc xe OTHr A.reAji.r xe nooK oTnA-HT o-^op,
npeqttjengjHT oto^j nA.a5e neicnA.! oto^, exo'^^-'^-
ft^jOHK exen rtrKA.KrA..
3. OTO^ ynoT nA.nH.6L 6t kTASlf^c^C^ eKo'k ik-
iL2.or xe nA.nec nm e^iLo-ir e^oTe ecjon^.
4. OTO^, nexe noc niujnA. xe A.n A,Kepij2.KA.2,
n^HT itOOK eJL2.A.ttjCO.
5. oTog, A.qr e.S.oX.^en i".S.A.KJ fixe rcurrA. o-srog,
A.q2,eAa.cr ijinejuLOo fi'f5.A.Kr oto^ A.qoA.JL!!.i6 nA.q
fioTCKTnK �s.nrii5.A. eTejiSL^^.'^ osop, nA-qg^ejuLcr
cA.necHT SsL^oc ^en oT.OHi.S.r cyA.TeqnA.T xe
OT ne-orrA-cgconr fi-f.SlA-kx.
6. oTo^j A.qoTA.�,cA.2,nr ftxe noc ^-f ftoTqenT-
ftcrXoT OTO^j A-qi encgcjor exen TA-c|)e fircjonA. OTog,
e-e-peqojoonr eT^KrB.r cA-ngcui ftT-eqA.<^>e eopeqep-
^Hi^i exuoq e.S.oX2,A. neqneT-gjCooT THpoT oto^,
A.qpA.cgs itxe rconA. exen nsqen-r itcrXoT .oen ot-
moj-f ftpA-Oji.
7. OTO^ A.qoTA.^cA.2,ni fixe noc ^-f ftoTqert-r
ijK.'^)nA-T ftcgcjopn i5.neqpA.ci- oto^, A.qajA.pr eni-
qertTittrXoT- oTo^, A.qajt�OTr.
8. o-xopj A-Ccyconr eqnA.cyA.r CA-TOTq :ftxe 4>pK
A.qorA.2,cA.2,nr ftxe c^-f itoTnrtA: fiKA.-!rca5n eqpoKg,
0T02, A.q2,roTr ftxe 4)pK exen T-A.<$>e fiitonA. oto^,
A.qep.'<OTXi ft^^KT OT02, A.qoTer ftTeqi^TXH oTog,
nexA.q xe nA.nec nnr caslot eg^oTe eojn.^.
9, 0T02, nexe noc c^-f fiiuonA. xe A.n A.Kepiji.KA.2,
ft^KT fiooK eA5.A.a}�3 o;-^ e.6pKr e^AiLOT.
10. 0T02, nexe noc xe ftooK a.j<t1-co exen ni-
qemrft^rXo'T 4>A-I eire ija-neKojen^ici exosq oto^,
ijj.neKojA.no's-cgq <^)A.i eTA-qcgconi ^eti OTexoop^,
OTO^^ A-qTA-KO ^en o-jrextup^,-
11. A.noK 2^e n-f-nA.i-A.co A.n exen njne-iTH i"-
nicyi" ijL.S.A.Ki o.HeTOTcijon n^HTc nxe p^osd TE
n-o^S-A. nptwjLa.! nA.j eTejLcnA.T'OTccooTn tototi-
nAJia. OT2ie To-ifXA-CTH nejta. p,&.r\.KeTeKnu:ion:i
eTocg.
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THE BOIiAIRIC
TRAHSLATIOH
Clia-pter 1
1 ) And the iford of the Lord came unto Jonah, the son of
Aaa thi , saying ,
2) Arise and go unto Hineveh QtheJ city and proclaim
upward to it, for it has been brought up before me, namely
the otj of its wickedness.
3) Auid he arose, namely Jonah, to flee to Tarsis from the
face of the Lord, and he went dov-rn to Joppa, and he found a
ship setting sail to Tarsis; and he paid fare and went in
into it to sail with them to Tarsis, away from the face of
the Lord.
4) And the Lord raised a great wind upon the sea and it was
a, mighty wave in the sea,, and it was in danger, na-mely the
ship, to loosen apart.
5) And they were afraid, namely the sailors, and each one
cried up unto his god, and they cast the equipment which was
in the ship into the sea, to lighten �3^1? ^^'^'^ them. But Jonah
had gone down to the hold (hcllow place) of the ship and was
asleep and snoring.
6) And he came unto him, namely the fore-sailor of the ship,
and said unto him, PJhy lare] you snoring? Arise, entreat
your god. Perhaps he shall give a thought to us and
we shall
not perish.
7) And each man said to his companion, Come, let us cast
lots that Tre may know because of -^rhom this evil is upon us.
And thoy cast lots, and it fell, namely the lot, upon Jonah.
8) Then they said unto him. Because of what is this evil upon
you? and what is your occupation? and you have come forth
whence? and out from what people?
9) And he said unto them, I [am{ a servant of the Lord and
the Lord God of the heaven I fear, who made the sea and the
dTj [land].
10) Then they feared, namely the men, with a great fear, and
they said to him, I'-fhat is that which you have done? for they
kneir, namely the men, that he was fleeing away from the
face of the Lord, for he had told them.
11) Then they said unto him, ?fhat is that which we shall do
unto you in order for the sea to cease for us; for indeed the
sea cried out and arose greatly, a grea,t wave.
12) A.nd he said unto them, namely Jonah, Ta^ke me {^ndl cast
me into the sea and it shall cease, namely the sea; for
indeed I know that because of me {_is| this great wave upon
you.
13) But they used violence (took to themselves violence),
namely the men, to cause to return to the shore, but they
did not have power, for a great wind was rising greatly up
upon them,
14) And they cried upward unto the Lord saying. Bo not, 0
Lord, do not let us perish because of the life of this man,
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and do not bring righteous blood up upon us; for you, 0 Lord,
in the manner which you have desired, you have done.
15) And they took Jonah [a-nd\ they cast him into the sea and
it paused, namely the sea, from moving.
16) And they feared, namely the men, before the Lord, with
a great fear, and they slayed a sacrifice to the Lord and
they cried vows.
Ohapter 2
1) And he com.manded, namely the Lord, a great fish to eat
Jonah, a,nd Jonah was in the belly of the fish three days and
three nights.
2) And he prayed, namely Jonah, unto the Lord his God, out
from the belly of the fish, and he said,
3) I cried out from ray distress unto the Lord m.y God and he
heard me; out from the belly of hades you heard my voice.
4) You have cast me into the depth of the heart of the
sea, and they encompassed me, namely the streams; billows, all
of them, and your waves came up upon me.
5) And I said. They have cast me 'outwards from your sight
(eye); yet I will again look upon your holy temple.
6) It poured forth upon me, namely water, unto my soul;
it
covered me, namely the last abyss; it sank, namely ray head.
7) Into the clefts of the mountains I have gone down,
to the
earth whose bars are made fast forever; yet, let come up,
namsly the perdition of ray life, my Lord, my God.
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8) -Jhen it fainted, namely my soul, within me, l remembered
the meroy of the Lord. Let oome, namely my prayer, upimrd to
you, to your holy temple.
9) They who keep vanities and lies, they have renounced their
mercy.
10) But I with a voice of prayer and confession, I will
sacrifice to you, 0 Lord of my salvation.
11) And he commanded the fish /andj it cast Jonah onto the
dry [land] .
Chapter 3
i) A.nd the word of the Lord came upon Jonah a second time,
saying,
2) Arise, go unto Nineveh the great city, and proclaim in it
according to the proclamation as formerly I spoke unto you.
3) And he went unto iTineveh according as he spoke unto
him, namely the Lord. How Hineveh was a great city of God,
being about a distance of a road of walking of three days.
4) A.nd he began, namely Jonah, to go in to the city, about
a dista,nce of a road of one day, and he proclaimed and said,
Yet another three days land] Nineveh will be destroyed (broken)
5) And they believed in God, namely the people of Hineveh,
and they proclaimed a fast and they put upon themselves
sackcloth, from the small to the gre.3,t.
6) And it reached, namely the word, to the king of Hineveh, ^
and he arose from his throne and put his garment from
himself and he covered himself with sackcloth [and] he sat
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upon ashes (fire).
7) And he proclaimed and com.manded (said) in Nineveh from
the king and from his great [[one>f] , saying, i-ien and beasts
a.nd sheep, let them not take taste of anything, nor let
them feed, nor let them drink water.
8) And they girded themselves in sackcloth, namely the people
and the beasts, -and they cried out unto the Lord God greatly,
and each one of them turned, from (rejected) their way of
evil and from the using of violence which Qrasj in their
hands, saying,
9) "^Jho shall know that he may i'epent, namely God, and may
turn from the wrath of his wrath and we shall not perish.
10) And he saw, namely God, their works, that they turned
from their way of evil, and he repented, namely God, upon
the evil which he had said to do to them.
Ohapter 4
1) And he was grieved, namely Jonah,, a great grief in heart.
2) And he prayed upward unto the Lord and said, 0 Lord, Qrasj
not this my saying when I was in my country? Because of this
I hastened to flee to Tarsis, because I knew that you {are]
one compassionate of heart and pitiful of heart and many
are your mercies and you give your heart upon evils.
3) And now, my Master, take my life from me, for good Qis]
it to me to die more than to live.
4) And the Lord said unto Jonah, are you grieved
of heart
greatly?
5) And he went out froia the city, nanely Jonah, and he sat
before the city, and he built for himself a booth, a
dTvGllins place there, and he sat under it in the shade until
he would see that which vrould befall the city.
6) And he commanded, namely the Lord G-od, a gourd, and it
came up over the head of Jonah that it might be a shade
above his head to shade him from all his distress; and he
rejoiced, namely Jonah, upon the gourd with a great rejoicing.
7) And he commanded, namely the Lord God, a worm, in the
morning, early, or his morrow, and it smote the gourd and it
dried .
8) And it came to pass when it arose to shine, namely the
sun, he commanded, namely God, a wind of scorching heat; it
burned and it struck, namely the sun, upon the head of Jonah;
and he fainted in heart, and he renounced his life and said,
Good fisj it for me to die more than to live.
9) AvA the Lord God said unto Jonah, are you grieved in heart
greatly, even unto death?
10) And the Lord said. You have spared the gourd, this which
you have not suffered toil upon it, and did not rear it,
this which became in a night and perished in a night.
11) Therefore, shall I not spare Hineveh the great city,
which are in it, namely more than 120,000 people, who do not
know their right hand nor their left hand and many cattle?
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